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PREFACE 

THE present work forms a part of the research thesis. 
which tM author 'aubmitted in lieu of the papers for his 
M. A. (Economics) degree at the Lucknow University. 
The survey was conducted· during those months. 
when simultaneous inquiries were being made by several 
departments of the Government for the purpose of 
fixing a minimum price of cane, levying the excise duty, 
taking the census of the khandsalis, etc.-and the· 
people concerned, who are moatly illiterate and conserva-· 
tive, were averse to giving the correct informa.tion. 
The figures obtained from the cultivators, the khandsalis 
or the managers of sugar 'factories were vastly different· 
from those ·.collected from the Government departments, 
most probably because the former did not want to disc~ose 
facts. It -is on account of .thiS fact that, in spite of 
every care devoted tp collecting and collating the data, 
some inaccuracy lllight have c1rept here and there in 
the course of the book.' ... 

I must take the opporturiity of offering my th~nks ·to· 
all those who very tdndly suppli~ me the. needful 
information; and to those officers of the. Government who
helped me ip.' obtaining the requisittIJ material from their 
offices. My thanks are also due.to Professor Radha
kamal Mll;kerji, -M.A., PH.D., P.R.S., Head - of the' 
Department of Economica . and Sociology, LuckndW 
Universi'ty, for his kindly suggesting to me the lines of 
the researeh, an!!. to Mr. R. L. Sethi, I.A.S., Economic 
Botanist to Government, United Provinces, and Incharge, 
Government 'Sugarcane Research Station, Rhahjahanpur 
and Dr. D. Pant, B. 'COM .• PH.D .. , Commerce Depart
ment, Lucknow University, for their going through the 
manuscript and making several suggestions. 

Luclrnow:; N. K. KATlHA .. 
9t~ October, i937. 
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Sugar in the fields, the Workshops and the Factories: 
A Slll'Yey of the prospects of Sugar Industry in 
Robilkhand 

CHAPTER I 

SUGARCANE CULTIVATION 

SUGARCANE is usually sown in February or March' and Tillage. 
cut in the following winter (December-March). It is an 
exhausting crop and requires a very thorough preparation of 
the soil before sowing. The number of ploughings and the 
method of tillage differ from village to village and from field 
to field. When the field is left fallow for one year to be 
followed bYl cane plantation the cultivators plough it from 
July (Asa1'h) till February and March and on an average give 
about 20 plollb'>"hings. In case a previous·kha1'if crop has been 
taken the ploughing operations begin in November and about 
14 to 16 ploughings are given. In fact pl~ughing operations 
are carried on through' out the year whenever opportunity 
arises and the monsoon permits. The object is to loosen and 
break up the layers of soil at the bottom of the -furrows to a 
depth of 3 or 4 inches, so that the roots, when they sprout from 
the sets, are not deflected from their downward growth by a 
:hard pan or layer of soil are, therefore. able to go deeper into 
the layers of the sub-soil to the soil moisture. The advantages 
of not weather deep ploughing are:-

(1) The sun's rays go down deep into the furrows and 
. im'Part oxygen to the soil. 

(2) Water drainage and percolation become easier. 
(3) The roots of the plant go deep down into the soil 

easily. 
(4) Weeding is facilitated. 
(5) Insoluble plant food is converted into soluble 

material easily. 
Rainy season cultivation is supposed to possess I the follow
ing advantages:-

\ 

(1) Weeds in the fields are ploughed into the soil and 
serve as manure. 

(2), The rotten seedlings, stems, and field trash go 
down deep into the soil and fertilize the fields. 

Two varieties of indigenous ploughs are used in Rohilkhand. 
They are locally known as tha1'iya and lutna. The former 
has more or less a- vertical blade and can make a furrow as 
deep as 1t ft. The latter scratches the soil only l ft. qeep. 
The desi hal costs about Rs.1-12. Ordinarily the fields are 
ploughed from 4 in the morning to 12 in the noon. A labourer . . . 
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with a. plough and a pair of bullocks can till about an acre of 
land in this period if the bullocks are of ordinary strength and 
the soil is not uncommonly stiff. Twenty days' fodder (bhusa 
and ch~na) for .a pair of bullocks costs Rs.6. A servant can 
be hired for 20 ploughings for RsA at the rate of Rs.6 Fer 
month. This includes the charges for chabena, shar'bat or 
tamakhul. If it is desired to plough the fields wholly on hirel 
20 ploughings will cost Rs.IO at the rate of 8 annas per 
ploughing, inclusive of bullocks, plough and labour charges. 
Therefore, the tillage expenses of an acre (20 ploughings 
including patela) comes up to Rs.IO to Rs.I2. When cane 
is sown after rabi and without an year's fallow the fields are 
ploughed only about 14 or 15 times and the expenses also 
proportionately. go down. In practice the cultivators do not 
paJ! for ploughing oper~tions.The fodder is raised on their 
own fields, the plough and bullocks belong to them and they 
put in their own labour, being assisted by members of the 
family. 

Sugarcane is a crop which requires deep ploughing. The 
indigenous plough (des! hal) is. howE:'ver, ul:leless for the 
purpose. Improved ploughs, like the Meston (costing Rs.5-8 
and tilJolng 1 acre a da:v), the Cultivator or Planet Junior 
(costing Rs.32 to 46 and tilling 1 acre in 3 hours), the 
Punjab (costing Rs.36 and tilling Ii to 2 acres a day) or the 
Raja (costing RsAO and tilling It to 2 acres a day) give suffi
ciently deep furrows. But they rresent their own difficulties 
to the Indian cultivator. Their cost is prohibitive and .the 
draught cattle commonly used cannot easily draw these heavy 
machines. Another objection is based on the Indian peasants 
anxiety to retain the moisture in the soil and his unwillingness 
to widen the area to be manured when as often, the stock of' 
manure is strictly limited. Improved ploughs, however, can 
be profitablY' employed on co-operative lines (if a number of 
farmers combine into a group) in eonjunctioL with the desi hal 
which mixes the soil more thoroughly and breaks the clods of 
soil better. From 2 or 3 to 6 or 8 deep ploughings-depend
ing on the circumstances ()f each case-with modern ploughs 
lJlus 10 to 12 shallow ploughings with the.desi hal yield the 
best results. Such a practice is followed on the Shahjahan
pur Government Sugarcane Farm. 

Fields prepared for sugarcane are manured in February and 
Bail dressing. March before sowing; and the manure is hoed into the soil. 

In case an adequate supply of manure is not then available it 
is given during the months of April and May when the cane 
plants are about 1 to 2 feet high. In this case the manure is 
simply strewn by hand in the fields. After manuring, the 
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fields are watered 80 that the nitrogenous matter may dissolve
and the solution may not remain very strong and concentrated. 

In Rohilkhand, farm-yard manure is the only soil dressing
agent which the average cultivator uses on his fields for the
sugarcane crop. The cost of farm-yard manure varies from 
!place to place and from time to time .. The cultivators almost 
always use their own farmyard sweepings and they purchase 
it only very rarely. Sometimes it is difficult to obtain this. 
manure even for a very high price. The price is generally 
higher near the towns and cities than in the interior of the 
villages. Two cart loads, containing from 20 to 30 m~unds. 
of farmyard sweepings, are applied per big.ha of land. One 
cart load on an average costs 4 to 6 annas, but near the cities 
the price is as high as' 8 annas to one rupee. The manuring
charges, on an average, come to Rs.3 to Rs.3-8 per acre. The 
cultivators put in their own labour for applying the manure 
and in this operation they are helped by their family members 
and neighbours. Labour is also occasionally hired at 3 to 4 
annas a day. . 

Alternative kinds of manure that might be used for cane· 
cultivation are--

(1) Green mo.nuring (ordi'Ytavly sanal)-It should be· 
used in conjunction with farm)lard manure. It requires 
only (san hemp) sanai seed worth Rs.2 to RsA for an. 
acre. The rate at which the seed is available varies 
between 1 to 2 annas a seer. Other expenses come up to 
about Rs.2 per acre. S'anai green manure is best for 
loam and light soils. The more this type of manure is: 
applied the less irrigation will the cane crop succeeding 
it require. Such is not the case with other manures. 
Sanai green manure liberates 60 lb. of nitrogen per acre .. 

(2) Castor Cake...-10 to 20 maunds per acre are 
ordinarily required. It contains 3 to 4 per cent. nitrogen 
on its wei€ht. The average cost is Re.! per maund. A 
moderate quantity of this cake manure if applied to a 
field of average fertility with a good cultivation gives an 
yield of 800 maunds of cane per acre against 350 maunds: 
without any soil dressing. Castor cake is supposed to be 
one of the best types' of indigenous manures. 

(3) Mahua Cake-I5 to 20 mannds per acre are suffi
cient for an ordinary field. It contains 2 per cent. 
nitrogen and costs 4 annas a maund. It is the' least 
soluble of all th9 manure cakes and hence requires heavy 
watering. 

(4) Neem Cake-lO to 15 maunds of cake per acre are 
generally:.required. Its nitrogen contents are 3 to 5 per 
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-cent. on the weight. It is not available everywhere. 
Its cost is Re.1 to Re.1-8 per maund. It is less soluble 
than castor cake but more than mahua cake. It requires 
less watering but imparts a considerable amount of fertility 
to the soil. Its use on cane fields gives some immunitY' 
to the plants from the attacks of white-ants .. 

Particulars Of awxiliary chemical fertili~ers (all to be used 
~n conjunction with other m.anures) : 

(1)-Sulphat. of Ammonia: (NH,>a SO, -It is 
converted into nitrates before being assimilated. Its 
nittogenous contents are 20'6 per cent. on the weight. 
Of this a residue of 15 per cent. remains available for the 
succeeding crop. Three to five maunds per acre are 
.required for chewing varieties; 2t to 3 maunds for ordinary 
medium Co. varieties; and It to 2t maunds for thin 
varieties of cane. It is rapid in action and should, 
therefore, be applied in top dressing when the plants have 
germinated and are about a foot high. 

(2) Sodium Nitrate: NaN03 -Being in itself a 
nitrate, it is very easily assimilated. Its nitrogenous 
o(Jontents are 15'6 per cent. Of this 10 per cent. residue 
is available for the next crop. Threee or five maunds 
per acre are generally required for the Co. variety. Its 
-cost comes up to Rs.5-8 to Rs.6 per maund. It is rapid 
in action and is used in top dressing. 

(3) Potassium Sulphate: Ka S 0, -It contains 40 to 
:50 per cent. potash and is generally given to provide about 
60 lb. potash per acre. Its cost is Rs.178 per ton, 
f. o. r. Calcutta. It should be used before sowing. 

(4) Super-Phosphates: (Single or double)-The pho
-sphate contents of Double Super-Phosphates are 40 to 45 
per cent. and those of Single 20 per cent. About 3 
maunds per acre of Single and It maunds per acre of 
Double Phosphates are generally required. The market 
rate for the Single variety is Rs.9 for 2 cwt. It is applied 
before sowing. 

(5) Ammo Phos: (NH,)s PO, -The phosphate and 
nitrogenous contents of this fertilizer are 22 per cent. and 
10 per cent. respectively. Three to five maunds per acre 
are commonly used for the chewing variety of cane and 
2 to 3 maunds for the Co. variety. Its cost comes up to 
Rs.8 per maund. It is also applied in top dressing. 

Cane plants per acre require 100 to 120 lb. of nitrogen for 
Co. varieties and 150 to 200 lb. or even more for the chewing 
·v·ariety. A deficiency of ferric oxide renders the plant diseased 
~nd makes it yellow. . 
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The following diagrams show the results obtained bv 
applying different quantities of nitrogenous manure to Co. 313 
variety of cane sown on the flat system: (1) 
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The under-noted figures show the result of nitrogenous 
experiments with different combinations (Co. 313 variety): (1)0 

-
Cost I Yield of Yield of 

Particulars of 

I 
cane per sugar per 

manure acre acre 

Rs. 

I 
Mds. Mds. 

Castor cake 120 lb. ., .. 47 1,075 86 

Farm·yard manure and Am. 35 1,050 83 
Sulph. 60 lb. each. 

Castor cake and Am. Sulph. 60 46 1,040 82'6· 
lb. each. 

Farm.yard manure 120 lb. .. 28 960 76 

No manure .. .. Nil '825 66'7 

On the cultivator's field the yield of cane per acre under the
best agricultural conditions is 880 m'aunds with green manure
and 500 maunds without manure. 

A common belief, among the cultivators of Tilhar and 
neighbouring tahsils, is that cane loses its sucrose contents if' 
it is manured with bone meal. 

Over-manuring with nitrogen gives rise to excessive vegeta
tive growth and delays the ripening of the cane till the time· 
when crushing operations become difficult owing to the claims. 
of the tlabi harvest and the advent of the hot weather. Fur
ther, in the case of very heavy manuring the plant gets its. 
food material from the upper strata, and its roots do not 
penetrate deep into the soil. The result is that the plant 
shoots up high prematurely, while its roots remain weak and 
atrophied, so that it easil)1 lodges when the winds are strong 
and its sucrose contents are inverted. Over-manuring may 
withet the plant altogether, for the cane plant cannot suck up 
its food material through the normal plant physiological 
processes, if the soil solution is concentrated and thick. In 
fact a heavy manurial solution sucks up the weaker solution 
circulating within the plant itself. It is, therefore, necessary 
to apply manure judiciously. 

After the soil has been prepared-i.e. ploughed, manured,· 
harrowed and levelled-the sowing "operations begin. Pieces 
of cane usually 1 to 2 feet in length called sets are planted in 

('l Figures obtained from the Government Sugarcane Research Station. 
Shahiahanpur.~ 
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the soil; and from each joint sprou~s a bud and canes grown 
up therefrom. 

There are two systems of cane cultivation, viz. trench and 
dat. In Rohilkhand trench cultivation is popularly known as 
khari and the dat system is termed as ukhari. The trench .. 
system of cultivation, being 'expensive, is only followed on 
Government and big private farms. On the Shahjahanpw.; 
Government Cane Farm the trenches are approximately 2 
feet wide, 9 inches deep and 4 feet from centre to centre. 
"Where trenching is adopted it should 01 be preceded b)1 'a 
summer fallow during which the land should be worked at 
intervals and the trenches should be made in November as· 
soon as the cultivator is free from sowing of his rabi crop 
In a normal season the trenches should be irrigated, as soon as 
they are made. With careful cultivation of the trenches. the 
moisture thus given should be sufficient to last until the cane
is sown. A second irrigaion will be required about ten days 
after sowing, and about four additional irrigations before a 
normal monsoon. It has been ascertained that the cost of 
making trenches in Rohilkhand and Gorakhpur is Rs.15 per 
acre when the labour rate is 4 annas a day."(l) 

In dat cultivation the seedlings are sown either by ploughs' 
or hoes. In the former case 4 ploughs (3 hal and 1 hari, 
which makes a little deeper furrow, i.e. 4 inches to 5 inches 
deep) and 8 bullocks are required. One plough works in the 
middle and two on each of its sides at a distance of about one 
foot. Just behind the middle plough the hari is worked. As 
the furrows are made by mea·ns of the han the seedlings are 
planted by some people, others work on the ploughs and
bullocks; while still others are engaged in picking up the sets 
scattered here and there in the course of planting. The rowa. 
in which the sets are sown are invariably from' east to west, 
and seldom from north to south, so that the strong winds in 
July and August may pass easily through the rows without 
uprooting and lodging the plants and thereby deteriorating 
them. The ordinary cultivator, however, does notsbw with 
the help of ploughs.. "In Rohilkhand no plough is used, sets 
being planted by small gangs of men using kalsis (hoes). The· 

-period of planting extends from the middle of February to the 
end of April". (2) First, straight lines, from east to west,. 
are marked with the help of a cord, or rope. On these lines 
small ditches or pits are made by hoes (kalsis).Cane sets are
then laid into these ditches and covered with earth. This 
operation takes a longer tim'e. 

The rows of the ·plants sown differ, very widely in distance
from one another. But the average Rohilkhanq cultivator

(') Report Df the Indian Sugar Committee, 1920. pagff53: 
(2) Op : cit, page 40. 
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:sows his seedlings in rows Ii to 2 and in a few cases even 3 
feet apart. On private farms the average distance between 
the rows is 3 to 3i feet and on Government farms 3 to 4 feet. . 
,On a standard plot of 600 feet x 180 feet there are 60 rows 4: 
feet apart or 70 rows 3t feet apart or 80 rows 3 feet apart. 
The results so far obtained at the Government Sugarcane 
Farm, Shahjahanpur, show that in poorer soils shorter 
distances between rows of the plants and in richer soils 
-longer distances give better results. 

When the moist~e in the soil is adequate to ensure good 
,germination; the sets should be planted mouth ·to mouth or 
head to head, and when it is less they should be laid eye to 
-eye or bud to bud. Cultivators often 'SOw sets at a distance 
of about 4 to 5 inches apart. Special care is required to cut 
"the canes for preparing sets. They should be cut by choppers 
·(garasas) and their leaves should be stripped off by hand and 
not by scythes (ha.nsiyas). The sets should be carefully cut, 
.avoiding every injury to joints or buds. Each set ordinarily 
-contains three buds and measures abou~ It feet in length. 
From a normal clI,:ne 5 to 6 sets are obtained. Formerly when 
desi varieties mre dikchan, dhaur, matana, chan, khatuiya, 
tatti, etc. were more prevalent, tops of canes were also used as 
"Bets. Tops are rich in glucose, and since the sucrose contents 
oare first converted into glucose before germination takes place, 
the germination in the case of tops is surer and sooner than 
in the case of middles and ends. The whole of the improved 
·Co. varieties of canes are often used for preparing seedlings, 
but generally the tops are set apart as cattle fodder or are 
given away in the shape of harvesting labour remuneration. 
In some villages the lower ends of the canes are discarded for 
'sowing purposes. A common belief prevalent among the 
villagers of Mundia (district Shahjahanpur) is that softer canes 
'are better for germination than harder ones. 

Sometimes harder varities are planted round the fields of 
-softer canes to safeguard against incursions of wild animals. 
1:n Rohilkhand generally Java, a softer variety, is sown in the 
centre and it is surrounded by the Co. 290 or hathi chinghar, 
'Which is a harder type. The cultivators in some of the villages 
·of Bareilly District sow mellon plants between two rows of 
·cane. But this is not a good practice as a large part of the 
fertility of the soil is eaten up by the mellon plants, and the 
-cane crop is stunted. • 

When desi varieties were commonly prevalent cane sets 
were preserved in field pits after sprinkling a little water over 
them and covering up with earth. The improved varieties are 
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cut, stripped and sown simultaneously!. The sets deteriorate. 
on standing after they have been prepared. They should. 
therefore, be sown immediately after having been cut or on 
the same day. 

The number of sets sown per acre varie~ with the distance 
between rows in which they are laid as also on the thickness 
of the variety sown. The following table shows the approxi
mate amounts of cane sets required for sowing an acre of land,. 
with varying distances between the rows :, 

I Distance between row 
--~--~--~--~-_--:-_1 4 feet 31 feet 

Amount of sets (in 
maunds) per acre of 
~edium oans . 

'i\lds. Mds. 

35 40 

3 feet 

Mds. 

45 I 

21 feet 2 feet 

Mds. Mds. 

30 I 
I 35 

The ordinary cultivator sows from 4 to 5 maunds of sets per 
bigha kham (kachcha bigha), which comes up to about 25 to 
30 or 32 maunds per acre. He keeps his seed rows It feet tOo 
2 feet apart. From 7,000 to 10,000 sets per acre may be laidr 
but on an average 10,000 sets are sown in rows 3 feet apart; 
6,000 sets will be required when the sets have been laid in 
rows 4 feet apar~; and 13,000 when the rows are closer and 
desi varieties have been planted. "The number of sets sown· 
by the cultivator is excessive, amounting in some cases to as 
many as 26,000 per acre. Even with a moderate germination 
this is far too close together for the full development of 
each stool. .. At the present time, while great pains are 
taken to preserve the soil moisture by hoeing at the time of 
sowing and until germination is assured, subsequent inter
cultivation is often rendered extremely difficult, if not impos-' 
sible, by! the manner in which the canes a,re sown. Sowingl. 
in lines 2 feet apart would make inter-cultivation possible after 
each irrigation and thus reduce the amount of water required~ 
With better inter-cultivatiori this could be reduced to two or 
at the most three."(l) 

The expenses of sOwing vary widely. The cultivators in 
Rohilkhand p~t in their own labour,-plough and bullocks. The
members of the family and neighbours help them in all their 
field work and this makes it difficult to ascertain the accurate 
money value of various operations. The practice of hiring
labour for these operations is uncommon. In face of these· 

(') Report of the !ndian Sugar Committee" 1920, pags 51. 
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difficulties only approxip1ate figures of the money value of 
such processess can be obtained. 

For sowing by means of ploughs .we require-
8 bullocks: 2 bullocks per plough. 
4 ploughs: 3 hal and 1 hari. 
9 labourers: 2 for cutting the sets; 2 for handing over 

the sets; 1 for picking up the scattered sets; and 4 on the 
4 ploughs. 

With this arrangement and fitting we can sow a field of 
about one acre in a day-laying the sets in rows at a distance 
of It feet apart. Putting the labour charges at 4 annas a 
day for a man and the hire of a pair of bullocks and a plough 
at 8 annas a day, plus 1 anna a day for tobacco smoking, the 
cost of sowing' comes to Rs.3-I2. The cost per maund of 
seedlings vary from 4 annas to 8 annas. Keeping the average 
at 6 annas per maund, the cost of 30 maunds of sets, required 
to sow an acre in rows, It feet apart, comes to Rs.1l-4. 

Sowing by means of hoes or kalsis (or kasis or karsis) is 
cheaper but requires more lapour and time. Moreover, the 
Rohilkhand cultivator very often does not sow the cane sets 
in straight lines and the rows are, -not infrequently, huddled 
together very close to each other. His selection of sets, simi
larly, is poor; and occasionally diseased and inferior types of 
seedlings are used. 

(}ermination. Germination takes place some 10 to 15 days after sowing. 
If the sets have been planted towards the taJ-end of March 
(Phagun) the buds sprout by the middle of April tUluut). 
Practically each bud produces a plant; and from each of these 
spring forth eight to ten or even more offshoots forming the 
clump or stool of cane. Some cultivators, after the plants 
have germinated, heap up small mounds of soil at the foot of 
each stem (kunr banana); and when towards the monsoon the 
winds are very strong, they tie up the tops of the plants to 
prevent lodging. Even then during the months of July and 
August (Asarh and Saw an) some plants, due to the force of 
strong winds and rains, fall down; and from their joints sprout 
new buds. This is locally known as ukhari ka biya jana. The 
sucrose contents of the canes, thus lodged, become inverted, 
and the massecuite (rab) prepared from the juice of such canes 
is sticky and inferior. 

Irrigation. The sugarcane crop requires a great deal of moisture, which 
has to be rrovided partly by monsoon rain and partly by 
irrigation, and this makes the crop expensive. The number 
of waterings depends mainly on the resources of the peasant 
s'Jd the quality of the soil. A sandy soil, for example, 
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ordinarily requires 5 to 6 or more waterings, whereas for loan 
only 3 to 4 do very well. The. khadar fields (i..e. the fields 
lying on the banks o~ canals, !IVerS or tanks! ~ve. adequate 
yields without watenng or Wlth only one rrngatlOn. The 
average Rohilkhand cultivator gives 2 to 3 waterings, private 
cane farms 4 and Government farms from 4 to 6 or more to 
cane fields. For chewing varieties of cane about 8 irrigations 
arb required. 

If the soil is dry, at least one irrigation is given before 
sowing, but if the moisture is adequate, this watering IS 

dispensed with. Ordinarily the first irrigation is given after 
germination (Le. 10 to 15 days after sowing) towards the end 
of March (Phagun) or the beginning of April (Cha#). The 
second watering is given at about the end ell May (Baisakh) 
or the beginning of June (J etW), when the plants have attained 
the height of 2 to 3 feet. If monsoon water is not available 
by then, a third irrigation is given towards the end of Jeth. 
Thus cane fields require irrigation from,April to June. If, 
however, the monsoon is late or very weak the fields are 
watered several times. On Government farms two irrigations 
are given from March to April and three during May and June. 

Broadly speaking the three chief sources of irrigation are 
canals, wells, and tanks. Wherever there are canal distribu
tories and channels the peasants take water from them; but 
in those tracts which are not served by canals their main-stay 
is the w",ll or tank. 

Various methods of drawing water from these sources are 
in vogue; and the cost of each varies widely. Canal water is 
taken either by lift system (nadha) or by flow (gool, tor). In 
canal flow system, the fields to be watered lie adjacent to and 
on or below the IEtfel of the canal distributory from which an 
outlet (called barp,6a) is provided, which when opened, floods 
the field. Lift lrrigation is resorted to when fields are at a 
higher level. At times 3 to 4 lifts (nadhas or beris) are 
utilized, but 1 or 2 are very commonly met with. A lift 
consists of an elevated platform made of mud and built adjacent 
to the canal distributory on one side and on the other side a 
sort of pit (hauz) is built on a still higher level. A square 
basket, generally made of bamboos or, reeds to which are tied 
four ropes, is used for lifting the water. Two men on each lift 
work at a time-each of them standing face to. face ,and 
opposite to each other on the mud platform, each of them 
holding two ropes, tied to the basket, in his two hands, dipping 
the basket in the canal distributary, \!winging it up and empty
ing the water in the pit or hauz on the other side from which 
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the water flows into the field through small channels. If the 
field is on II> still higher level, a second lift (nadha) adjoining 
but higher than the first one is built, which is utilized to lift 
the water from the hauz of the first lift to that of the other 
made a little higher up. Lift irrigation is, therefore, very 
costly. Water is also lifted from tanks in a similar manner. 

For well irrigation kachcha wells are sunk every year in the 
month of March (Phagun). Various local methods of watering 
the fields from the wells are prevalent here. They are known 
as Dhukli, Rahti, Charsa, Pul, etc. Leather buckets are 
ordinarily' used to lift water from the wells. Bullocks and 
often buffaloes are emrloyed for this purpose, but it is not 
uncommon to employ human labour in place of bullocks for 
drawing water from wells. Other modern labour-saving 
machines for watering the fields from wells are on the market. 
They are Baldeo Balti, chaoin pump, double chain pump, 
Egyptian Pump, centrifugal pump (worked by electricity, 
diesel oil or steam engines, etc). But all of them are 
expensive for the cultivator. 

Under the system of canal flow irrigation the fields are 
flooded 5 inches deep and this works up to 100,000 to 120,000 
gallons of water per acre per irrigation. Under canal lift 
irrigation a 4-inch dl>ep flooding is generally given, and this 
comes up to 98,000 gallons per acre. In well irrigation the 
cultivators flood the fields only 3 inches deep and the amount 
of water per acre thus comes up to 60,000 gallons. 

, The following tables show th~ results of various irrigation 
varietal exreriments carried on in Shahjahanpur Government 
Sugarcane Research Station~: 

A 

Cost of Yield of I Yield of Cost of 
Number sugar Net profit in 

of irriga· 
pumping cane per sugar :per manufao-
water in acre in acre JIl ture in 

rupees 
tiona rupees maunds maunds rupees 

--- ---- ---
3 10 773 61 130 187'93 

4 12· 860 68 148 222'4 , 
5 14 925 74 156 247'84 

6 16 963 77 164 261'25 

N.B.-Rs.1l9·86 represents the oost of produOlDg oane. 
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B 

'Cost of Yield of Yield of Cost of Quantityoi 
water per pumping cane ~er sugar per sugar Net profit in manufao-irrigation in water in acre m acre in ture in rupees 
gallons rupeN maunds maunds rupees 

60.000 10'0 '870 69 160 225'37 

80.000 10'0 910 71'5 166 - 237'86 

100.000 10'0 875 70 160 226'83 

~ 

N.B.-RB.1l9·86 represents the cost of production of cane. 

The amount of labour utilized and the money cost of irri
gation by various methods differ considerably. The subjoined 
table shows the approximate cost of irrigation per acre. 

A. Irrigation from canaZ 
(i) Flow system-

Re. a. 
One day's labour of one man at 4 &nD&S a day • .. 0 4 
Canal dues from January to December 10 0 

If the flow is proper 1 acre can be flushed in 4 hours. 
'Iii) Lift system-

(a) For 1 lift (nadha) : 

One day's labour of6 men at 4 annas a day' (2 men to 
.mend the fisld beds and 4 men to lilt water by turns, 
known as Dugla Dena or Bm Dalna) 

. CanaI dues per season under lift system 
(b) For 2 lifts (fIlJdhas) : 

One day's labollr of 8 men at 4 annas a day (2 men to 
mend the field beds and 6 men to lilt water by turns-
2 being engaged at each lift at a time) . 

Canal dues by lift system per season 

In one dar} only 1 acre ca.n be watered. 
(c) Power Pump Irrigation: 

Rs. a. 

1 8 
5 '0' 

2 0 

5 0 

Cost of every 5 acre irrigation including canal dues per 
season (5 acres can be irrigated il:\ a day by, power 
pump irrigation system. The capital cost comes to a 
high figure and the oultivators. therefore. cannot 
afford to instal them) 9 0 

B. Irrigation from.wells _, 
(i) Four men caD. irrigate from a. well (by rahtt or char8a) at the .. "te 

of 2 bighas a day. 

Wages of 4 men at 4 annas a day .. 
One man will drive.the two bullocks OD: chor8a •. 
One man will draw out water. 

2 

Rs. a. 
1 0 
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One ma~ will give outlet to water. 
One man will mend tho field beds. 

For one acre 3 wells (by ,.Qhti. system) are used and the 
cost will, therefore, come up to 

Three pairs of bullocks can be hired for a da.y at 6 anuas 
to 8 annas per pair 

(ii) Tube·wen 

O. Irrigation from tanks 

Rs. B. 

2 8 

1 8 
5 0 

Two lifts (8 men) 2 8 

The cultivator, however, does not generally hlre. labour. 
Be IS 6-f>sisted by the members of his familv and neighbours. 
It is only in exceptional cases that he hires" labour for money 
wages. 

Tube-wells worked by diesel oil or steam engines cost about 
Rs.8,OOO and can irrigate at the rate of 3 to 4 acreij a day. 
The hand chain pump flushes t an acre in a day, and the 
double chain pump, 1 acre. Similarly, the centrifugal pump, 
worked either by electricity or steam power, irrigates quiCkly 
and economically. 

Due to its comparative cheapness, the cultivators always 
prefer irrigation .from canal. Since the opening of the Sarda 
Canal the cane acreage in these districts has considerably. in~ 
creased. Notwithstanding this expansion the importance of 
well irrigatlon in parts, not accessible to canals, cannot be 
over-estimated. In the interior of the villages, water is lifted 
from the wells by the old chaTsa, Tahti or dukhli system. 

After cultivation is practically confined to irrigation and 
hoeing principally during the period of germination and 
growth. Each watering is followed by one or two hoeings, 
which are given by gangs of men using kasis {short-handled 
heavy hoes}. The number of hoeings required depend chiefly 
on the type of soil. Sandy- soils require 5 to 7 hoeings, while 
loamy ones demand only 3 or 4. Hoeings make the soil more 
porOU$; and the compact clods of earth and crusts, formed by 
watering, ·are broken up and thoroughly pulverized. This 
facilitates healthy germination and growth. On an average 
3 hoeings are given by the farmers in these districts, whereas 
private and Government cane farms are hoed 4 to 5 times. 
The' first hoeing is given 2 or 3 days after sowing. After 
this 'between every two waterings the fields are hoed once or 
sometimes twice. In. some tracts where the soil is very com
pact, as many as 8 to 10 hoeings have to be given-the first 
Mter sowing, the second after germination, the third after 
watering, the fourth closely repeated after 4 to 10 days, the 
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fifth after re-watering and the later ones 1 or 2 days after 
each irrigation.· During the month of July (Asarh) the fields 
'are hoed at least twice. The July (Asarh)· hoeings are believed 
to be a necessity for a good cane crop, as they do not allow 
weeds to overgrow, which might otherwise eat up the fertility 
of the soil. When the plants attain a height of 3 to 4 feet 
the hoeing operations are stopped. 

Five to six men can hoe one acre in a day. Putting the 
money wages at 4 annas a day per man, the cost of 3 hoeings 
of an acre of land comes to Bs.6. It is easier to hoe the 
fields before irrigation, and in practice only 4 men. can hoe 
a dry field of one acre in a day. The total cost of 3 hoeings 
is, therefore, proportionately reduced. An ordinary hoe 
(kasi or karst) costs 12 annas (8 annas for the iron spoon 
and 4 annas for the wooden handle). Various modern types 

-of hoeing implements, e.g. Hand Hoe, Planet Junior, etc., 
which are really labour and time saving tools, but which 
llre also very expensive for an average fal'IIl£r, are in the 
market. 

The Rohilkhand cultivators do not attend to their cane Growth and 
fields during the month of August (Savan), for the plants maturity. 
during this period are supposed to grow very rapidly "in a 
state of nudity", to uSe ·the peasants' vocabulary. The 
period of the ripening of cane depends on many factors, the 
most important among them being the nature of the variety, 
the amount and distribution of rainfall and the. adequacy 
-of the artificial water supply. The plant, generally speaking, 
begins to mature with the approach of winter. It ordinarily 
remains on the ground 9 to 11 months according as it is an 

, -early or late variety. On an average, the plants in the cul
tivator's fields attain a height of 6 to 8 feet; whereas on 
Government farms they go as high as 10 or 12.feet. Normal 
sugarcane contains from 90 to 95 per cent. juice. The con
version of glucose into sucrose begins in winter. . lIuring the 
period of growth the glucose, which assists plant. meta
bolism, increases in quantity, but there comes·,8/' time when 
the growth stops and the increase in th~ 'percentage of 
glneose is also arrested. The sucrose contents then begin to 
rise. .• 

Harvesting begins from November and Dece~bel: '~nd Harvest 
continues till March and April. Sometimes the crop is operations. 
harvested long before the plants have full I matured. This 
is done to obtain a longer working season for sugar manu
facturers. When the plants are ripe, the stalks .are cut off 
elose to the ground. The upper end may be topped just 
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above the highest coloured jcInt. The cultivators use thei! 
ordinary 'Chopper or' garasa for cutting the canes. The, 
scythe or hansia is used for stripping off the leaves. Som~' 
canes are set aside. Tp.ese are carefully cut and their leaves 
stripped off by hand. Hoes are also often times used for 
harvesting purposes, 

Most of the cane-growers in Rohilkhand begin the harvest 
operation of cane on and from the Ganga Ashnan festival 
in the month of Kartik (November). This is continued till 
March and April. Generally no money wages are paid for 
cutting and stripping the. canes. The farmers put in their 
own labour, being assisted by the members of the family 
and neighbours. A common practice is that those who 
harvest cane receive no remuneration in cash but take away 
the tops of as many plants as they cut and strip. In addi
tion to this they are given 5 canes, ohabena or 2 loaves of 
bread and, sharbat. The tops are used as fodder for cattle. 
Occasionally. however, money wages have to be paid for the 
labour hired for harvesting purposes. The wages differ 
greatly, but ordinarily they range between Re.O-2-6 plus 
sharbat and ohabena or 2 rotis to 4 annas a day without th6 
extras. One man cuts, peels" and ties into sheaves (phandis) 
6 to 7 maunds of cane in a day-5 to 6 sheaves each contain~ 
ing about 50 to 60 canes and weighing 11 maunds. An 
average crop of 360. maunds of cane per acre requires 24 
labourers to harvest it in one day, and taking the labour 
charges at 4 annas per man per day the money wages of 
cutting, peeling and tying the canes into sheaves would comS' 
to Rs.6 per acre. 

The cartage 
ofoana. The sheaves or phandis are carted to the bels(l}, railway 

Rent and 
zamindari 
tolls. 

stations, sugarcane faetories, or sugarcane factory weigh
bridges for disposal. The cartage expenses vary consider-' 
ably. ,The cultivators ordinarily use their own carts and 
bullocks or borrow them from their neighbours for the pur
pose. Carts and bullocks are occasionally hired at Re.1 for 
4 to I> rounds for a distance of 5 miles each. This includes 
loading and u~loadingcharges also. An ordinary cart with 
two bullocks carries 20 to 25 maunds of cane at a time. 
The cartage, at this rate, on a crop of 360 maunds, varieff 
from Bs.3 to RsA-8, and is, on an average, about Rs.3-8 an 
acre. 

The rent or lagan on cane-lands in Rohilkhand differff 
greatly from village to village and from field to field in the 

(1) Rab·boiling workshopll, 
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flame village. The amount of. rent depends upon the kind 
of tenure, the fertility of the soil, the . distance from the vil
lage, irrigation facilities, etc. Auwal dumat fields fetch rents 
between BsA to Rs.12 per acre. Eight .to 12 annas per 
bigha (kham) is the average rent for .& very ordinary field. 
A verage fields on the other hand. pay from Re.1 or Re.1-B 
io Rs.2 per bigha (kham). 

As the cane crop is very often preceded by a fallow period 
()f 8 to 12 months the rent per unit of land for a crop, in fact, 
works up to one and a half to twice these figures. Rents are 
-collected in convenient instalments in different months of 
ihe year, viz. October, .January and May. 

In some villages the nazrana system(l) in' some form or 
.,ther still survives. It is generally charged at the time of 
letting a field to a tenant. Its amount in such cases ordi
narily ranges between 8 annas to Rs.2 per bigha (kharn). 
The zamindars of some villages iIj. Shahj~anpur District 
-charge hathiawan (fodder for elephant); and each tenant 
growing sugarcane has to give one biswa of his cane crop 
io his zamindar as hathiawan irrespective of the fact whether 
the latter keeps any elephant or not. It is satisfactory to 
note that the practice of charging nazrana, hathiawan and 

"Similar other customary tolls is now -disappearing. 

The yield of cane per acre depeDd~ directly upon the type Yields. 
of soil and the method of cultivation adopted. An ordinary 

:Rohilkhand farmer, under norma] conditions, obtains 400 to 
.500 maunds of cane per acre on light loam~ 300 to 400 
maunds on heavy loam and ~OO to 300 maunds on clay 
floils. If the cane crop has been preceded, and by year's 
fallow, the yield is increased by about 12 to 15 per cent. 
Furthermore, the yield per a:cre in trench cultivation 
is more tl].an that in fiat. In private farms the yield 
per acre in trench cultivation is 850 to 950 maunds against 
'600 to 800 maunds under fiat system. The cultivators, how-
ever, obtain 400 to 500 maunds per acre in fiiJ;t cultivation 
under good conditions of farming. In Shahjahanpur, at the 
Government Sugarcane Farm the average yield per acre of 
e.o. 290 comes to 900 maunds and of Co. 213 to 800 maunds 
-per acre, as against 550 and 500 maunds respectively on the 
-cu1tiv~tors.' fields applying improved methods of cultivation. 
Again, the yield per acre, other ihings being equal, increases 
-directly, up to a certain optimum, with Itn increase in the 
-distance' between the tows of the plants. The following 

(.) Zamindari imposts. 
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table shows the yield of cane per acre on an average field 
under different agri'0ultural.conditions.(1) . 

Particulars Yield per acre 
Mds. 

Trenches 41 feet apart 884' 3 

31 ,,' 791'72 
31 "followoo by earthing 763:000 

Flat 3 feet apart 895' 7 

.. 31 " 728'7 
" 2 .. 837'2 

The undermentioned table shows the yield of 'cane per acre 
under different types of cultivation: (2) 

Particulars 

Ordinary cultivator's field-Local deai 
varieties 

Ordinary cultivator's field-Improved Co. 
varieties •• .. 

Improved cultivator's field 
Private farms 
Government farms with up.to·date methods 

Yield of cane per 
acre 

Mds. 

,200 to 250 

300 to 400 
500 to 650 
850 to 950 

of cultivation-Improved varieties . . . 900 to 1,200 

The yield also natura1ly depends on the variety of the cane 
sown. Co. 290 and Co. 213 are the most prevalent types 
sown at present. They are known by ·different local names, 
differing from district to district. Generally they are called 
urisa, hathichinghar (Co. 290); tatti (Co. 213), koyam 
(Co. 214), etc. 

The following IS a brief description of the characteristics 
of some of the important varieties of cane: 

Co. 213--It is suitable for all types of land under
poor irrigation facilities. It matures in January. It 
is yellowish white in colour. 

Co. 290-It is suitable fot intensive cultivation. It: 
does not thrIve well on low lands or where irrigation 
facilities are poor and incursions of wild animals is a 
common feature. It matures in February. It is pro· 
tected from losing its juice content. after harvest by a· 
sort of dust deposit on its internodes. Its colour ill 
grey or reddish grey. ' 

Co. 331-It is very hard, a heavy yielder, good iIf 
growth, poor in sucrose in the beginning of season, very 

(1) Result of experiments llonduoted at Government Sugaroane. Resea!t'b
Station, Shahjahanpur. 

(0) Figures supplied by the Government Sugarcane Researde Station. 
Shahjahanpur. 
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late to mature. It ripens in the beginning of March. 
Its colour is red. 

Co. Bl3-It is hard, heavy yielder and rich in sucrose. 
It is' of considerable promise as one of tbe highest 
yielders under suitable farming conditions. It is more 
susceptible to mosaic attacks. It matures in December 
and its colour is green. . 

Co. BOO-It is bard, a good yielder, of ordinary growth, 
and rich in sugar. It is a. fine cane with high 'sucrose 
content and good purity. It is very sweet, and on tbis 
account .is liable to be damaged by wild animals. It 
matures towards tbe close of November. Its colour is 
yellowish red. 

Co. 2l4-It is thinner and p'oor in yield. Cultivators 
do not, tberefore, grow it. It matures in November. 

Co. Bl2-It is soft, better in sugar content, a beavy 
yielder and better for cbewing than all other medium 
varieties. It has a tendency to lodge on fertile soils 
and under intensive cultivation. It flowers early and 
is liable to be damaged by wild a.nimals. With regard 
to yield it is regarded as the best by many. 

Co. 244-It bas' bard and thick leaves and is called 
the .. poor man's variety". It is most popular in 
the western districts of tbe United Provinces. It has· 
shown immunity from the attacks of shoot borers (pyrelIa 
insect) be'cause of its hard and thick leaves. Where the 
rains end early or a big gap occurs in the rains this 
variety proves to be the best. 

The following table shows the yields of important Co. 
varieties of cane: 
Statement showing the y~eld of cane per acre by growing 

di fferent varieties of sugarcane under uniform condttwruJ 
at Government sugarcane Research Station, Shahjahanpur 

Vanet:es 1932-33 1933-34 

Mds. Mds. 

Co. 312 .. .. .. 1,145 1,146 

Co. 331 .. .. .. 1,000 997 

Co. 313 .. .. .. 930 947 

Co. 290 .. .. .. 885 873 

Co. 213 .. .. .. 850 859 

Co. 300 .. .. .. 785 787 
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It must be' remembered, however, that ,the prevalence or 
absenc~ of diseases may affect the outturn very considerably. 

In short, the yield varies very widely from field ·to field. It 
is cOD,sequently very difficult to arrive at a correct figure 
representing the mean conditions. Taking' the yields of 
different fields at random and averaging them, we can· say 
that the average RohiIkhand farmer, in a. normal year and 
under ordinary agricultural conditions, obtains about 360 
maunds of cane per acre. 

An attempt has been made to find out the cost of cane 
cultivation which the average RohiIkhand farmer incurs and 
the profits he makes. The subjoined figures show the actual 
,cost of cultivation on different fields, obtained from different 
sources in the districts of Bareilly and Shahjahanpur. 
Table showing the sums oj money expended on variOUB itemB 

0/ cost oj ca'l£ cultivatwn on a I acre field on Government 
Sugarcane Farm, ShahjahanpuT 

Particulars 

PIotJ,{/hing : 
20 ploughings, at 15 &IID&B per ploughing 

Manuring : 
Farm·yard manure 6 cart loads 

Labour'. 

Cost 
B.s. .. 

18 12 

7 8 

6 men for spreading the manure a~ 5 annae ~r ~an 1 14 
Seed BOwing : 

25 maunds of improved seeds at 8 annae per maund 12 8 

Labour-

8 men for showing at 5 annae per man . . 2 8 

Hoeing : 
Labour-

40 men at 5·annae per man 
1 rrigation : 

Canalduee 
LaboW'-

8 men's labour at 5 annae p~r man 
ReN 

Total Cost 

Yield of can_350 maunds. Estimated ,value of the 
crop at li annae per maund. ' 

Dedu*-Cost of cultivation •• 

Profit 

12 8 

4 12 

2 8 
10 0 

7214 

109 6 
72 14 

36 8 
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It would thus appear thap the cost "Of cultivation for '3; 

whole acre 'is Rs.194; the outturn per acre is 933 maunds, 
and its value at 5' annas a maund is Rs.291 and so the profit 
per acre is Rs.97. 

State'l1/,.t?/ftt showing the figures of actual cost, yield and value of crops 
raisf,d and of profits obtained by sale thereof 

, 
I Commercial Village Estimates Gul-farm of, champa, obtained 

Mrs. JwaIa tahsil Village A Village B Village C from the 
Particulars Prasad, Tilhar, distriot district district Agricultural 

taluliJ Tilhar, district Bareilly Bareilly IJareilly Superinten. 
district Shah- Shahjahan- dent, Shah. 

.jahanpur pur jablloIlpur 

---, 
Field Field Field Field Field i Field 
1 acre 1 acre 1 acre 1 acre 1 acre 1 acre 

• --- --- .-
r 

Rs. a- Rs.a. Re. a- Ra. a. Rs.'a. Rs. a. 

Ploughing .. 4 8 15 0 15 0 10 0 10 0 12 8 

Harrowing .. o 10 0 8 .. .. . . .. 
Manuring .. 6 0 6 5 8 10 4 0 2 0 '12- 0 

8eeda and planting 11 8 15 0 12 4 10 2 11 2 14 4 

Hoeing .. 9 0 4 8 8 4 5 0 3 0 15 0 

Irrigation .. .;10 4 10 .. 12 8 12 0 7 0 10 0 

Rent .. 12 0 6 0 6 0 12 0 9 0 12 0 

---
Total .. 53 14 57 9 62 10 53 2 42 2' 75 12 

------
Yield: of cane in 450 0 420 0 360 0 300 0 300 0 450 0 

maunds. --- ----------
Value of the orop 136 0 127 0 109 0 91 0 91 0 136 (j 

it sold as caner 
at an a"erago 
price of 5 annes 
per maunds 
after deducting 
cartage. 

Value of the crop 120 0 112 0 

1

96 0 80 0 80 0 120 0 
if sold a8 juice 
at Re.20 per 
karda(1). I 

(1) 6511laundl! (100 maunds kham) 65 approximately.of juice. 
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Commercial Village 
Estimates Gul· farm of champa, obtained 

Mrs. Jwala Village A VillageB Village C from the tahsil Particulars Prssad, Tilbar, district district district Agricultural 
tahAil Tilhar, district Bareilly Bareilly Bsreilly Superinten. 
district Shabo Shahjahan. dent, Sbah. 

jahanpur pur jahanpur 

--- --- ---
Field Field Field Field Field Field 
1 acre 1 acre 1 acre 1 acre 1 acre 1 acre 

---
Rs. a. Rs. a. Rs. a. Bs. a. Rs. a. Rs. a. 

Profits obtained 82 0 69 8 46 8 38 0 49 0 60 0 
per acre if the 
crop is sold in 
the form of 
cane. 

Profits obtained 66 0 54 8 33 8 27 0 38 0 44 0 
per acre if the· 
crop is sold in 
the form of .. 
lWce to tbe 
khandsali(1). 

The conditions vary 80 widely from village to village that 
an accurate calculation, representing the actual state of affairs 
becomes impossible. Wages fluctuate from place to place 
and time to time. In general the agricultural wages in these 
districts range from 3 to 4 Rnnal! a day. Influential 
people like zamindars and mahajans can hire labour even at 
2t annas a day. On the other hand, during the full swing 
of the agricultural season the supply of labour becomes so 
limited that even a wage of 6 annas a day is not sufficient to 
attract workers. Some payment in kind in the shape of 
chabena, tamak1zul or sharbat is also made. 

Various agricultural operations, like ploughing, manuring. 
Beed sowing, watering, harvesting, etc. are earried on by the 
peasant himself, and it is, therefore, difficult to arrive at their 
correct money values. The cultivators are always averse to 
·hire labour for money wages and try to dispense with such 
contingencies as far as possible. They are helped by the 
members of the family and relatio:gs in various field opera
tions. A good deal of agricult~rwork is carried on under 
what is known as the "jita system" according to which the 
peasants help each other mutually in all farming operations. 

(1) Indigenous sugar manufacturer. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE FINANCING Op SUGARC.L"'IE 

IN Rohilkhand there has been a remarkable expansion of Simulta
the sugar industry for some time past. Only. a decade has neoua 
witnessed a phenomenal growth of area under cane' as ru~:h of 
well aa an ·increase in the number of bels (1) and Khaudsals (1). industry 
There were formerly only two sugar factories, vii. at Rosa.;'d i~ 
and at Pilibhit. To these recently were added five new ones a:n~1~8~ 
in the districts of Bareilly and Pili\:>hit. Co-extensive with 
t.his two-fold development there has been a parallel growth 
of two distinct classes of sugarcane financiers consisting of 
the factory owners, their commission agents and contractors 
on the one hand and the khandsali mahajans on the other. 
A complete study of financing of sugarcane must, therefore, 
include an account of the nature and methods of business of 
these two classes of credit agencies. The chain of 

Before we proceed to discuss the two financing 'agencies credit. 
it may be mentioned that the contractors and agents of the 
factories in their turn get advances of money from the 
factory owners to finance the cultivators for which they have 
to furnish adequate security-the amount of money advanced 
being generally equal to two-third of the face value of the 
security deposited. The factories are generally financed by 
the modern commercial banks by the system of hundis(2) and 
bills as also by overdrafts and cash credits.. The 
khr.mdsalis on the other hand do not deal with the banks-
their main source of credit being the city mahajans(3) or the 
a-rhatiyas (4). The mahaian.~ and arhatiyas. on the other 
hand, have extensive dealings with the modern banks and 
other big financial houses. Thus we see that there is a chain, 
though a very loose one, which links together the modern 
credit agencies, the beoparis, the arhatias, the mahajans, 
the khandsalis and the cane growers, . 

:Eug:!r milling must be carried on close to the cane fields, Nee~ for 
as a considerable wasmge of juice and ~ugar content takes :~~l;~ cane 
place if the cane is not 'crushed quickly after being harvested. 
Another fact is that the sugar factories, with a view to reduce 

(1) Indigenons sugar refining workshops. 
Ca) Inland trade bills. 
CSl Money lenders. 
C'l Commission agents. 
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their working cost and overhead charges, work for all the 
24 hour.3 with three shifts. These two features necessitate. 
as a contliticn for their success, a continuous stream of 
adeql?-ate intake of cane. Further, towards the close of the 
seaSOI! during the middle and later half of April when each 
factory tries to draw as much cane as possible so as to 
prolong its working season, there ensues a .... ery keen com
petition . among them which ends in unduly inflated cane 
.price.;. Naturally the a~tempt of ea:ch factory is to make 
advance contracts for the supply of as much sugarcane with 
as many cane growers as 'possible. The means employed 
to achieve this end are diverse and varied .. 

Sugar factories usually obtain their supplies of cane through 
contractors, but sometimes they purchase 'cane direct from 
cultivators. 

F ",tory as When. a factorY deals with the cultivators the latter come 
the financing to'its cane department from June and .Tuly to September to 
agency. h 'd' d b d . 'mortgage t eIT, stan mg crop an to exe'cute on s or sattas m 

favour of the factoty owners in return for advances of money 
made to. them. The factories take care to see that the amount 
of money advanced in the first instance to any particular cane 
grower is not more than half the estimated value of the 
probable crop from his field. In every case a stamped 
receipt for the money advanced is obtained. During the cane
growing season the cultivator.s come to the factory from time 
to time and take small sums of money to meet the recurring 
expenses of agricultural operations and domestic necessities. 
The accounts of each cuItivato~ are kept properly and, except in 
:rare cases. the dealing is on the whole fair. At the close of the 
crushing season the accounts are adjusted and settled. The 
terms of the agreement are almost similar to those entered into 
between the cultivators and agents or contractors. It may be 
added that, save in a few cases, the factories do not favour 
direct dealings with the cane growers; nor is it possible for them 
to do so with the existing organization~ With regard to one 
fac,tory in Rohilkhand, it was reported that the owners of the 
fa,dory were formerly not quite fair in their dealings with the 
cane cultivators in so far as they never let the latter know as 
to what actually they were going to get for their cane. The 
cultivator,s, finding themselves under the thorough grip of tl;le 
factory owners, were forced to supply their cane to them, and 
olJly at the end of the 'Crushing season when. the appropriation 
of profit.s had been made and a rateable. sum allowed to each. 
cul1jyaf;or in proportion to the amount of, cane supplied by 
hirJj, could the latter definitely know as to where actually he 



stood. In exact contra-distinction to this state of affair!: the 
Rosa Sugar Works and Distillery, owned and managed by 
Messrs. Carew & Co., Ltd., have got very fair dealings with 
the cane growers, keep excellent accounts; make due and punc
tual payments and never attempt to take undue advantage of 
the passive position of the cane growers. " 

The terms of agreement for the supply of cane under -a Contract rs 
contract are practically the same IllS those when direct purchases 0 • 

are made, except that in the latter case factories exercise a 
closer and more real control over the dealings between the cane 
grower:; and their own employees; under the contract system 
such control is either ineffective or entirely absent. When 
direct purchases are made, the fa'ctories regulate the price of 
cane from time to time so as to keep themselves in close 
adjustment with the latest market conditions. Under the 
contract system, on the other hand, the contractors are left to 
deal with the cultivators in whatever manner they like, the 
only concern of a factory being. to see that it gets the supply 
of cane contracted for. 

Thn contractors, having obtained advances of money from Ccndit;ons 
the factory' owners against securities deposited with. them, and ex~nt. 
proceed to accommodate the cultivators in the villages with of credit. 

small sums of money against bonds or sattas executed by the 
latter, mortgaging their standing crop and agreeing to supply 
a stipulated amount of cane to the factory at its yard, weigh-
bridge or railway station at such time and upon such terms and 
conditions as may be decided upon. The advances are general. 
1y made during- the months of July, August and September, 
when the crop is actually growing in the fields so as to afford 
some basis for making a preliminary forecast of its future 
prospe(~ts. In the mst instance the contractors do not give 
money for more than half the value of the expected yield of 
the crop. The average produce of sugarcane is taken at 
300 to 350 maunds per acre. Generally a sum varying 
beween Rs.30 and Rs.60 per acre, depending on the credit of 
the borrower, is advanced. During subsequent months the. 
cultivators take small sums of money for meeting expenses 
ineidental to agricultural operations (like irrigation, manuring, 
harvesting. seed, sowing, rent, etc.) and domestic ne'cessities 
(like marriage, fmieral ceremony or some other social or religi-
ous ritual). In each case the contractor takes care to obtain 
IL receipt for all su'ch advances. 

The cultivator in his turn, while'hypothecating his standing Terms of 
crop, declares that it is free from any encuIQ.brance. He has, agreement. 
further, to supply only wholesome and fresh canes with lelLves 
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an.l tops stripped off and roots removed. It is stipulated that 
the canes delivered will have been freshly harvested within not 
more than 24 hours. The cultivator has to bear the 'cost of 
carriage and cartage from his field to the place of delivery. 
The cane is weighed either at the weigh-bridge or beam-scale 
of the factory and the cultivator was forme1,'ly required to give 
41 seers of cane for every maund. The cane grower may be 
asked to supply hieS cane any time between the months of 
November and April to suit the necessity of the fa·ctory.The 
factory may at any time stop working, when after due notice 
to the cane supplier, it has a right to suspend taking further . 
deliveries of cane, until such time, when again after due 
notice, the factory restarts working, the cultivator, thereafter, 
being required to resume his cane supplies. In case the cultiva
tor fails to supply the agreed amount of 'cane at the proper 
time, he is charged with damages amounting to either Rs.5 
per 100 maunds of eane or Re.1-5 per acre on the deficiency 
of his supplies, subject to the exception that a deficiency of 
5 maunds per every 100 maunds of cane is generally ignored 
by both parties. On his part the contractor agrees to pay 
damages on the same scale, viz. Rs.5 per 100 maunds of cane 
if he fails to accept the contract~d amount of cane offered to 
him. Not infrequently, the armngement for the supply of 
sugarcane is entrusted to the mukhia or pradhan of the 
village, who, in eonsideration of bis services is paid by the 
contractor a commission at 8 annas per 100 maunds of cane. 
Occasionally the zamindar also acts as an intermediary bet
ween the contractor and his tenant cultivator. He charges a 
commission of one to half an anna per maund of cane supplied 
through hiJO. 

{ 

The contractors are often an unscrupulous lot of people who 
attempt to take full advantage of the weaker position of the 
cultivators. Before the issue of the Sugarcane Rules in 1934, 
contra'ctol's often used to reject fresh and wholesome cane as 
defective and force the cultivators to accept a deduction arbi
trarily fixed by them in the price. They unduly delayed the 
weighment of cane and' took from the cane suppliers free 
services like loading, unloading of cane, etc. without payment. 
r(,he beam-scales anq, weigh-bridges were either deliberately 
or negligently kept unbalanced, and the weights were defective, 
with the inevitable consequence that the cultivator was very 
often deceived in weighment. A deduction was made for 
1caT'la, i.e. for tops, leaves, roots. and bindings of sheaves 
which mav· be found in the cane bundles. This 'charge was 
sometime~ deduct~d secretly a second. time. . OccasIonally 
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l,arda was also charged on the gross weight of the cart loaded 
with cane. Over and above all these a maund was taken to 
mean a weight of 41 seers (each seer being equal to 100 tolas 
in Bareilly, 105 in Pilibhit and 80 in Shahjahanpur). The 
ac'counts kept by the middlemen were rarely clear or in
telligible. Nor were due payments made to cane suppliers 
fully and punctually. In short, the contractors taking full 
advantage of their supperior position, lost no opportunity of 
deceiving cane growers, and their aim was to keep as many 
cane suppliers under their grip as possible, so as to make their 
business secure. 

Generally no interest is charged for the period commenc- Interest. 
ing from the date of advance of money to the date when the 
cultivator has actually ceased supplying his cane. The 
underlying idea of making such interest-free advance is to 
get the cane at a rate sufficiently lower than the prevailing 
market rate, and secondly to make the position of the factory 
as well as that of the contractor safe and secure with regard 
to the continuity and adequacy of cane supplies. It is 
stipulated that the sum due from the cultivator to the con
tractor, after the former has finished supplying his cane, 
will begin to earn interest at the rate of 12 annas per cent. 
per mensem from the date of contract to the -aate when the 
overdue balance is fully cleared, and in the intervening 
t>eriod the future crop of sugarcane on the fields of the 
executants always remains pledged. 

The outstanding increase of area under cane ~ Rohil- Khandau 
khand has brought into existence a dismnct cl~s of financiers, &R the . 
known as khandsalis who advance money to the cultivators financier . 

. many months before the sugarcane crop is ripe-the stipula
tion being that the cane juice will be sold over to the khand
salis at a forward rate which is invariablv much lower than 
the prevailing spot rate at the time of maturity of the crop. 
The nature of the business of the khnndsnli in Rohilkhand 
has been clearly depicted by the United Provinces Provincial 
Banking Enquiry Committee in their report at page 54 as 
follows: 

" The khandsali or dealer in sugar in RohiIkhand is 
also a money-lender of great rapacity. His method is 
to advance to the cultivator a sum sufficient to finance 
his crop on condition that he receives the juice after 
extraction at a forward rate which he fixes himself. His 
rate of interest is' not exorbitant, but he makes up for 
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it on the price. ~'he general effect of the system is 
that the cultivator hands over all his profits to the 
khandsali in return. for means of subsistence and the 
w?rking capital !equired to grow the cane." 

The cost of crushing the cane falls upon the cane grower. 
and the hire of the crushing mill is also borne by him. The 
Joss, which the khandsali seems to incur by not charging any 
interest at all, is more than counter-balanced by the cheap
ness of the price at which he gets the juice. Not less than 
90 to 95 per cent. of cultivators, who sell juice instead of 
cane, cultivate cane on credit, being financed by the 
khandsa'lis. 

Beginning from the month of April, May and June to 
August and even September the kMndsali advances small 
'!Iums of money to the cane growers, against bonds or sattas, 
executed by the Jatter in fa vour of the former, 
hypothecating their sta;nding or future crop. . Generally the 
practice is that the khandsali accepts these executants in 
batches of 20 or 30 or even more as the case may be: and 
asks them to execute sattas jointly and severally, thereby 
making his own position very E'ecure. Further, the bond 
usually provides for a penalty of about 8 annas on the defi
ciency of every rupee worth of juice. The executants have 
also to bear the cost of the stamps and writing charges (call
ed satta navis kharch) of the satta which ordinarily comes 
up to 8 annas per head. 

The amount of money to be advanced in the first instance 
always bears a definite proportion to the estimated amount 
of juice yield from the crop mortgaged-keeping a safe mar
gin of ahout 50 to 60 maunds of juice per acre for unforeseen 
losses. The credit of !and previous dealings with the asami(l) 
also· have some weight in the determination of the amount 
to be advanced. 

Generally speaking, 200 maunds of juice per acre is taken 
as a fair average of the yield of juice from a normal crop for 
such purposes. To start with about Rs.12 to Rs.30 per acre 
are given. During the subsequent months small sums of 
money are advanced for meeting agricultural necessities. 
Thus about Rs.9 per acre is given for irrigation purposes, a 
similar sum for the payment of outstanding rent and some 
other petty sums of money for other agricultural or domestic 
necessities. But in no case does the khandsali ordinarily 
make such advances which exceed half the expected value, of 

(1) The term asami means a clipnt. But in villages and· aBami is ,debtor 
of a money-lender or KhantUali, or a t~nant of a .amindar (landlord). 
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juice yield from the crop hypothecated. The khandsali in 
Shahjahanpur levies a charge, locally called bataun, which 
is a, small deduction of about 1 per cent. from the amount of 
money advanced. It is deducted at the time of making'the 
loan. The accounts having been adjusted, the halance is 
settled in the month of March or April within 15 days of the 
closing of the bel. 

The rate of juice mayor may not be settled in advance at TilDe of 
the time of executing the satta; but when no price has been agreeme!J,t. 
agreed upon in the bond, interest runs from the date of the 
advance to the' date of settlement of the rate of juice; and 
thereafter no interest is charged till the final accounts have 
been adujstf>d. After the accounts have been finally settled 
and the asami is found to owe something to the khandsali, 
the former has to pay interest on such balance from the 
date of the satta to the date of the 'realization of the sums 
due. Some of the Mohammedan khandsalis do not charge 
any interest, but set off this loss by firing the rate of juice 
at a level sufficiently lower than that at which interest-
bearing agreements are entered into. 

The forward rate in one village is influenced by the markets ~~ rate of 
in the neighbouring villages. But in forward contracts the JWce. 

rates of juice are always fixed at Rs.5 to Rs.IO or Rs.I5 
lower than the prevailing harvest rates. The United Prov-
inces Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee give the follow-
ing illustration from Bareilly District: •. The cultivator by 
a forward contract accepted a rate of Rs.20 to Rs.25 per 100 
maunds of juice. As the proportion of juice to cane is 11 to 
20, this works out roughly to .2t annas per maund of cane. 
Sometimes the khandsali offers a higher rate of RsAO to 
Rs.50 per 100 maunds of juice, but in this case he charges 
interest at the rate of 24 to 36 per cent. on the advance, 
which counter-balances the better price. If the cultivatorll 
had sold it at the lowest rate they would have obtained 8 
ann as per maund (of juice) " (1). It is occasionally agreed 
between the khandsali and the cane grower that the rate of 
juice to be supplied will pe Rs.5 or Es.6 lower than the 
forward rate prevailing in a particular neighbouring village., 
The difference constitutes what they call "commission". 
Ordinarily this "com~ssion" as well as the interest for 
the whole period of advance is not chargeable except in those 
cases where thekhandsali is the zamindar, mahajan or bania 
of the village. 

Zamindar khandsalis obtain the juice from their tenant "Zamindar 
cultivators at the lowest possible rates. Sometimes, the KhandsaJis.'. 

(1) See report of the, United Provinces Proviru.-ial Banking Enquiry 
Committee. page 153. 
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forward rates which they offer are Rs.5 or more per karda 
of juice lower than those agreed upon between the non":' 
zamindar khandsalis' and juice sellers. It is a.' common 
praCtice among some of the zaminda'TS to act as intermedia
ries between their tenant cane growers and the non-resident 
khandsalis for the supply. of cane juice to the latter. In 
such cases they offer a lower rate to the tenants and charge 
a higher one from the khandsalis, thus intercepting a com
mission for themselves, which ranges from Rs.6 to Rs.10-
or more per karda of juice. Such agreements are always, 
disliked by the khandsalis as they have to pay a higher 
rate. .Zamilldars sometimes charge haq zamindari from their' 
tenant cultivators who decline to sell juice to them .. 

Accounts. Separate accounts are usually maintained for advances of 
money for the receipt of juice and adjustments are made only 
at the close of the bel; the pric~ of the juice is not set off' 
against the loan on the date of its delivery. 

The following is an extract of the form of account of 
cane juice of an asami obtained from the books of a khand
sali of Bareilly : 
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(1) Nand ~r mala is 110 spherical ('artheD. v('s~el used for ~e~surlng cane lUlce. 
(") Allowance for leaves, straw, fibres, etc. In sugarcane lUlce. . 
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Overdue accounts are adjusted half-yearly and the interest 
is compounded on the same. The bonds are renewed each 
year and when it is ,found that the realization o~ money is 
doubtful or expected to be late, the sum owing is either 
doubled or an addition of 25 to 50 per cent. made to it in the 
new bond. From an asami who appears to he troublesome, 
the bond is taken on blank paper, duly impressed. with his 
thumb, and when the realization of money from him seems 
difficult the bond is completed for double or fourfold the 
original sum and a suit filed against him, for the interest only, 
so that after the realization of interest, the principal con
tinues to earn fresh interest. The object of the khandsali 
is to keep as many asamis under their grip as possible, so as 
to have the continuity of their bel business secure and' profit
able. They, therefore, often tempt and persuade cultivators 
to take advances of money from them. Formerly khand
salis used to advance cane seedlings at 25 to 50 per cent. 
interest payable in terms of cane. This was known as lend
ing at sawai (Ii) and de01'ha (1~). 

In addition to all this the khandsali charges about 50 Local , 
seers of juice as ras klzarch (3 dolchi kalan of juice in deductIOns. 

Shahjahanpur and 5 kalsas of juice in Bareilly and Pilibhit) 
and about 1 maund per karda of juice as khojar. Over 
and above this the Shahjahanpur khandsali deducts ~ seer 
per every kalsa (or 10 seers) of juice supplied as TaB ki chhut. 
They also charge something as labh at the time of settle-
ment of accounts which, they say, is based on customary 
rights. , 

Some asamis are just as bad as the khandsalis. A breach Unde~irable 
of contract' on their part is not an unusual practice, if theyasam18. 
find a more profitable outlet for their produce. Some-
times they themselves cheat the khandsalis by hypothe-
cating an already encumbered crop with the latter. Overdue 
accounts and latfl repayments of money are of common occur-
rence, It sometimes becomes extremely difficult to realize 
outstanding balances from the asamis and the khandasalis have 
to carry: forward every .year overdue accounts to the extent 
of 10 to 25 per cent. of the total accommodation granted. 
In such cases if 'they shift their bel business from the mauza 
of such doubtful debtors, the realization of outstanding 
accounts becomes extremely difficult and the doubtful debts 
ultimately become bad debts. The sub-joined figures, 
obtained from the books of a khandsali of Bareilly, show the 
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ext~nt to which cane growers often fail to conform to thei 
part of the contract for the supply of cane juice: 

, 

Total Number Total number of of culti. Number of Amount 
Mauza. in which ca.ne vators cultivators amount of for which Sum owin 

the bel was growera who who did money juice from the advanced planted who.agreed actuaily not give 
to was cultivator, 

to supply delivered any juice cultivators received 
juice juice 

Rs. Ra. Ra. 

Turkunia .. 45 40 6 10,815 6,815 4,000 

Ismailpur .. 43 39 3 4,665 3,724 941 

Rampur .. 57 57 .. 7,284 3,690 3,594 

Barepura .. 65 44 21 7,252 2,163 5,089 

Bhandsar .. 63 63 .. 8,025 I 2,781 5,241 

Tigra .. 41 28 13 7,514 1,120 6 .. 39~ 

Gopalpur .. 171 162 9 13,753 9,937 3,816 

Total .. 485 433 52 &9,308 30,233 29,075 
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CHAPTER In 
CANE CRUSHING AND MILLING 

THB sugarcane crop in the United Provinces 
as follows: 

is utilized Average 

(i) Manufacture of rab and gur. by cultivators; 
(ii) disposal of cane juice to khandsalis; 
(iii) cane sold to central factories; 

(iv) cane used for chewing purposes; and 
(v) cane set aside to be used as sets. 

The bulk of the crop is consumed under the heads (i), (ii) 
. and (iii). A large number of cane growers convert a part of 

their crop into sairi rabC) and gur either for thair personal use 
or for marketing; but the proportion of cane thus utilized to 
the total annual crop, specially in Rohilkhand, is much lower 
than what may at first sight appear. The Tariff Board 

. allocated 821 per cent. of the total crop for the manufacture 
of gur. While such a high percentage might hold good for 

'the country as a whole, it is at least not true for Rohil
khand where khandsali industry is generally practised and 
consumes about 2,500,000 tons of cane annually. 

annual 
consumption 
of cane in 
bel 
industry. 

Long before the crop is ripe, the cane growers enter into Saie of juice 

forward contracts with the khandsalis or zamindars for the l~nd8ali8 
supply of cane juice, duly expresc;ed, illS also the bagasse at the . 
bels of the khandsa:lis against advances of money made to 
them. The standing crop is mprtgaged in favour of the 
creditors, and the terms and conditions of agreement are 
laid down in the sattas or bonds executed in favour of the 
latter. The expenses of cane cartage from the fields to the 
cane crushers, the loading and' unloading charges and the 
expenditure incurred on crushing the cane are borne by the 
growers. The juice (ra,,) is delivered at the bel itself and the 
bagasse (khoi or pata) is never paid for. 

The bel is erected at a central place in the cmmtry side so 
that an adequate and continuous supply of juice maybe 
drawn throughout the working season from' the surround
ing villages. An open space is always provided round each 
bel where the crushers (kolhus) are worked and the wet 

(') 'Rab boiled out of juice jn single open pans by the cultivators in their 
(lwn cot.tages., 
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bagasse is dried in the sun, to be later used as fuel for boii
ing the juice. Actual crushing work generally starts in the 
month of December or January. 

Different types of kolhus, varying in size and shape, are 
used in these districts. Stone mills have now disappeared 
and the. use of the primitive country wooden kolhu is also 
becoming an object of memory. Iron mills are now practi
cally universal. The type of crusher, most prevalent in 
rural tracts, consists of a wooden frame with two or three 
iron rollers. All-iron pillls fitted with 3 rollers of vary
ing dirp.ensions are oc·casionally used. Five-roller iron crushers 
are rarely used. 

Crushing mills are generally hired for the season. Either 
the khandsali himself hires the kolhus and lets them to the 
asamis or the latter combine in groups of two or three and 
hire the crushers themselves. W ell-to~do-cultivators own 
their own kolhus. The bhairon kolhu (wooden mill) which 
has now become out-of-date, costs six to seven rupees. Mills 
consisting of wooden structures and fitted with 3 r.ron rollers 
cost about Rs.35 to RsAO, and are hired at Rs.15 to Rs.20 
per season. The market price of the alr·iron 3-roller mills 
is about 50 to 60 rupees. their hire for the season being Rs.20 
to Rs.30. The khandsalis, as also some well-to-do cultivators 
hire the mills directly from the dealers in cities, and, in their 
turn, let them to the smaller cane growers at Re.1-8 for 
every 100 maunds of juice expresaed. In every case the 
owners of the mills take upon themselvea the responsibility of 
all repairs and replacements in cases of stoppage and break
down. 

Capacity of The crushing capacity of these mills dependg upon tpe 
the crushers. condition of the crushing rollers, the type and condition of 

the cane and the strength of the animals working them. 
Broadly speaking,- the amount of juice extracted by diffel'ent 
types of mills, from 100 maunds of cane is as follows: 

Woodpn k?lh'-'8 
3-roller iron' bullock-dri ven mills 

.. o.roll?r Massey's mills 
Sultan Nahan bullock mills 

Mds. 

45--00 
55--60 
6~65 

65-70 

The crushing capacity per hour of the various types of 
mills under most· favourable conditions is shown below: 

2i maunds of ca~e per hour is crushed by 3roIier bullock driven 'mills: 
18 to 20 ditto . ditto 8 X 8 Massey's 3-roller 

power-driven milIs. 
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27 to 30 maunds or cane per hour is crushed by 10 X 14 Massey's 3. 
roller power.driven 
mills. 

35 to 40 ditto ditto 10 X 14 Massey's 5· 

45 to 50 t:litto 

55 to 60 ditto 

ditto 

ditto 

roller power·driven 
mills. 

12 X 18 Massey's 3· 
roller power.driven 
mIlia. 

12 X 18 Massey's 5· 
roller power· driven 
milia. 

Each asami brings his cane in buntiles· either in a cart· or The crushing 
on his head to the crusher. Two or three asamis combine operation. 

to crush their cane in a kolhu.They provide their own 
matus. Matas are spherical earthen receptacles with an 
average capacity of 5 maunds of juice and cost about Rs.2 
each. The kolhus generally are worked .by a pail' of 
country bullocks called gohi. 'l'wo persons are engaged at 
a time in working a kolhu. One man, the mutha feeds the 
cane into the mill and the other drives the bullocks. 
Ordinarily the asami himself acts as the driver of the bullocks, 
and either some member of his family or his co-partner in 
the mill acts as the mtttha. Muthas are also sometimes 
hired labourers for about Rs,4 a month. The pair of bullocks 
generally belong to the asami himt3elf or they are hired at 
B annas for crushing 25 maunds of cane. Each gohi Is 
changed after a mata has been filled; and the cattle are then 
let loose to graze. It is commonly agreed between the 
.(J.~amis acting as co-hirers of a mill that their pairs of 
bullocks will draw t.he mill alternately, turn by turn, a,fter 
!TIling up each mata with juice. 

Crushing operations begin at 4 in the morning. If the 
,weather is very cloudy or it is raining so that the bagasse 
~annot be dried tbe business is sl1spended till the return of 
fair weather. By sunset the crushing work is stopped for 
the night. On every kolhu about 3 matas or 15 maunds 
'Of juice are expressed. It takes about 31 hours to fill a, mata 
with juice when the animals employed to work the kolhu are of 
average strength and the mill itself is working satisfactorily . . 

When the mata or nand becomes full the asami in ques
tion informs the juice-carrier (bhisti) of. t.he bel, who fills up 
his leather bag with a small sl:in bucket-each bucket having 
a capacity of t to 5/8 maunds of juice. When the mata has 
been completely emptied the watch-man (daroga). of the bel 
~o~eg to see that no juice has been left behind. The crushin~ 
work is then again resumed. The furnace-feeder (jhukha o. 
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jhukia) of the bel take,s away the bagasse to spread aud dry 
it in the ~un. " 

On the basis of these figures the cost of juice extraction 
can now be worked out. The normal cost of hiring a erusher 
and pans' is Rs.35 for the season. 'raking the season as four 
months or 100 working days, the pay of the mutha come~ 
to Rs.16 while that of the second man employed with the 
bullocks would be Rs.25 at 4 anuas a dav. The cost of 
bullocks works out at Rs.50. Thus 'the t~tal expense is 
Rs.125. As 3,000 maunds of cane would be crushed in 
t.he season producing l, 725 maunds of juice, this works 
out at 8 pies per maund of cane or Re.0-1-2 per maund of 
juice. 

Juice , An average bel con'sumes 100 km'das of juice in a season. 
~O~.~ptlOn (One karda is equivalent to 62'5 maunds in BareilIy, 65'62 
ln e. maunds in P>ilibhit and 66'66 maunds in Shahjahanpur.) 

The daily average consumption of juice in such a bel is 
about 15 matas of juice (75 maunds). Taking the average 
yield of cane per acr~1 ~t R60 maunds, the juice yield from an 
acre comes a little over 200 maunds or between 3 and 4 kar
das. Thus agreements for the supply of juice of at least 25 
to 30 acres of crop have to be made before a bel can be start
ed. But in actual practice the khandsali~ get sattas executed 
in their favour for more than 100 karda's of juice, as, not 
infrequently, in every season some asamis fail to fulfil their 
part of the contract. For a hundred karda bel the khand
.~ali enters into agreements with some 40 or 50 asamis. 
The author saw the books of a leading khandsali of Bareilly 
and found that every year he contracted with about 45 to 50 
cane growers for the supply of juice for his 100 kU1'da bel. 

Weights and No standard weights and measures are used in these parts. 
measures. In Shahjahanpur the nands or matas are measured by the 

following measuring vessels: , 
One gagra -Thill iR mild .. of iron. b1'Ooze or copper 

with a capacity of 10 Beers of juice. 
One dolch, kalan This is made of tin or iran with a capa-

city of 15 seers of ' juice. 
One doZch, khurd This is made of tin with a capacity: of 2\ 

to 5 seers of juice. 
One paua This is made of tin with a capacity of 

1{8 seer of juice. 

In Bareilly and PiIibhit the measuring vefse]s used are: 
Oneka1sa 

One Iota 

One gilall 

Made of iran, cooper or bronze with a capacity: 
of 10 seers of juice. ' 

Made of bronze or copper w\th a capacity of 21-
seprs of juice. ' 

Made of bronze or copper with a capacity of 
pl>t'r of juice. 
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The accountant (munsht) of the bel keeps the account of 
supply of juice of each a&ami in terms of so many matas, 
gag'Tas, lotas, etc. At the close of the bel season the measur
ing vessels are filled with juice and weighed. The capacity 
of each mata is also measured in terms of the smaller measur
ing vessels and the total weight of juice supplied by each 
a&ami is calculated on this basis. . 

On the occasion of weighment of these vessels the khand- Local . 
Z•• 8h h' h t . (1 bh) h deductIOns ~a J lD a 1a anpur expec ,s some gam, a , on eac and charges 

vessel from lis asamis who indicate their consent by put- • 
ting some pieces of mud lumps on the weight side of the 
balance ,according as the mukhia of the village thinks fit. 
The khandsali pays Rs.2 to the weighman (taula) as his 
vajan kashi haq (customary right to receive this amount for 
weighment.) 

Every khandsali charges from each of the asamis 3 dolchis 
(kalan) of juice as 'Tas kha'Tch and Ii maunds per karda as 
khojar (i.e. allowance for fibres. straw and leaves going with 
the juice). Over and above this, eac4 juice supplier has to 
give paua kalsa ras ki chchut or 1 seer of juice on every 10 
seers of juice supplied. Occasionally the asamis are also 
charged with the following: 

One gagra or lcau.a of juice IU 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

BhiBti kharch. 
Daroga " 
Munshi " 

•. Karigar" 
Patwari " 

, The crushing season coincides with the rab m.anufacturing Adjustment 

season. It begins in the 'month of December or January :t~lement of 
and ends in March or April. The accounts of the juice sup- account. 
pliers are finally settled in March aud April within 15 to 20 
days of the closing of the bel: The units of weight in which 
cane juice is dealt with are not st.andardized, and they vary 
from place to place. Agreements between khandsalis and 
cane growers. for the supply of juice are entered into in 
terms of kardas. 

The average extraction of 60 to 65 per cent. of juice on the !rese:t k 
weight of cane is a great advance in the direction of cane raw ae s. 

crushing if we compare these results with those of one or two 
decades past when the juice extraction was only 50 per cent. 
Alluding to such a low extraction, Mr., Hailey, the Director 
of Agriculture, United Provinces, observed in 1913 that "the 
lUIlount of sugar burnt in the lDegasse, as fuel would amply 
supply all the needs of this province and obviate any neces-
sity for imports," (1) Tnough the state of affairs has 

(') lIeport of the Industrial Conference, 1913. 
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considerably improved since then as the recovery percen. 
tage of juice on cane has now increased, yet it is much below 
the 80 to 90 per cent. obtained in a well equipped sugar
cane factory. There can be no doubt that if the amount of 
jUice lannually burnt with the megasse as fuel were expressed 
in terms of money the figure would be a very high one. 

Even an extraction of 60 per cent. of juice cannot always 
be obtained, by th~ cultivators unless they use the bestty:pe 
of 3-roller 11'0n mIlls properly worked by bullock power. 
The better the extraction of juice from a mill the heavier 
the strain on the animals used. The deterioration of cattle as 
a result of this heavy strain on their energy presents a serious 
menace not only. to the future improvement of agriculture 
but also to the better and continued crushing of cane for a 
long time. A high efficiency canllot, for any length of time, 
be obtained by the use of light and underfed bullocks. 
The distance between the rollers of the mills has to be in
creased to relieve the strain on the bullocks and the efficiency 
of extraction then decreases. Again, the grooves of the mills 
are effaced with long and persistent use and instead of sngar
cane crushers they become mere squeezers of cane. 

The efficiency of 3-roller iron mills might be increased by 
t-he addition of two extra rollers to enhance their crushing 
capacity. The extraction in a power mill is usually less than 
that in a mill worked by sturdy bullocks. But considering 
the fact that the cattle of the cultivators are generally ill· 
nourished, lean, thin and badly looked after, and that two 
agricultural operations, viz. crushing of cane and threshing 
of Tabi crop have to be carried on at more or less the same time, 
it appears to be desirable to introduce power crushers. On an 
average a Massey and Clarke 10wx14" 5-roller crusher, run 
by a 25 B.H.P. Ruston Hornsby Crude Oil Engine crushes 
35 maunds of cane per hour at a mean working cost (exclu
sive of the salaries of operators) of about 8 annas per hour or 
one pie per maund, but to this the cost of staff and depreeia
tion must be added. With. the growing popularity and increase 
in the catchment area of hydel power, electric power crushers 
are likely to be used by the cultivators more and more. 'rbo 
working expenses of an electric power-droiven 5-roller 
crusher comes 'up to 2 to 3 pice per Il)aund of cane crushed, 
apart from cost of staff and depreciation. Apparently. the 
working cost of hydro-electric mills .is higher, but if we 
consider the capital cost involved in the installation of 
steam or diesel oil engines as also the resources of the. culti
vatorll, crusllers. worked by electric power, 'seem to hold out 
better promise than do steam or oil engine-driven mills. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Rab MAKING BY THE OPEN PAN PROCESS 
I 

Rab is a semi-solid product obtained by boiling the cane fUze of rab 
juice to a slightl}! lower degr~e of concentration than that ~oiling 
·required for the manufacture of gwr. 'TIhe openJpan rab mdustry. 

producing industry is concentrated in Rohilkhand, which has 
a. large number of bels or small juice boiling workshops. 

The annual production of rab in India today stands between 
200,000 to 300,000 tons. Rohilkhand, where the bel process 
is mainly practised, contributes the greater part of this tonnage. 
Some 20 lakhs of tons of cane are annually consumed for the 
manufacture of rab by the bel process. The major portion of 
the rab is produced in the bels; but \a small part is boiled by 
the cane growers themselves according to their own primitive 
method similar to that employed in the manufacture of gur. 

Abel is a hut, consisting of mud walls and thatched roof, 
temporarily erected for carrying on boiling operations. The 
hut is surrounded by an oren space where the crushing mills 
work and the wet bagasse is dried. Occasionally the term bel 
is also used for the set of iron pans used for boiling the juice. 

Bels are built, owned and run by khandsalis, mahajans or 
banias who mayor may not be zamindars. They are erected 
in a central place in some village where an adequate and 
continuous supply of cane can be drawn from the surrounding 
tracts. The khandsalis do not purchase cane, but they enter 

into forward contracts for the supply of cane juice. Sugarcane 
grown on 25 to 30 acres of land is sufficient to keep an ordinary· 
~kgU1ha bel (1) working for a season of about 100 days. The 
khandsali-s enter ihio agreements for the future supply of juice 
with 40 to 50 growers. Generally one be~ is built in one 
village, but very often even two or three congregate in one big 
mauza .having a iarge acreage under cane. 

The khandsali's pm,ition is somewhat uncertain. He does Floating 
not know if he would be able to continue his ra-b making business. 
business in future· in a particular village. He is not surEl 
if he would get the requisite supplies of juice there in 
subsequent y€ars. Every attempt is, therefore, made 
to keep the growers always· in debt.· Further, for ·building 

I'} Ringle bel with one flll1lace and one set of boiling pans. 
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a bel in a particular lIwuza the khandsali has td secure 
the permission of the zamindar, aud he does not know if the 
rermission would' be granted to him in the ensuing years. 
AgaIn, the asamis of some villages are notorious for their dis
honesty :and quarrelsomeness. A breach of contract on their 
part is a thing of not infrequent occurrence. Again, the 
business has also to be shifted due to what the khandsalis call 
zamin ki kharabi (deterioration of soil and produce) and the 
consequent deterioration in the quality of th~ juice. Bels are, 
therefore, nothing but temporary camps, built on shifting 
sand, and mo~ng from place to place, sometimes here and 
sometimes there. This leads to W2.ste of money and labour 
every year. The life of a pucca bel is several times more than 
that of a kachcha one. Nearly 30,000 rupees are annually 
spent in erecting and dismantling bills. If the khandsali hopes 
to continue his bel business next year in the same village, he 
removes only the boiling pans and leaves the hut. which is 
reduced to a heap of mud and earth by the commencement of. 
the next season. 

The zamindars are in a favoured position. They can compel 
their tenants to deliver their juice at the prorer time. The 
zamindars can, therefore, if they carryon rab-making 
business, erect a permaent pucca bel in their own . villages. 

If the zamindar does not carryon the rab-making business 
himself, he generally permits other khandsalis to build their 
bels in his tnauza, but he invariably charges some na·zarana, 
haq zamindar or za.mindari kharch for the privilege granted. 
This nazarana varies widely from place to place. Some 
zamindars take Rs.I0 per kolhtl erected or per 10 kardas of 
juice consumed. Others charge only Re.l or Bs.2 per kolhu. 
Some zarnindars take a nazarana of Rs.25 to 50. fu addition 
to this every zarnindar takes from 1 to 10 kalsis (each kalsi is 
equal to 20' seers) of rab from the khandsali and 1 kalsa of 
juice from each cane grower who supplies his juice to the bel. 
In lIwuza Alapur, district Bareilly, the zamindaT takes a 
nazarana of Rs.2 per karda of juice consumed in addition to 
4 kalsis of rab. In the Chena mauza in the same district the 
zamindar takes Rs.15 and 5 kalsis of rab as his nazarana. 

Bels are constructed during the months of November 
(Agahan) and December (Pus). They are built either by the 
khandsali himself or by a contractor under an agreement. An 
ordinary bel is built within 15 days' time. Before constructing· 

(1) Sph,,\"ical earthen vessels utilized for potting ,abo 
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CANE 

containing 11' 5 mau 
(average chemical sucrose for the whole of India w 

I 1--- --------·--·- ·· - 1' 
(B) (A) 

Modern mill 
(with multiplo crushers nand vacuum pnn) 

1 
After expre$Rion of 80 per ccnt. SO maunds of juice \vill contain 

1 • 

10' 8 maunds of s ugar or 94 per cent. of the original sugar 
contained in the cane 

I 
After cleaning and boiling !n the vacuum pan 

1 
and contrifuging 

(molasses not taken into account) 
I 

sugar will be 
1 

Approximately D' 2 maunds, or 80 per cent,. of the original 
Valued at R s.9 permauud 

=Rs.82. 

" 

(According t o t he reP?l't of t,!le Inuinn Tariff Board, the cost o( 
poduction per m aund of sugar III an a vorage Indian , factory ( om~ 

to Rs .6·10·2.) 

Massey 5 roller crusher 10" X 14" improved type 
(with open pan) 

1 
After expression (60' 70 For cent.) will give 

1 

9' 4 7 maunds of sugar or 82' 3 per cent. of the original 
(11' 5 sugar contained in 100 maunds of cane) 

1 
After boiling into rab in open pan 

I 
7 . 58 maunds of sugar or 66 per cent. of the original 

(100 maunds of sugar in tho form of juice in 1st pan will give 
SO maunds of sugar in the form of wb in the last pan j 

tbe rest 20 ma.unds, i.e. 1/5th of 8ugar 

1 

is lost in open pan 
I 

Centrifuged 
I 

I 
IAt sugar 4' :~2 maunus of 
sugar or 37' (j per cent. 

of tho original 

1st molasses containing 
3' 26 maunds of 

sugar 
I 

I 
Second sugar 1 '52 
maunds of sugar 

or 13' 2 per cen t. of 
the original 

_ _ _ I 

Centrifuged 

:---_1 

-I 
Second molasses 

containing l' 74 maunda 
sugar which is lost 

in molasses, 

1 . 
Total I and II sugar will be approXimately 5' 84 mBunds 

or 50 per cent. of the original. Valued at Rs.S 
per maund-Rs.46 (average price for 

both I and II sugar. II sugar 
is of inferior quality and 

doel:! not bring the 
same price as 
the I sugar.) 

8 of sugar 
ich ranges from 10'5 to 12'5 maunds) 

I 
(0) 

Mas ey 3 roller crusher 10" x 14" (open pan) 
1 

After expression 65 per cent. 
I 

8 . 8 mlunds of sugar or 7u' 5 per cent. 
of the original 

I 
After boiling into rab in opon pan 

I 
Will give 7 . O! maunds or 61' 3 per cent. of the origina) 

I 
Centrifuged 

I 
I 

1st sugar 
I 

1st molasses 
I • 1 

4'0 mannds or 34'S per cent. 
of the original 

a 'O! maundH or 76'~ fe 1 

cent. of the ~riglna 

I 
Second sugar 

I 
l' 4 maunds or 12 'I 

per cont. of the 
original 

I 
Total I and II sugar 5'4 me,unus 01' 

46'{) per cent. of the original 
va,lued at Rs.8 per maund 

Rs.43. 

1 

I 
Second molasses 

containing l' 64 maunds 
of sugar which IS 

lost. 

i 
(D) 

Deshi kolhu 3 roller bullock division mill commonin 
Rohilkhand villages (open pan) 
• I 

After expression (60 per cent.) 
I 

. 8' 1 maunds or 70 per cent. of the origina 1 • . I 

I 
After boiling into rab in opon pan 

• 1 

u· (j maunds or 56· 5 per cent. of tJ e original 
.' I 

, Centrifuged 
I 

. , I 
1st sugar 3' 68 rnaunds 

or 3l! per cent. of tho original 
1st molasses containing 

2' 82 maunds of sugar 
I 
I 

I 
Second sugar 

I 
l' 3 maunds or 

11 • 3 per cent. of the 
original 

1 
4'98 maWlds 43'3 per cent. of 

the original valued at Rs.8 
per ~aund Rs.39. 
\ 

1 
Centrif~ed -, ~ 
---I 

Second molasses containing 
l' 52 maunds of sugal' 

which is lost 
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bis bel the khandsabi. performs a religious ceremony (puja) at 
~he foundation wall of the bel and calls it the Ganesh puja. 
A trench is dug to lay the foundation of the northern wall of 
the bel in which a lliud idol (Ganesh) is placed and worship
ped (by offering some water, 'Toli, chawal, flower, pan, supa'Ti, 
gur, kalava and 2 pice). Eight annas worth of sweets (ba
tashas) are distributed and the priest (pundit) is paid a sum 
of 1 or 2 rupees (as hi!! dakshina). As.. ,2-6 are given to the 
labourer who digs the trench and a similar sum is given to the 
flower seller (mal~) for his flowers and betels (pans). The 
mason then ~ays a channel or drain through which the boiled 
and concentrated syrup in the bel flows from the last boiling 
pan to the aerating earthen vessels. He is paid Re.1-4. The 
work of further construction then proceeds. 

An average ekga'Tha or tamancha bel is about 12 yards long Description 
and 7 yards wide. But this dimension is by no means a fixed of bel. 

limit. The author visited some 45'. x 24' bels in Pilibhit. The 
walls are made of mud (godi mitti) , but when the earth is 
sandy, sun-dried bricks are used for building the walls. The 
roof is thatched with timber pieces, bamboos, -reeds, etc. The 
furnace is constructed by the furnace-feeders (jhukahas) under 
the direct supervision of the juice-boilers (kariga'Ts or halwais). 

The construction of the bel is alw:avs north~southward. 
The furnace faces towards the north but the front doors of the 
bel are towards the south. The hut is surrounded with a big 
open space where,the crushing mills (kolhus) are erected, the 
wet bagasse is dried ,in the sun, and the emllty kalsis, tins or 
drums are stored. The furnace runs centrally through the 
bel from north to south. • The front wall has two doors-each 
opening on either side of the furnace. Outside the bel in the 
south-western corner lies the kitchen of the watchman (daroga). 
Adjacent to this the accountant's resting pla.ce (munshi's 
gaddt) and kitchen are situated. Thus the accountant, 
(munshi) who is the most responsible employee of the bel, can 
always keep an eye over the door. which opens just in front of 
him. In the north-western cornE-r, next to the accountant's 
resting place, the receptacles containing 'Tab are stored. On 
the side of the furnace the daroga has his sitting place. The 
kitchen and resting place for the juice-boiler (karigar) , Ius 
assistant (nikhara) and the juice-rarrier (bhisti) or in the east 
wing. The furnace-feeders (ihukias) five and cook their food 
in a hut built outside the bel.near the mouth of the furnace. 
A kachcha well is a.lso dug outside at the south-eastern corner. 
Recently a change has been introduced in the construction of 
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the bel. A semi-circular wall, known as ghungat ki diwal is 
. built from and enclosing the !:louth-eastern entrance to the d~or . 
befo~'e ~he accountant's resting place. Thus, any person 
corrung lD the bel has to enter through only one entrance which 

. is before the accountant's resting place. Formerly, when 
boiling operations were being carried on, any person, masked 
by the vapour of the boiling pans, could sneak into the bel 
through the sou~h-eastern door . without being noticed by the 
accountant. Peo{:le thus useJ to steal Tab and juice in 
colaboration with the juice-boiler and his assistant. The cost 
of building an ordinary kachcha bel is Bs.30 to Bs.50 including 
the hut, the thatch and a kachcha well. 

Ihe furnace. The furnace of the bel runs centrally from riorth to south 
with its feeding mouth towards the north and chimney towards 
the south. It is built in a slope having a ramp 5 feet deep 
towards the mouth and an elevated incline of 3 feet to 4 feet 
towards the chimney. The furnace is the main thing in the 
bel, and its construction requires great slrilJ and experience. 
Any defect in ijs construction leaves its traces in the Tab boiled 
and in the sugai:o machined out of that rab. The furnace lR 

always built under the direct supervision of, the juice-boiler 
(karigar) who is conversant with all its dimensions and 
measurements. 

The feeding mouth opens' outside into a pit 11' x 5'. known 
as khuria or jhonkera. There is an incline northward of the 
jhonkera up to the surface leveL The feeding orifice, known 
as bilaiya, is a circular hole about t ft. in diameter and is 
located 2 feet above the surface of the jhonkera . . Just below 
the bilaiya: there is a purdah wall of temporary lattice work 
of pieces of bricks with small openings through which 
the air passes into the oven and aids combustion. This 
arch is dismantled every day f9r cleaning the fire channel and 
is bricked up before the commencement of the operations. 
An adequate amount of dry l>agasse is stored in the jhonkeTa 
pit-the rest being stored above in the open srace. 'rhefire 
channel is So constructed that the flue produced. by feeding at 
the bilaiya. passes below all the boiling pans and ends in an 
if1sue of smoke out of the chimney (dhundhu) at the back. 
The furnace is also cleaned through the chimney. 

The boiling The boiling pans are fixed on the top of the furnace at different 
pans. levels-the biggest pan. the· haw<l, being placed towards the 

chimnev and followed in order by the nikhar, 'the phtda, the 
phadka' and th!'l pahdla. The Ulmal Rohilkhand type of bel 
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consists of these 5 boiling pans, all of which are round bot·· 
tomed. The following, are the particulars of these vessels: 

Height 
PaD number Size (diametel1 Average from the 
and popular and surface of Use 

name depth). capacity the fire 
cbannel 

1. Hauz .. 7'-101'X2'~' '1 to 8 mala. 1'-S' S~o~ago of 
or 3S rr.ds. JUIce. 

2. Nikhar .. 16'-4'X2'-l' .. 5 mala. or 1'-10' Clarification 
23 mds. of juice. 

3. PAula .. 5'-10' X 1'-91' 3 mala. or 1'-10' Boiling of 
10 rods: juice into 

syrup. 

4. Phadka .. 5'-1' X 1'-7' .. ~ malas or 2' Concent:a· 
12 mds. ' tion of 

, juice. 

5. Par.ha .. 2i'><9' .. 2.mds. .. 3'-S'" Praparation 
of str;ke. , 

I 
These pans are so arranged in a slope that their bottoms 

lie in a straight line. The boiling vessels are either owned or 
they are hired for the season by the khand.sali. Their caFital 
cost comes up to Rs.250 to Rs.300, and the hire of a good set 
of pans for a season varies between Rs.45 and Rs.50. The 
pans made in Pilibhit are known for their durability. 

On both the wings of the furnace two mud platforms are 
built. On one side three earthen'tubs (mandias or nands) are 
placed in which the defecants: are kept. On the other side 
three baskets covered with cloth strainers are put on three 
wooden frames (tipais). These are meant for receiving the 
scum when it is removed from the pans. Left of the parcha 
three earthen tubs are fixed to the ground, and a channel 
covered with cloth runs between these tubs and the parcha. 
Thus, when the strike is ready it is ladled into this drain 
through which it flows into the fu'st tub where it is stirred and 
aerated. 

No standard size is fixed for the tools a~d implements used. Tools and 
Slight variations are common. The size and number of tools implements. 

'1tnd implements depend on the quantity of the rnaterial handled' 
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and the facility to the operators. The following are the 
particulars of the tools and implements used: 

Number used in an 
average bel with. 
popular name 

I --------------
Average 

capa- Approximate cost Description and use 
city ., 

--~-----I-------- ----.:.---- -------
2 karanga dora ~r . 6 . seers of 10 annas each .. 

donga. rab. 
These are ladles con

sisting of wooden 
handles and iron 
cups. They are 
us ,d for transfer
ring juice from one 

2 Karangia or d," Ii seers .. 

~ Paun!UJ • 

1 Adha or paun~ 

3 'tipaiJI 

3 Clarification eW:
then yessels 
nanda or mandiaB. , 

a Mand8 to". 1I.6ra
tingrab. 

1. 500 kal.HB (earthen 
vessels) or empty 
kerosene. oil tins 
or 500· empty 
petrol drums. 

., 

.. 

Do. 

Kal.Bill: 20 
seers. 

Tins: 24 
Beers. 

Drums. 36 
.seers • . 

8 o.nnaa each •• 

-
4, 8Dnaaeach .. 

; .. 

2 annas each .. 

Tipai8 : 3 annas 
each. 

Baskets: 21 
annas each~ 

Cloth strainer: 
3 8Wlas each. 

I 

. pan to another. 

It is similar to the 
karanga and is 
mean .. for removing 
the strike from the 
pareha, aerating 
the rab and filling 
the kalBia with the 
same. 

These ·are ·~rfora te d 
ladles used for re . 
moving th' se um 
(dhanalloi) froni 
the. boiling juice. 

Similar to butsmal 
ler than the pau 
nas. U..ed simi 
larly. 

These are wooden 
frames to support 
baskets covered 
with cloth strainers 
£Or straining the 
scum •. The whole 
arrangement. is 
kilown as .chhann<l. 

These or used fo. 
keeping defecants 

I 
and f .. r holding 

. soapnut water 
(andi ka pani). 

Rs.4 to Rs.6 per 
100. 

Rs.25 per 100 
Rs.50 per 100 . 

These are used for 
.aerating and .stir
ring the rab. . 

Used fo." potting the 
rab. 

N.B.-Tbe number of tins or iron drums may he reduced as they are 
re·used .fter their ro. contents have been .removed, 
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The chemica.l 'agellts.ltsed. for cJ&tif'yl.u:ir 'flie 'jw.ce' ~deui4~ CIu:Iy~ 
Itt'iji. costor seed' extract,'&hindi (IJibiscUll E$cltteitttltt)" '~~ul &gent~, 
(Bombaa Malabaricus), lime, [alBa (G1'ewia Asiatica)',-sodium 
hydl'osulFhi~6' a.rid~, ,taI'UlOU8 ,chloride;, oo~,' ·th~ ~rinci~l 
defecants commonly used, are: . ~ , . .' '" .,: 

• ' ,(a)Deu14 (Bu,~ctitr Ji'iculeflitls,-.Ji'he',J'res'hI, cu' sterna' 
4)f thiil plant are .crushed and- poUnded;' in "'atet:' and . b.: 
mueilaginous ''liquid: !'xtract I\1adtt, bJl, p,ddition:, '()f: some 

,water, It has .. thick consistency'. ,1t co.ntai,ng,vegetaPle
albnrneus which coagulatcfon~}:ieatiDg,·enta.ngl!! 1;p.~ sus. 
'peuded imp$itie~ and l>ring the~ ilI! to' the s1lPi~tr~, 1he 
scum ill !irst, of, clark ,green' colour, but with; complete' 
clarificati,obit l>ec~xheil white a.nd' Jrot1iy-. 1t is cOI1sid'eted 
to 1>Q the. best,agent for Clarification. l'wd ,!o',2l stlers' ()( 
deftla' is added: in' -an~earthen tu\)' full', (aboult OOooers'; ili 

,water. The market rate ptdeuld.r.:anl{e:sbe1m;een',Rs.&to 
~,O pet Dlaund., ' " _. , . , ' ' , . ' 

(1)~ 'Sajji (a inixt~r",.of _~Tude' 4oilium.-caTbo~ie' 'and' 
sodium. Bulphater-A.:solution ()t 'sajji iii m.a.de bi 'adding' 
·i 'Seer .'tlJii ~o a._1t~ua full (20 iieerij)' of, wa.tet:, :It is "boiled.. 

, peCore; use, .s-afri £IOiutJoh"js .\ISed: -after: 't:1.ir'ifioatioD,:witli 
, deula.; ','file quanti.tl'ot:'sczjjf soTution'"used -is-, yety. 'small 

so a.s .to'leave tM juice acid.: ',It, eont'atns_carbona.t'es'&s ' 
. well as stllp!Iates' of sodium' a.nd e\lolves both CoZ arid ,So~,' 
thus serving both the purposes of liming and SiIlpb~'atioif," 
A strong smell of 802: is notice~' when ~aiii i~' added'~: 
This exercises 'a.- bleaching-action' pn the imce' but.'itS': 
3xcessive use leaves' 8r dark, colom-in trle fal) (massecuitiV. 
Aller·the setjji eoliltiop' has been ad~ed It COpiOilS -~olntfQl1 

: of {'o~, taRes' '{: lace and :thEl' "hea'lj' . froth ~onsist'ing:' at' 
, ~rnmy impur:iti.e~, rises ':Up and, id .,remoyed-: . GulafH g~ijt' 
.1S'supposecl, to, be the b'ast'variety ,fbI; '.d'efe.cation.' :1'li~" 
market' pri~ of ',aajW generaIlJC' .fluctuates- between- Rs.o. 'tc) 
Rs.-'1_per maund., ." " . ,;', .-.:. '::".~ • .,',' , ... ' 

• (c). C~t;', 8~ed ei(fdct~.(~-'~~~{Bi~rl. ~(~astat' ~il'~i: 
water' is prepared' b1 breaking-. ~t1Ished ballto~ ,s~a .. in 
water. Mter. plarincation, ·when"a, lieavf- frothing', and 
ebulition of the juiclfis' prodhMd! jt is useq. forcontrollin'g: 
the over1towClf juice' and'; froth.- Two; ,to' ,2, ·seers-. of, 
crushed' CaStOr seed. is 'soaked iJ1' a nand' full ·(20 seers)" of, 

• ~'ater, " Thfl, mJit;ket' 'pb<;e' c;>f casto:r seed-is ,S to 10' rupees, 
per mallnel: .... '. " . ~ " .' .• ,' :...: " " .: .' ~'. '.' < '" , 
........ ~ ,.. ... -: ... ~~:- ... .,. .. : ....... " .. t.~·· , 

P' or tt~ -olarifi ~tion' of 'one llikhtl1l, (21i: to' 30 mau~s} of 
juice 3: kaTanY¥"'~~ ~~~laj, ~xtract and ~"karanga-- ~f attiji W'ol!t~ 

',: -4' • ,-" , • 
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is used~ach, karar:ga J;1aving a capacity of about 2t seers. 
For one 'DJ.ght 8 clarIficatIOn work 1 seer of deula, I seer of sajji 
and I seer of castor seed b.re required. 

An av~ra~e. bel employs about. 11 or 12 paid workers. They 
ar~ 

One munshi or accountant and general superviser. 
One daroga or watchman. . . 

• One halwai 9r karigar or juice-poiler. . 
One nikhara or juice clarifier (juice-boiler's assistant). 
One bhJi.sti or juice-carrier. " . 
Six pr seven ihonkias or jhonkahas or furnace-feeders. 

. Some of ,these are emFloyed on contract and others .on 
I;Ilonthly sal~ries. " 

. The job of the munshi is of the greatest responsibility. A 
very honest and reliable man is required for this post. The 
munshi keeps the accounts of juice suppliers, of rab boiled, 
and of other sundry expenses incurred. He exercises general 
Ilupervision over every . other employee of the bel. The 
munshi is generally a Hindu. His salary is about Rs.15 per 
month. ' . . . 

The daroga of the bel is also a responsible office holder. 
He keeps a watch over the matas of juice and sees that the', 
asamis do not clilute their juice by the addition of water. He 
. is also responsible for seeing that the matas filled up with 
~xpressed juice are fully emptied and that nothing is left 
behind in them. The daroga asks the munshi to credit the 
account of the asami with the m~ta full of juice supplied by 
him. He keeFs a general watch over the bel throughout the' 
day and night. Some khandsalis keep two darogas in a bel 
instead of one. The darogas are ordinarily recruited from thl3 
Hmdu caste and get a salary of Rs.S to Rs.10 per month. 

The duties of halwais or karigars and nikharas are very 
important as it is on their skill in boiling the juice that the 
quality of Tab depends. The nikhara always comes with' the . 
halwai-both of them being employed on contract for the 
season of 3 to 4 months. The furnace of the bel is always 
built according to the directions of the karigar. ,The karigar' 
is in' charge of boiling. operations and he is assisted by the 
nikhara who clarifies the juice as it is boiled. Karigars of 
<1Il(lILza l{al-rala, district Budaun, are.reputed for their skill and 
~xper.ence in juice boiling. ~imilarly t~e tU?,ki (a s~t among 
the Mussalmans) karigars of mauza Aligan), tahsil Aonl~. 
district Bareilly, are well known in these districts for thell' 

~ 1>kill. The ka.Tigars are generally Muhammadans. They are 
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paid at 12 annas to Re.l per.karda of juice boiled or Bs.80 to 
Rs.I00 for the whol& .season. This amount· includes ~he. 
remuneration of .the nikhara who is 'paid by the karigars. 

The bhisti is the juice-carriep. . He transfers the juice' from 
the matas, as they become full, into the hauz (tlie storage pan) 
of the bel. One bhisti ordinarily contracts to work on 10 to 

. 12 kolhus for the 8eason at Rs.2 to RsA per kolhu. BhistiB 
are generally Mohammedans. • . . . 

About half a. dozen furnace feeders or ihonkias are employed 
in an average ek garluL bel. One of these acts as the headman 
or jamadar over the rest. Jho'nkias work includes the drying 
of the wet bagasse, the feeding of the furnace· by turns, the 
cleaning of the furnace, the Fans and the tloo}:, of the bel as also 
the miscellaneous work such as 'the lifting of water from the' 
well, loading and unloading of kalsis, etc. ''l'hey generally 
belong -to the Chamar caste and are paid at Bs.6 to Rs.'S per 
month. 

. Tb~re is llO fixed ~ime -for the payment of salaries. Some
times an earnes~ money of ruFee one is paid in advance to. each 

·()f the employees. Subsequent I.ayme~ts· are made from time 
to time according to the demands of the labourers when they 
-require money for sending it to their homes. gome outstand
ing balance is always retained in the accounts of .the karigars 

. and ihonkias u~til the bel has been. closed, for, if paid in full, 
~ they either run away or return late and thus upset the whole 
work for the time being. 

In addition to cash somethingJs also paid' in kind to the be' 
~mployees. Often the rnunshi is provided with free food 
(sidha) . . The munshi, .the daToga and the bhisti take 3 dolch, 
(about 9 to 10 seers) of juice .from .each juice supplier. The' 
munshi and the karigaT take one kalsi of Tab (20 seers) each, 
and the daroga and tbe bhisti take one gagTa (10 seers) of .Tab 
~ach. Each jhonkia is given daily 1 dolchi (5 seers) of juice to. 
·drink aud one dOTi (2t seers) of Tab every week. In' some 
places the jhonkias take the scum of the juice. These pay
ments in kind are only based on loca,} customs and usages, and 
-they dJfer from place to place. In pradiceevery el!1ployee 
-of the bel·drinks.juice and eats· Tab . . Occasionally the mutisM· 

.. and the darog.a meet most 'Of their sunQry expenses by making 
payments in Tab. The system of f3ymellt in kind is being' 
.gradually superseded by. each payments. ...' . 

All the employees of the bel are providadwitli free housing, . 
Jight and fuel. They leave their families behind in their homes , 

. and come to take up the work for. only a few months: They~ . 
.cook their food and sl~ep on straw in the bel itself. 
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The' hours of work extend' from midday till midnight~ 
Holidays' are: observed on important Hindu and' Muslim 
festivals. On rainy and cloudy days the work is suspended. 
Referring, t()l the conditions of work in bels. Mr. Agrawala. 
observes, "Thus, their housing arrangement is simple and well 
suited to their needs and temperament. They live under 
conditions which approach to' perfect village life. The sanitary 
conditions are satisfactory and sun light a.nd fresh air are found 
in abundance. They get their water sqpply from the pucc(J. 
village w.ells or tem{:orary wells dug for the purpose. For call 
of nature they make use of gardens and, adjoining open fields" 
In: short, they feel satisfied and happy." (~) 

The bel, having been planted, the khandsali, in consultation: 
with his' priest (puTowit) , starts the Tab-making business- on 
some' auspicious day in the month of December. The asamis 
are previously informed and they bring their cane to the bel. 
Crushing work commences at about 4 a.m. The expressed! 
juice is transferred to the storage pan (hauz) covered with a 
cloth, strainer to retain, suspended· impurities in. the raw juice. 

Whem about 6 or 7 matas of juice have been stored in the
hauz the fire is put into the furnace. Within an hour and 
3r half the juice attains a temperature of 7°C which prevents' 
its fermentation. The time of lighting the fire and workin~ 
the bel depends uron the quantity and cont:nuity of juic& 
supplies. It. however, starts some time between 8 a.m. and 
midday. 

't'hough, dried bagasse IS an excellent fuel for boiling the
juice yet it is not always available in the requisite amount. 
With, a 60 per cent; extraction, the yield of sun-dried bagasse
per 100 maunas of cane, amounts to about 16 maunds. For. 
the first 6.or 7 days the furnace has to be fed: with wood fuel. 
Further, during rainy days when the store of dry bagasse
becomes wet; and fresh supplies cannot be dried. wood fuel has 
to be used. Bagasse fuel gives better heat which can be easily
controlled. Wood fuel giveS' rise to excessive charring of the
Tab. The following table shows, the- fuel consumption in. 
ma1ring'Tab when bagasse and wood are used :. -
Juice boilei per hour (mds ) 

Fuel consumed pelr hGur (mds.)· .• 

10'6' 

3'0 

(') Agrawal; R. D. Sugar Industry and Labour ia the United Prcvinces~ 
page 94. 
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WLe., &II the ·paDS are filled with juice the furna.oe is 
vigol'6ns1.v fed at the ~ilaiylJ. After a few minutes the juice in 
the parch (i.e. the smallest paD just above the me) begins 
to boil. It is then defecated. The scum which rises on 'the 
surface of the juice is skimmed off. When the juice has been 
fully clarified the temperature of the parcha is raised to llIoC, 
by ,"igolOUil feeding at the bilaiya. This temperature is 
maintLned lor SODle time till the syrup is . .concentrated. The 
.strike is then ladled out into the channel on the Boor ,com
ulUnicating with the earthen tuba where it is stirred and -cooled 
to form into crystals. In the same way the juice of the phadka, 
ph waUl« nikJUlr are clarified. Every time· the 'Parcha. is 
emptied a fresh charge :8 ladled into each:pan from the one 
preceding it. 

In the nik/una deola and Bajji extracts are added to the 
'boiling juice after about half an hour of the application of fire 
tnto the furnace; but after working the bel for a few bours the 
time is reduced to 20 minutes or so. Saiii is added 5 to 10 

. m:nutes after deola. Whenever due to 'excessive heat the 
boiling juice in the nikha;r begins t() overflow a little amount 
of castor cake extract is sprinkled over it. and the ebullition 
subsides. The first strike in the parchs is taken within two 
bours of the lighting of the fire and thereafter this time is 

. t"educed to 18 to 20 minutes. The syrup a.dhering to the sides 
of the phadka and the pa·rc·ha are wiped off with a. grass brush 
attached to a stick and dipped from time to time in the juice of 
the preceding pans. But as the parclut is fixed directly .over 
the fire even these rrecautions prove inadequate and some 
1I.mount of charring and Cal"amelization inevitably takes place, 
which imparts a dark colour to the rab and molasses, reduces 
the percentage and deteriorates the quality of recoverabJe 
wgar. 

Jtlice boiling is the most important of all the processes in 
the bel business. Its effect is carried right down to the end, . 
.and &Il improper handling of this wor~ results in poor quality 
<>f rab sugar and molasses. It requires some amount of experi
-ence and 'practice to determine the striking point at which the 
chashni should be lad1ed out from the parcha. 'The kariga1's 
'3.Ild luzlwais judge it by the size and shape of the bubbles and 
the sound produced by their. bursting". Evet;l in the dim light 
<>f the night lamp the experienced boiler makes the strike .at 
the right consistency. The striking temrerature is between 
1100 e and 111°C. Strong bubpling indicates a greater percent:
-age of gluC{>Se in which case the rab should lJe thoroughly 
aerate~. On the other hand smaller bubbles are indicative 
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1£ higher ,sucrose percentage allli in this case too much stirring 
Jaakes the rab very hard. A medium consistency of chashni 
13 always preferable. 

The final product, coming from the parcha, having been 
thoroughly crystallized by cooling and aerating into the three 
earthen nands fixed to the ground for the purpose, is potted 
either into the earthen kalsis or kerosene oil tins or iron petrol 
drums. Earthen kalsis are, however, most commonly used for 
potting, though this practice is responsible for considerable 
wastage. For removing their rab contents the kalsis have 
to be broken. The chips and particles of these broken pieces 
getmixeil with the rab, make smooth and even centrifuging 
.1ifficult, and deteriorate thtl suality of the "ugar produced. 
Metallic vessels can be used several times; rab crystallization 
is however better in kalsis than in tins or drums. The latter 
have to be kert in some cool place as heat severely affects the 
quality of rab contained in them. Again, kaT!8is are useful 
when Tab is produced for the market. The subjoined figures 
are set forth to show the comparative loss which takes place 
in potting the Tab in kalsis and tins: 

Part'cuIaTS Tins Kalais 

I rab (net) stored in maunds 6'86 17.59 

I rab (nel) machined in maunds .. 6.'82 17'33 

LOBS ot I rab in maunds 0'04 0'~6 

LOBS of rab rer 100 maunds potted 0'54 1'49 

If, on the above basis, the shrinkage ill computed on the 
total amount of Tab annually potted in kalsis the loss would 
come to large figure. 

The cane crushing work is stopped at about 5 p.m.; but the 
boiling operations continue till midnight or thereafter up to 
1 or 2 a.m.-the actual time depending on the quantity and 
continuity of the supply. of juice. 

The bel season ordinarily extends for about 100 days, com
mencing some time in December or January and ending 
towards the close of March or the beginning of April. The 
average capacity of a bel is taken at 100 kardas of juice.. The 
Rohilkhand ekgaTha bel controls about 115 maunds of cane or 
75 maunds of juice per day--the daily consumption being 
about 15 'matas of jUlce. 'rhe daily uutput of Tab ~s estimated 
at about 15 to 17 maunds or 30 to 34 kalsis (of 20 seers each). 
The percentage of Tab to cane depends upon the period of the 
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season, the quality of cane or juice and the efficIency of boiling. 
The following table shows the percentage of rab to 100 juice 
in different months: 

100 juice = 16 rab in November. 
_=17 rabjn December. 
= 18 rab in January. 
= 20 rab in February. 
= 20 rab in March. 
= 18 rab in April. 

The cane of tarai fields yields more rab than tliat grown on 
bhuT lands-the ratio between the two being about 8 to 10. 

A dugaTha bel (I) is one in which two furnaces are made and Cost.in 
a double set of boiling pans are placed. An average dttgarha ~~:~?n t; 
bel consumes about 200 kaTdas of juice per season. The com- establi:h. 
parative cost (as distinguished from the absolute cost) of manu- ml'nt. 

facturing rab in a dugaTha bel is less than that in an ekgarha 
bel, but the cost is not reduced in proportion to the size of the 
establishment. The oncost is doubled in a dugarha bel, but 
the general establishment expenses, though increased, are not 
doubled. The following table shows the cost of manufacturing 
rab in relation to the size of establishment: 

Number of 
kalnB of rab 

.Tuice (eachkalri 
consumed having a Total 

Description of the bel during the capacity of cost of 
season in 20 seers of production 
maunds rab)turned 

out during 
the season 1---- Rs. 

Tigarlia bel (ma .. za Gopalpur, 19,847 7,477= 2,040 
district BareiHy). 37381 mds. 

Du~arlia bel (mauza Ismailpur, 15,016 5,507= 1,419 
district Bareilly). 27531 mds. 

Ekgarka bel (mauza Barepura, 5,507 1,983= 533 
district Ba -eilly). 9911 mds. 

The costs of production come to 8 annas per maund of rab 
or Re.0-1-7 per maund of juice. 

Due to local variations no rigid figures representing the Cost 
IIctual conditions can be given. The following estimates Recount.. 

(') A double bel with II furnaces and double set of pans. 
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aniye,~ .itt (I:~Ill w.e~l Yer;ifie,dQ.ll,tQ, ,c,an be .s~ely ~~en ,to 
repI:esent the Illea~ condiMo~s: 

, Fixed capital cost 

Particular Amount 

Re. 

A set of 5 boiling panS 250 

Annual working cost of an average ekgarba bel consuming 
100 kardas oj juic~ per season of about 100 working days. 

OwnV)' bel oI eMthea walls with ·thatch 

Na.zrana ~ jUlmindar ." 

Amount 

;as. 

30 

,l!5 

a~ c)larges of I) boiling PlmS 50 

~~~ 1 

Tools, implements snd otr..er IIoccessw.i1lll 13 

Utensils flll'Iliture and other sundry items 14 

Defecants 25 

Fuel24lO maunis of wood •• 100 

2,300 kal&4s ".t Rs. G per HIO 115 

Labour 30& 

Cartage 1(1 

Miscellaneous 5 

Total working expeDlle8 f~ the season 698 

Add the value of 100 kardas of juice at an average price of ~,OOO 
Rs.20 per karda (65 maund approximately). 

Total cost of boiling lOO kardas of juice 2,698 

Total amount pf rab produced: 2,280 kalsis (pach kalsi 
bsing of 20 seers) or 1,140 maunds. 

V/illue flf 1,14.0 maund, of rab at an average price of &.3 per 3,420 
maund. 

Dflr/.ucl ~ ~aj; 9f pr04uctiq,Q. ',li9S 
-~~ 

PROFIT 722 
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The (oregoing remarks refer to the Rohilkhand system of 'Had~ and 
,ab manufacture. There is yet another process, ~own as the :~ilkharur 
Hadi or Bhopal bel system. Khan Bahadur Saiyid Muham- compared. 
mad Hadi, formerly Director of Agriculture, Bhopal State, has 
been interesting himself in the improvement of the open pan 
system of white sugar manufacture for the past 34 years and 
he is mainly responsible for evolving a new type of bel which 
has not yet been fully standardized. The' description and 
process of the Bhopal bet are given in Mr. Radi's Indian 
Sugar Industry. For some time past the attention of the 
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research and the UIiited 
Provinces Department of Agr:culture has been focused on the 
~uestion of the comparative efficiency of the two rival bels. 
Several eXFeriments were consequently carried ,out-the two 
most important ones being held at Bilari(district Moradabad) 
and Shahjahanpur-and valuable data obtained. 

The Ifadi bel consists of 12 pans, 7 of which are flat
bottomed cylindrical vessels and 5 round-bottomed ones. Of 
the later five the two smallest ones are removable finishing 
pans. In addition to these two more sFare finishing pans are 
employed for replacing the two in use when the latter are 
temoved after pouring o'ff the finished product. The following 
relevant figures, showing the comparative efficiency ,of the Hadi 
.and Rohilkhand bels have been taken from the United Prov
inces Agricultural Department Bulletin no. 63 entitled The 
Open-Pan Boiling: Comparil101}. of IIadi and Rohilkhand 
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The juice boiling capacity of the Rohilkhand bel is greater 
and more uniform than of the Had;', but there is a. greater 
percentage of invers;on and charring in the former. Another 
drawback of the Hadi process is that it is difficult to get trained 
boilers in adequate numbers who can manage that bel., Again 
the Hadi bel employs more men and consumes more material. 
Both in juice and molasses boiling it consumes more fuel 
than does the Rohilkhand. The I sugar of the Hadibel 
though greater in quantity, is lower in purity as compared to 
the Rohilkhand bel product. The case is, however, quite 
reverse with regard to II sugar. In spite of its lower purity 
and greater richness in moisture, Hadi bel sugar is whiter and 
fetches a better price than that obtained for Rohilkhand 
sugar. Though more tedious to work, the Hadi bel produces 
on the whole material of better quality. The cost of the 
various operations, e.g. juice boiling, molasses boiling, potting 
of ,ab, drying of sugar, etc. q,re decidedly higher in the Hadi 
bel. 



Centrifugal 
tJer8U8 
Khanchi. 

Sugar 
Centrifugal. 

CHAPTER V 

SUGAR ;REFINING .BY THE CENTRI.F'C'GAL AND khanchi(l) 
PRQCESSES 

WITHIN a fortnight of the starting of a bel, the khand
sali ·begins his Khand making business. The rab is brought to 
the khandsal after three to five days .of its potting. Khand is 
in~igenous sugar produced by curing the rab in the indigenous 
workshops known as .khandsals either by.centrifugal machines 
or by the khanchi system, and the proprietor of the business 
is known as the khandsali. 

Of the above two systems of refining the centrifugal P:I:Ocess 
is modern and more ,l'ecentand is rerlacing the IPrimitive 
Khanchi method. It gives a quicker turn over, is more econo
mical if applied on a large scale, and its products are always 
finer than those obtained by the khanchi. T.he initial outlay 
under this method of working is, of course, a little heavier. 
The khanchi process though cheaper in capital cost is long and 
protracted, and yields an inferior quality of stuff. But khanchi 
sugar appeals more to a section of orthodox people who are 
always willing to pay a higher price for it. The khanchi 
method is steadily decaying and it is now confined to some of 
the remoter rural areas. 

Centrifugal Khand Manufacture. 
Centrifugals are round machines, worked either by manual 

labour or motive power such as steam, electricity, etc. They 
spin round with a high velocity, alwaYIS from left to right 
and are commonly used in chemical industries for separating 
solids from liquids. In khandsals they are employed for 
removing molasses from sugar crystals. Sugar centrifugalE. 
are lined with three or four perforated linings of copper or iron 
-the inner ones begin finer than the outer ones. The innermost 
lining is the finest and does not allow the sugar crystals to 
escape with the molasses. The receptacle formed by this 
lining is called the basket of the centrifugal. The basket and 
all the subsequent linings are enclosed in an iron drum to . 
which is attached a gutter for the drainage of molasses. 
There is a device by which the under surface of the drum 

(1) A primitive method of indigenous sugar refining by b~e,!"hing the "Yet 
brown sligar with water weeds (sewar). The term Khanchl IS also applied 
to the whole arrangement where thE! wet brown sugar is treated for furtber 
retiring. 
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open!! and the wet sugar, after it Bas f>een' eentrlfuged, is caKen' 
out. Sometimes a pug mill is' attaclied to' the' centrifugaF in 
which- the ,ab" before passing on to the (Centrifugal! basket, is 
thoroughly crushed' and reduced' to a. homogeneouS' mass-. 

Other accessories like spindles, belts-, wheels, ete. are' also' 
fitted to the centrifugals. 

The strength ot labour in centrifugal khandsals. varies with Labour in 
the amount of raw material to be dealt with, the hours· of Centrifuga I 
work, the number of machines and the type of motive' power KhandBalII;, 

used. 
In electric-driven centrifugals an engine drivel' operates the 

machine. Whereas in, machines worked by steam power a. 
driver is in the charge' of tM plant and machinery, It fire_man 
looks after the boiler and, a jugman or bhisti lifts water from 
the wen and fills up the tank fOIl the generation of steam. A 
driver and a fire-man, are also employed in a diesel oil engine 
driven machine. If; the centrifugal is, driven by hand. these' 
skilled workers are dispensed with and only unskilled labourers 
are employed to work. the machine. 

00 each centrifugal there is' a sugarman experienced inl the" 
sugar centrifuging arb. Other labourers are' generally 

unskilled. The tu,ias(l) break open, the kalsis of Tab, remove 
their contents into the lalo,i (a masonry tank)', break and' pul
verize the lumps of ,ab into a 'homogeneous mass ana separate 
the chips and pieces of "alsis from it. Their number depends 
upon the quantity and quality of ,a6 and' the time' in which 

the work is to be completed~ The chama,is (2) are' unskilled' 
female labourers of the Chamar caste, and, their duty con
sists in scraping the ,ab from the broken pieces of kalsis witn 
the help of sippill or tin spoons. They are also required to 
do other sundry worY of the' khandsal, The' patias(S) spread 
the wet sugar, obtainelf from centrifligals, on gunny carpets, 
known as patas, crush, roll and' pulverize it by their feet and' 
dry it in the sun. When a pug mill is attached to the centri
fugal the Tall is directly transferred into it from the kalsis 
and'in' this cas~ extra unskilled' labourers- are- required' to' work 
this milJ1. When tliere is an unusual rush, of work, casuar 
unskilled labout is recruitea at the prevailing marKet' rate. 
Over and above these paid labourers every sugar refining' 
workshop. mnploysl a: munshi, OD accountanl1 who' keeps· the 

(1) Ordin"ry unskilled male labourers employed, to 'bre"k the kalsi& 
and l'8TIIove'ttieir"cOI1Qmts .. 

(') Unskilled) female" IBimurerlf: of, ohllmar caste' employed to' scrape- the 
rdltidlle of mb> adbering. to. the chips and pieces of ka/si' and to do' other 
aund", worli. • 

(1)'Ordinary labolll'eft1- employed' f6r drying:' tIle we!;- !lUgs!'! 
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books of the khalldsal and exercises a general supervision 
over all the operations and workers. 

An average khandsal, using one centrifugal machine, 
employs two skilled and some ten unskilled workers. In elec
trified centrifugals, however, the number .can be reduced to 6 
or 7. 

Some of the workers are recruited on daily wages system, 
while others are paid on monthly basis. Generally speaking 
the unskilled workmen come under: the first category and the 
skilled ones under the latter. 

Formerly these labourers were employed on contract sys
tem; but this has now been replaced by the time-wage 
system. Most of the Bareilly and Pilibhit khandsals keep 
the khandsal labourers on time wages. It is only in some 
of the hand-worked sugar centrifugal workshops of Shahjahan
pur that the old piece-wage system still surviv~s. Under the 

(lontract system the khandsali. Pll-Ys 5 pice to 2 annas per 
ghan (charge) of rab centrifuged-each charge being of 25 to 
30 seera of rab. This includes all the labour charges of curing 
the rab. Rab may also be centrifuged at 6 to 8 annas per 
maund which includes all the expenses of machining. 

:No special system of labour recruitment is followed. The 
workers themselves come from the neighbouring villages and 
towns to the khandsali at the commencement of the working 
season. Some time an advance of Re.1 is given to each of 

the hands at the beginning so that he may: not go elsewhere. 
The skilled workers ·do not receive any systematic training; 

'but in course of time they acquire some skill and practice. 
The monthly wage of an unskilled worker is about Rs.7 to 

Rs.8. The sugarman is paid Rs.12 to Rs.14 per month and 
the driver Rs.25 to R.g.SO. Casual labourers are recruited at 
4 annas a day and are paid every evening when their work is 
finished. The regular unskilled labourers are also paid on the . 
same scale, but they are recruited on monthly wages. In 

times of need advances of money 9:r~ also made to the regular 
hands. Accounts are finally settled at the close of the season. 
During off-seasons skilled workers are occasionally retained on 
half pay. 

Apart from ·cash some payments in kind are also usually 
made. All the workers eat some rab from time to time and 
-drink the sarbat of molasses twice daily. Every man gets i 
aima a day for ohabena and 1 pice for tobacco. Cooking uten-

-sils, light and fuel are provided free and on the Bali festival 
one cap and one kurta are given to each worker. The workers 
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who come from distant villages or towns are provided with 
free housing accommodation and some gunny cloth for their 
bedding. At the commencement of the business each ordi
nary labourer gets 1 anna, the driver 1 rupee and the sugar-
man 8 annas as shagun (a social rite). . 

The hours of work extend from sunrise to sunset for about 
8 hours; but when the work is unusually heavy the business 
is continued for all the 24 lIours. All important fairs and fes
tivals are observed as holidays and on rainy days the business 
is suspended. In cases of pressing necessities, such as 
illness, impOrtant ceremonies, etc. the workers are allowed 
short leave or they absent themselves. The conditions of 
work are, on the whole, satisfactory and strikes and lockouts 
are unknown. 

The following is a list of tools ana implements with their T,ols and 
popular names, 'cost, description and the numbers of each com- implement~ 
monly used in a khandsal: . use!!. . 

-
opuIarname 

Number 
oommonly 

of tools and used in a implements khandsal 
-

T"':'pi .. 6 

-SAW -. 2 

Khurpi .. ',; ·1 
-Sippi _. 12 

'T1l814 

"I 
12 

Katta .. 2 

Approxi-
mate oost 

of each 

Rs. a. p. 

0 1 0 

o 12 0 

0 2 0 

0 1 6 

0 8- 0 

012. 0 

I 

Ironro 
_ kal8i8 

An iron 

de used fur breaking 
ofrab. 

used 1) 
rod with flattened end 
or removing rab from 

easels and fJr breaking 
pulve izing solidified 
Of rob. 

the v 
and 
lumps 

A scrap er used for scraping roo 
be side of kal8i8. fromt 

A tin sp oon used for scraping 
"lIl_ broken pieces of roo fr 

kalN. 

Around 
vessel 
ged ra 

shaped galvanized iron 
used for carrying pug
b from the lalor; to the 
ueal and fllf receiving oentr f 

the wet sugar when it is 
"god from the machine. d,scha 

A small galvanized tin vessel 
for 00 \leoting molasses 
he centrifugal. 

used 
fromt 



D_ka 
Shagun. 

. 
POlular nam", 

' NumBet'" Approxi-(nrrmonly 
(j toole and used in II.- mate coet Deacriptitn 
implements khandaaZ of each 

--. 
Re. a. p. 

Pata .. 10 28 0 0 A thicK gunny carpet made by 
stitching togethE'r 8 pattiw 

, and used, for' drying the wet;. 
sugar. 

Chhari .. 30 0 r o· Small sticks used bylhe pGtahaw 
(patias) when- drying the wet. 
sugar: 

Belan .. 10 0 1 0 A small W.~Cdilil t ) \leI" 1lI!edi. for' 
PGwdFring lumps of sugar. 

Chhanna .. .. . . A galvanized wire-netting mesh 
enclcsed ill' a' worden frame 
and used for sievin8'wet sug'Bt" 
for oatchi!,q har4- lump&- 0(. 
sugar and broken pieces oC 
kalsV • 

. N.B.-The number of these tools and implements may be inereased -or 
decreased to suit local requirements. 

When the kalsis of Tab are brought to the khandsal a con-
ventional religious rite is performed by the Hindu khandsali 
before Tab curing business is commenced. The khandsali, in 
consultation with his priest (puTohit) , fixes some auspicious 
day for' the ceremony which is known as the Dere. ke shagun 
luI. din. Some Tab and a: sum of l anna are given to the priest. 

_ -Rab is also distributed: among the neighbours. The sugar 
refining business is ~hel1' taken up. 

~J~iDg of To commence with, the earthen vessels -containing rab are • 
broken by wooden thapis and'their contents scraped by khurpis 
into the lalori or channi. Lalori or channi is -a masonry tank. 
some 5 to 6 feet: square and 2 feet deep, with a capacity to 
hold" about 50 kalsis- of Tab. The cost of building a laloTi 
comes to about Rs.I0. The floor of the laloTi is interspread 
with brickbats and' bamboos whicn are covered with a coarse 
blanket costing about Rs.4. At its base the lalori communi
cates with ai- drain which opens into a reservoir where molas
ses escaping_ from the Tab is collected. 

, The tJ.lrias break the solidified lumps of rab by means oC 
saba". and reduce the whole substance into a homogeneous mass. 
separating the pieces of kalsis mixed up with it. Yet, in spite 
of- every care- taken to remove these broken pieces of kalsis, 
some small chips are retained in the rab and carried a,way into 
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the centrifugals, with the result that st?ady- and even ml\chin
ing becomes impossiblf! and ~he. quality of sugar. produced 
deteriorates. When a pug mIll IS used the 'l'al), IDstead of 
being transferred into the lalo'l'i, is directly treated in the pug 
mill. The cost of a pug mill is about Rs.200. 

When the lalO'l'i is nearly f~l the pugged 'l'ab is transferred 
by means of taslas into the centrifugal, and when about 
three-fifths of the "basket'· is filled up the machine is set into 
motion. An 18 inches Broadbent centrifugal machine deals 
with 30 to 35 seers of 'l'ab in one turn or ghan. . 

Nine or ten men commonly work on a hand-driven machine . 
.Eight of them work the machine by turns having alternate 
shifts after every charge' of sugar centrifuged. Thus, while 
one set· of four men are moving the centrifugal, the other 
four remove the 'l'ab from the kalsis and pug it. The sugar
man looks to the velocity and revolutions of the ce.ntrifugal and 
attends to the washing of sugar and the removal of the finished 
product from the machine. At first the machine spins at a 
slower pace; but when an adequate amount of molasses hal< 
been separated its velocity is increased. 

The molasses escaping from the machine is received into 
the katta. The amount of molasses recoverable qepends up
on the quality and consistency of the 'l'ab and the efficiency 
with which it is centrifuged. Ordinarily two .. kattas (one 
katta contains about 10 seers) of molasses are taken as the 
normal yield on every charge of 30 to 35 seers of 'l'ab. . 

When one katta of molasses has escaped, two. syringes iUIl. 
of soapnut ('I'e.etha) water are sprayed . into the centrifugal 
basket. To one empty; kerosene-oil-tinof warm water I seer 
of soapnut peels is added for this purpose. The market rate 

Clf soapnut averages between Rs.6 and Rs.7 per maund and the 
cost of a bronze syringe is Rs.2 to Rs.3 .. By washing the sugar 
the molasses adhering to the sugar crystals 1s released and 
the sugar becomes whiter. After the sugar has been washed 
the machine is moved at a' great speed and thin molasses 
begin to come out. When another katta of molasses has. been 
recovered the centrifugal is stopped and the wet sugar is 
scraped into taslas or wooden receptacles (known as patlas). 

The time required to centrifuge a' charge of 'l'ab depends 
upon the consistency of the 'l'ab, the weight of the charge, the 
type of the machine l!sed, etc. Two to four minutes mor«:, are 
taken in machining each charge of sugar in the early cold; 
season than in the later months of March and :April. On 'an 
average electric-driven centrifugals take 10 to 12 minutes in 
the warm months and 12 to 16 minutes in the cold season for 

5 
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machining a. ch:;trge of 30 to 35 seers of rab. The hand-driven. 
machines take 4 to 5 minutes more for each charge. It takes 
4 t05 Ihinutes in emptying and refillU:g another charge. 

Most of the khandsal centrifugals in Bareilly and Shah
jahanpur cities have been electrified. IIi the city of Pilibhit 
they are still driven by hand of !liesel oil engines. This year 
electric installations are going on at !L rapid pace in Pilibhit 
tad. In village khandaals centrifugals are 'generally worked 
by hands, but occasionally, when the khandsali is a substan
tial man, he uses !L diesel oil engine or steam power. Power
driven centrifugals always give better results than hand
worked machines, for in the latter even and uniform spinning. 
can not be ensured. About I unit of electricity is consumed 
in machining !L 30 seer charge of rab. Electric current is 
charged at 3 annas for the 1st 100 units and 4 annas for the 
subsequent ones for centrifuging and 7 annas per unit for 
lighting purposes. 

A big khandsal consilIDes the rab produced in 15 or 16 
average bela every season. A big machine can deal with 300 
kalsis (or 150 maunds) ()f rab, producing 60 maunds of sugar 
in 12 hours. But, in general, the daily out-turn of sugar 
per day of 8 to 10 hours reaches only 18 to 20 maunds. When 
there is an unusual rush of work the work is continued for all 
in 24 hours. It has been estimated that "sugar worth Rs.600 
to Rs.SOO can be refined by a 30 inches centrifugal machine 
in 24 hours" (1). Khand refining business extends from the ta.il
end of December to ·the end of April and when the IT rab is 
machined the business is continued in the rainy season. 

When the rab of his own bel is exhausted the khandsali 
purchases more of it in the market at the prevailing rate. 
Rab is also centrifuged on contract at 6 to 7 annas per maund 
of sugar refined. This includes all the eXpenses up to the 
drying of sugar. 

Drying of The wet sugar scraped from the machine is collected in 
t1ugar. wooden boxes or gunny bags ~o be, dried in the sun. The 

Rugar which is centrifuged from 6 A.M. to 11 A.M. is dried in 
the afternoon and that which is refined in the afternocn is 
kept aside in a store-room to be dried on the following day up 
to nOOIl. 

Sugar is dried on a pucca floor of either a roof or a court
yard, and if the ground is kachcha, it is swept clean and some 
cow-dung is smeare!! 011 it. Thick gunny CArpets called 
fiatas (each being inad~ up of ,16 sti~ched strips of gunny cloth 

(1) Agrwala. R. D. Sugar Industry and Labour in United Provinces, p. 34. 
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and measuring about 16 feet to 17 feet long and 11 feet to i2 
feet Wide} are used for dryilig the sugar. 

The wet sugar bieught on the paw is lumped in hard r'lasseS. 
These .are broken, crushed. and pulveriied by. wooden tellers, 
called belan. PieCes and chips of kalsis mixed With sugar ·are 
separated and removed. These are called chhali or b,·itaun. 
This crushing and rolling proCess makes the sugar whiter and' 
finely grained. A galvanized Wire netting mesh enclosed in a ' 
wooden frame and known lis chchanna is employed to expedite 
the work of separating the binaun. 

The wet sugar,- having been sieved, rolled and reduced to 
a homogeneous mass, is spread on the pata and exposed to 
the sun. It is mixed up thoroughly by labourers, known as 
g'Jatahas (or patias) treading over it barefooted With sticks 
in their hands and in a particular way, known as kUTia katna. 
This movement requires some skill and the patahas are trained. 
in the art. The movement of the feet should be such that 
the grains may be separated and exposed to the' bleaching 
action of the sun without being broken., About 16 maunds 
of sugar is spread on each pata and generally 3 patahas.dry 
it. Thus each pataha has to dry 2 maunds of wet sugar. In 
a big khandsal about 10 patas of sugar are dried every day. 

A watch has to be kept on the patahas while they are dry
ing the sugar otherwise they do not tread and mix it 
thoroughly With the result that it remains in unbroken lumps 
and moist and deteriorates during the monsoon. The more 
the sugar is crushed, rolled, mixed, pulverized and bleached, 
the more it gains in quality. 

The sugar which has been dried on the pala is collected into 
a heap, known as shakaT ki Tas. Five pinches of sugar, 
ealled sheoria ki khand is taken out of it to be kept aside for 
some charitable purposes. 

The khand is then weighed and stored in rooms, gunny Storage of 
bags, thikias or kuthlas. A tltikia is a big gunny bag with sugar. 
open bottom. It contains about 50 maunds of sugar. A 
;kuthla, on the other hand, is a masonry work built within a 
room with 6 to 7 feet high enclosures and an opening pro-
vided at the base through which sugar is taken out, when 
desired. When sugar is stored in gunny bags about 100 bags 
costing Rs.28 to 30 are kept for the purpose. 

'The yield of sugar per 100 Tab generally varies from 40 to The yield. 
~5 according as the Tab is thick or thin in consistency. Thick 
Tab yields more sugar than one which is thin. Too much 
washing and centrifuging reduces the percentage recovery of 
sugar. A charge of 30 to 35 seers of Tab yields about 1~ to 
17 seers of khand; or 100 matiIids (Tabhai maund-each tabhizi 
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maund being equal to 49 seers by Imperial weight) of Tar,. 
yields 16 to 17 pallas (1 palla=3 maunds 25!seers by Impe_t 

rial weight) .of khand.· The yield of molasses per 10aniaU1;l.d~ 
of Tab similarly varies from 55 to 65 maunds, depending upon,. 
the quality of '1'ab,washing and machining of sugar, etc. 
S~iri '1'ab is inferior to bel rab.One hundred 'maunds of' 

sai'1'i '1'ab yield 13 to 14 pallas of khand. Some sugar which is
carried away by wind and is spread on the floor at the time
of drying the sugar is, collected with a broom and is called the 
ba'1'haran. The barharan, binaun and broken pieces of kalsi$" 
are boiled, clarified and converted into boo'1'a, a variety of 
sugar sold at 5 to 6 seers per rupee. 

Cost Accounts 
Capital Oost : 
The following items of capital cost have been obtainea 

from the books of a khandsali of Bareilly: 

Particulars Amount 

--------------------
One 30 inch BIlgar centrifugal machine .• 

In~ta.I1ation of the machine •• 

One pug mill .' •• 

Electric fitting •. 

One lalori 

. .. 
One puoca tank for storing molasses 

A set of scales (kanta) and weights (bant) 

Atube.well 

Total 

Annual Working Oost 

Re. 

2,401t 

50 

20()O 

51) 

lOo 

400 

60' 

45 

3,215 

The subjoined table shows the working results of a khand
sal in Bareilly for a particular season : 

Ders ka 8hagtl" " 

Tools and impleIIlents 

Particulars Amount 

Re. 

10-

296. 
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·P~iculars Amount 

Rs. 

-other accessoriee .. .. . , .. 62 

·Furniture filtt111'8 .. .. .. .. 4,6 

Utensils .. .. .. .. .. 27 

.Balarie.J and wageS .. .. .. .. 1,608 

Rent of the 1:Aandml .. .. .. .. 300 

. Eectric COnsumptiOD .. .. .. .. 600 

Total working expenses for the season .. .. 2,848 

.Add the value of 17,000 kal.ti8 of rab consumed in 60 days at 25,600 . 
&.3 a IDaUDd. 

Total cost of production .. . , .. 28,348 

"Yield of I s 'gar ou. the above rab (43 per cent. of sugar to rab) 
3,642 maUDds. 

Yield of I molasses-17,800 naps (each being e1uaI to 15 seers) 
=6,775 maUDds. 

Price obtained for the I sugar at Rs.7·8 a maUDd ., ... 27,315 

:Price 0 btaiu.ed for the 
maUDd.) 

I molasses (6,775 maunds at 9 annas a 3,560 

Total price or the products sold .. .. 30,875 

Le88 total cost of productioD .. .. .. 28,348 

-
PBOFlT .. 2,527 

The cost of manufacture works out at Re.0-5-4 per maund 
. -of ~ab or 12 annas per maund of sugar. 

Broadly speaking it may be said that 100 maunds of cane 
.give 55 maunds of juice, 11 maunds of Tab and 5 maunds of 
sugar. The cost of production from cane of' 5 maun,ls of 

Jlugar comes to 100 x 2/31+11: x 8+5 x 12 annas= 215 annas or 
43 annas=R~.2-n per maun.d of sugar. 

Khanchi p1'oces8 ol making Khand 
. The 

The indigenous method of refining sugar is known as the Kha~ 
1chanchi system. . system 
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11hanchi sugar refining business starts towards the begin
ning of January and extendstill.April and May. Afterwards· 
garawat or. second rab refining work is take~ up. 

As in centrifugal ,refineries, the kalsis of Ta b are first broken 
by wooden thapis and the turias scrape their contents by 
khuTpis and transfer the same into lalori (chhanni or hauz). 
The time requIred to fill a lalori with Tab depends upon its. 
size, the numbers of tUTias engaged in filling it, the consis
tency of Tab, etc. In the lalori the lumps of Tab are broken 
and rubbed into a homogeneous mass and the pieces and chips. 
of kalsis are removed. 

The Tab is then removed from the lalori into wooden bllgs 
which are very softly filled up to about ! foot from the mouth. 
The bags are then closed-their mouths being tied with 
string as also their two lower corners. Two types of bags
eksaria (single) and dosaria (double) are used. They are sold 

'at Rs.6 to Rs.8 or Rs.10 per dozen-the capacity of each of 
the bags being 30 seers of rab (or 11; to Ii kalsis. of rab). 

The bags are then transferred to ~n ara. An ara is a mason-
ry pit zp.ade against a wall ab.out 3i feet deep, 3 feet long and 

2i feet broad. Its walls are about a foot thick. About 6 
inches to 1 foot above the floor of the ara some bamboos and 
sticks are horizontally stuck· agaiDst its walls. Tp.e cost of 
these bamboos comes up to about 5 annas. A wooden board 
is attached to the back wall of the ara so as to avoid the fric
tion of the bags against the wall. It also serves as a protection 
against the soil and dust falling from the wall into the ara. 
Just in front of the ara a wooden bareri or arana (horizontal 
bar) is erected within easy reach and at a convenient height. 
lts cost is about 12 annas to Re.!. The floor of th~ ara slopes 
anteriorly so that the molasses expressed into the ara may have 
a free flow and get collected through a drain in an undergrounl! 
hauz or rnand in the front. 

The bags containing the rab are stacked in the ara one above 
the other. Generally a set of 12 to 14 bags is placed in the 
ara at a time. Three sticks called thunas are vertically passed: 
through the strings tied at the two corners and the mouth of 
each bag so as to prevent the bags from: slipping off from the 
whole column. The whole arrangement is called aten in 
Pilibhit. Oil the uppermost bag a circular mud lump known 
as thua, matona or bhera, weighing about 30 to 3~ seers anI! 
measuring about 1 foot in height and I foot in diameter. is 
placed over which a man sits to press out the molasses from the 
Taq. • 
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TWQ aras are sufficient to deal with the rab produced on an 
II>verage bel during a season. But an ordinary khanchi khand
sal consumes the rab boiled on three or four such bels, and 
hence some 5 to 7 aras are built adjacent to each other ip. such a. 
khandsal: the molasses drain from all these aras open into a. 
common tank or mand. Two to three. persons work on two 
aras. While one or two labourers are emptying the Tab from 
kalsi, into a. lalori, another fills up the bags with the pugged 
massecuite and ties them. Thus, when two bojhas (sets of 
12 or 14 bags, each tilled with Tab) are ready thf\y are 
removed to, the ara. The thua is put over each bojho upon 
which sits a kanga1 or arawala holding the bareTi with both 
hands. He makes a. backward and forward motion so that 
the molasses peroolates tliough the bags and is dra~ned into 
the molasses tank. 

The ordinary unskilled labourers, call~d tUTias whose busi
ness consists in breaking open kalsis of Tab scraping out and 
transferring the Tab into the lalori get Rs.6 to Rs.8 pe~ month 
or 4 annas a. day. The kaTiga1 or aTawala is paid Rs,,- to 
Rs.10 per mensem. Other conditions of 'their employment 
work and living corresp01\d to those of their fellow labourers 
in centrifugal khandsalll with one exception that the work 
in khanchi workshops is simpler and slower. 

The molasses escaping at the first instance from, the bojh(l8 
does not contain crystals of Tab. Being inferior, darker and 
cheaper, it is s91d over t() tobacco merchant~ who use l~ for 
curing tobacco. When an adequate amount of JIlplasses has 
been expressed by pressing and squeezing the boiha, the kaTi
gaT takes down the bags and puts them on the patia (Le. the 
'space lying between laloTi and aTa). The bags are opened 
one by one. They are beaten, twisted and turned and a. 
little amount of water is sprinkled over their contents till the 
whole thing is reduced to an even mass. The bags are again 
tied and replaced on the aTa and treated in a similar manner. 
This is technically known as duband~the former process 
being called ekbandi. Molasses which is expressed, 'in the 
dubandi is rioh in crystallizable sugar and is, therefore. 
,separately collected. It is brown and more palatable. It 
commands a good price Itnd is purchased by sweetmeat sellers. 
When molasses cease to ooze the boihu is left over night so 
that the Tab contents of the baga may be~ome mQfe rarefied. 

Ordinarily it takes about a day of 10 to 12 hours to press 
, a. boiha of 12 to 14 bags of Tab. Next morning these bags 

are re"opened and their brown sugar contents, called potU Or 
potri are transferred to the khanchi. 
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There ar~ two types khanchis, viz. one of masonry work 
~nd the other of bamboo and reed work. They are made in 
rooms. For permanent purposes a pucca khanchi is made. 
It consists of brick walls 41 inches to 9 inches thick raised 
against the walls of the room in which it is made. On the 
other hand a temporarily made khanchi (lonsists of vertically 
stuck rows of bamboos, 4 feet high above the floor level and 
running parallel to the four walls of the rooms interlaced 
with a net work of bamboo strips, reeds, grass, etc. The 
dimensions of a good khanchi should be 15~ x 10' x 12'. Such 
a size -facilitates an easy and even flow of molasses at the 
floor. The:floor always slopes towards the door of the room 
and is interspread with pieces 'of bricks which are overlaid 
with a .bed of bamboos, sticks, cotton and arhar stalks, etc. 
The cost of this for the above sized khanchi is Re.l. The 
inner surface of the four walls of the khanchi are then covered 

. with mattresses and ordinary desi coarse cloth, both costing 
Rs.5 to fit the above dimensions. Three average sized, khan-
-chis consume the potri prepared on two aras during a seaso?). 
Thus, an ordinary khanchi khandsal has seven to eight such . 
khanchis. 

Every morning the karigar lightly spreads the potri into 
the khanchi. He commences spreading it from the farther 
end, and as this is stuffed up, he proceeds further anteriorly 
till the whole khanchi is filled up. Then the karigar smears 
a little ghee on the bottom of a phool ki thaU (a metallic flat
bottomed plate) and levels the potU of the khanchi with the 
same. This part of the business is finished by the end of 
January (Pus) and further treatment consists in curing and 
bleaching the product. 

The potU thereafter is treated with water weeds known as 
sewar. Fresh layers of sewar are changed on alternate days 

. ~or the first 15 days and subsequently after every third or 
- fourth day. Two banhgis of sewar-each ba-nhgi contaiuing 

one m,a1;lnd of wet sewar-are required to make a layer for an 
average' khanchi, Every time a fresh layer is spread the 
previous layer is rolle~ over it, In this way aoout 60 banhgi"l 
of sewar per season are used in a khanchi. The village ponds. 
tals, jhils, tanks and river beds give free supplies f)f these 
weeds, Every morning the Dhinwars (a low caste labourers) 
bring the sewar in the required amounts, They are the- ser
vants of the khandsalis and take only chabena and some 
molasses for bringing the 'Water weeds, But with its growing 
scarcity this weed is also now fetching a price whi?h )8 f?me
times 8 annas per banhgi near the towns and CitIes. 'Ihre& 
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varieties of 8etDa~, viz. launchhi, pate~a and jaria are uf'ed 
for bleaclung the khanchi khand. The first of these three. 
varities is supposed to be good for the first one or two layers. 
It produces -much heat and is, consequently, also employed 
when the bleachin~ process is imperfect or unduly delayed. 

After about 15 to 20 .days, when some 6 or 7 layers of seUia~ 
~ave been changed, the khanchi becomes ready for further 
treatment .. The sewa~ layer is re~oved and a man ~weepR 
the bleached khand with a. broomstick and collects the 
mail (dirt), chips of kalsis, anq pieces of sewar retained in 
the khanchi. These sweepings are called chotta. The 
chotta is reboiled into rab which is said .to be of particularly 
good taste. A layer of refineif. khand 4 to 5 inches deep is 
then scraped with khurpis or karchhulas about two of which 
are required in a khanchi and cost 3 annas each. A thin 
layer of cured sugar is always left unremoved every time the 
sugar is scraped. At each scraping about 5 to 6 maunds of 
wet sugar known as pachni is obtained. This is dried in 
the sun as described in the foregoing pages. It takes one 
whole day to dry a charge of pachni. 

After each scraping of sugar a. fresh layer of sewar is 
spread over the khanchi and on every third day a new layer 
of pachni is scraped. Each subsequent layer of the sugar 
scraped is darker than the previous one. The first· scraping 
is very white and supposed to be the best of all the subse
quent ones. It is technically known. as phool. The subse
quent scrapings are known as darmyani or doyam: and the 
last one, which is the darkest of all, is called the tarauncha, 
tarauta, or tarayal. The last three mandias of molasses, 
escaping from the khanchi are very rich in making sweet
meats, ga~awat, etc. It takes about three months to. cure 
the khand in an average sized khanchi. From the months o~ 
January and February new khanchi sugar begins to come in 
the market . 

. When the khanchi is exhausted its pallis, pals.. '(cloth 
pIeces) mattresses, etc. are removed. and washell: This 
washing is boiled and tUrned into boorli (a variety of sugar), 
The chotta is also boiled into sugar. . The khanchi itself is 
washed and the washing is used for making vinegar (sirka). 

When sugar centrifugals were introduced for the first time, 
some khandsalis, in order to avoid the trouble of erecting 
aras for pugging the Tab, used .to treat the Tab in the centri
fugal machine first, iand wh~ the massecuite was semi
centrifuged. the potH was treated in the khanchi for fur-' 
ther refining. But due to the lengthy process involved in 
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refining khand even in this manner this system has lost its: 
popularity and has been replaced 1;>Yi full centrifuga.l curing. 

The following' figures show the working results of a. '£;han--
'chi khandsal in Bareilly:. . .~.'. 

, , . 
Number pf KalaiB Number of arall Total ·yield of Total yield bf 

of rab refined or bojkaa sugar In maunds fuolasses in naps . . . . . . . 
.• Mds • 

. 
. 

6,772 578 ~ 1,379l 4:286· 
~ 

, 
Particulars 

Total cost of 6,772 kQlais = 3,386 maunds ~f rab at Rs.30 
per maund' .. ~" ". 10,158 

j'ot&tworking expanses of thli khanch, khandsa~ . , •• _2_,0_1_3 

Total cost of production , •• 12,17i 

Price realized for the I sugar.at Ra.l0 per JDBound ~pprox. 
imately . . .' • . '.. . • 13, 79~ , 

Value of mqIasSea (1,600 maundsrat 9 annas per maund •. 
approxim~tely •• . •• : • • :.. 943 

Total value of I sugar an4 molasses 
De1Zuct total cost of production 

Pro~t 

14,738 
:. ·12,17i " -2.667 .-- . 

The cost of production 9f khand from rab comes ·to R~.1-7 
per maun<l, of khand or 9 anna~ per ma~d p( rab" . . 

The molasses which is purged out by'machining the I rat, 
is not generally sold. It contains a large amount of crystal
lizable sugar and is used either fQl". the manufacture of !I -
rab (garawat ki rab) or lauta{shireka gu~). 

Molasses boiling'" busine!l's is taken up in April ~nd May 
(Chait and Baisakh), apd is carried on in a 'separate be~ con
sisting' of only tm:e~ boiling pans-the sma!lest one, which 
is fixed jllst above the fire, being known as the parcha. 
Before boiling thG molasses is diluted to. 65° to .70°' btix: 
by the addition of washings of pug mill, cebtrifugal, ~alsis~ 
tins, etc. The consistency of molasses becomes thin and 
sugar crystals are dissolved ... · This facilitates ~he defecation 
process. Wood fuel is used for boiling IDola!j.Ses: .. T~e 
dilute molasses is stored in the hauz, boiled and 'clarlfied !D. 
the nikhar and concentrated in the parcha. The gefegants 



ordinarily used "are lime. \va~er and sajji solution. Wi~hin.
about 20 minutell af~er lightlDg the fire the beZ comes mto
working order. The temperature of the concentrated "trike
is about 110°C. The finished product is ladled into earthen 
cooling vessels, stirred, and finally removed i,nt~ masonry 
tanks, big metallic 'yeSlSels or lower halves of kalstS (kallhls) 
where it is allowed. t(t eool and crystallize. The IT 'Tab and 
it is machined ,during tlie monsoon months. of July and 
August. . ' • _ ~. . . 

One hundred .maunds ~i molasses yield 80 to 85 mallnds 
Df II 'Tab; and this when machined yields 10 to 11 1,alla..Q-

of IT su~ar (each palla is equal to 3 maundi! _25 seen" by 
Imperial weight). One lati or. map {a unit of measure) of 
shi'Tr.& of 37! maunds, when boiled, gives 30 to 32 maunds of 
IT 'Tab and. 'this, when machined, yiel:ds~ 8 to 10 maunds of 
IT S\1gar. The cost, of l>oiling ~ maunel" of 1I 'TlJb -varies
between 4. and 4i- annas. One hundred ~aunds of molasses 
is boiled in three .working days (of 10 hours each) · ... t· an, 
average consumption of Bs.9 to Rs.lO worth of wood fuel. 
Th~ cost of boiling 10Q maunds bf molasses apart from f1],e1 
expenses comes to Bs.18. A molasses boiling beZ employs; 
Jive IaboureJ;"S of which one is. the kariga'T (lllolasses boiler). 
~e machitri:pg of. II .'Tab is rather tedious. It is gut4my 

.and_ stri£\g)'.a-s it contains a. high percentage ~f Iliolasses. 
The mol~sses is very often so sticky that sometimes it is nei
ther PWged nor easily passed thrQugh perforated lining of the-

-feP.trifugaJ. The machine has, therefor$, to be stopped in the 
middle ta drain of!' the molasses through the hole at tlie 
bottom of the "drum.," On an average it takes abQut half an 
hour for &- charge to be properly centrifuged. The IT sugar 
iii! always inferi~r to the I. It is yellowish' or brown in colour 
and commabQs a lower price than that fetched by the I augar, 
The IT molasses is not generally boiled, but is sold to tobacco 
cll:rers. Occasional!y, how~ver, some khan;dsalis add one part 
of the I molasses to 4 parts of II molassea and convert the 
mixture into lauta (shira ka gU'T). . :..;: 
~h~ manufacture of white sugar by the khandsari system D:~:bacb 

i~ wastefal. A large sum of money is annually l~t in erect" khandaan 
ing and' dismantling bels. The cane crushers commonly used system. 
extract a low pwcentage qf a'\"ailable juice; and a consider-
able quantity of Sllgar is burnt -along with the bagasse. The 
method of btliling is unsatisfactory and a, large amQunt )f 
sugar is ,inverted and charred. The jUice boilers are not 
~~ain:ed pedple. and an inferi()rity· of the product turned out 
1.8 alway~ attributed to 4 the qualiti qf jUl~e ·Used. TEe prac-
.tice of potting the 'Tab into earthen kalsis is itself open to 
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serious opjections. Nor 1> the centrifuging of sugar satis
factorily. done-the work being entrusted to 'ordinary un
trained workers who acquire some practice by merely work~ 
ing as assistants for some time. All these causes are res
ponsible for such a low recovery of sugar as 4 to {) per cent. 
against 9 per cent. in a modern. cane sugar factory. The 
Tariff Board on Sugar Industry estimated. that out of 3,800,000 
tons of cane consumed under the bel process only 200,000 
tons of sugar was produced while all the Indian sugar fac· 
tories put together produced 100,000 tons of sugar out of 
only 750,000 tons of cane. '. 

While it is true that serious losses are taking place in 
the indigenous system of sugar manufacture, it by no means 
follows that the industry should be scraped and supplanted 
by factory industry. "Referring to the limitations of the 
khandsari process, Mr. R. L. Sethi, Incharge Government 
Sugarcane Research Station, Shahjahanpur, obseJ;"Ves, 
"These facts prove one thing that the general complaint of 
getting very low percentage of sugar in the Rohilkhand bel 
(4 to 5 per cent. on cane) is not solely due to inherent defects 
of the bel but to various extraneous causes such as the use 
of cheap pans, manufactured out of thin iron sheeting. bad 
management, slovenly night 'Working, unskilled workmen, 
unfavoUrable situation with regard to provision' of labour, raw 
material and marketi::J.g of produce, etc. etc. If some of 
these defects which are remediable are removed there is no 
reason why the bel should not give about 7 per cent. ~'ecovery 
of good sugar which has been obtained on the Farm." (1) 

Manufacture of sugar by the khandsari system is primarily 
a cottage industry. In point of size also the industry is of 
considerable dimensions. With the extension and develop
ment of cheap hydel power there are hopeful possibilities of 
its further expansion. The khandsari industry annually con
sumes about 3,800,000 tons of can~, affords employment to 
tho11,Sands of agriculturists as labourers in. bels and khand
sats and to a considerable number of villagers as carters and 
machine repairers. Its importance in the rural e~onomy of 
the countrY has attracted the attention of government and 
puhlic alik~. and several experiments have been conducted by 
the United Provinces Department of Agriculture and the 
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research to effect improve
ment in the existing processes. According to Khan ~ahad1l! 
Saiyid Mohammad. Hadi, the .ex-Director of AgrIculture, 

(1) United Prov:uces Agricultural Deve!opment Bulletin no. 63, pp. 62-00, 



Bhopal State, 7 to 9-0 per cent. of marketable sugar on cane, 
can be recovered by the indigenous system suitably il1lproved, 
as against 4 per cent.' recovery under the primitive' khanchi 
system, 5'6 per cent. recovered by Mr. Hulme, and 9'5 per 
cent. extraction in an average Indian sugar factory. The 
Tariff Board also maintained that during the transitional period 
of development of the Indian sugar industry, khandsaTi 
factories are essential. This industry provides an economi'.::al 
outlet for surplus cane. The cost of manufacture too is low 
and the capital cost is from 6 to 7 annas per maund of cane 
crushed against rupee one per maund in central factories. 

Cane jui'ce, in its natural state, concentrated to solidifying Manufact~ 
point without having been clarified, is known as gur. of (Jur. 
According to the estimates of Mr. R. C. Srivastava, Sugar 
Technologist, Imperial Council of Agricultura.l Research, 
82i per cent. of the total cane 'crop of India is converted into 
gur(1). Our annual production of gur today stands at. about 
5,000,000 tons. ' 

The manufacture of gUT is mainly a co~tage industry. 
Cane, either carted or carried on the head from the fields, 
is crushed in the ordinary two or three ,roller iron mills 
erected near the boiling-house. The average extraction of 
juice in these, mills varies from 50 to 60 per cent. o,n cane. 
Only one open shallow pan 5 feet in diameter and 1 foot 
in depth is used for boiling the juice. The megass serves 
as fuel and no defecants are employed for purifying the 
juice-the scum only, as it rises upon the surface of the boil
ing juice, being-removed. The juice is thoroughly boiled and 
concentrated. As the strike assumes the required consiRtency 
it is ladled iuto an earthen cistern known as chak (costing 
about 6 to 7 annas each) and briskly stirred by a woo~en 
stirrer, called chatua (costing 1 anna. ea.ch), till it become~ 
III semi-solid mass _ when it is left to cool. The gUr is then 
transferred from the chak' into baskets or kunras (made of 
baked earth), covered with cloth; and when it becomes }lolid 
it is taken out in the form of bhelis (round blacks). 

That a considerable wastage of sugar actually present in the 
cane occurs in the existing processes of gUT manufacture, is 
III well-known fact. The crushing mills used are generally 
worked by cattle power and can give only 50 to 60 per cent. 
extraction; actually due to the inadequacy of the strength . 
of the cattle used to turn a properly adjusted mill and the 
little care bestowed on the mills by the peasant, the extraction 

(.) MemrrandumBU~mitted 'to 1he Indian Tariff Beald by 
,Mr. R. C. Srivastava. 
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:.is sti1~ lower .... ina method -of juice .bo~g is also yery 
de!ect~ve. Gener~lly the bagasse produced by the erushi'ng 
mIlls IS not suffiCIent to feed the furnace, and it has to be 
supplemented with wood tuel.Tba .fire alid heat produced are 

not steady and due to the ladling of the charge evei'yl time it 
is ready considerable charring in the pan takes place. Of 
:34 to 57 pet 'Cent. of the combined loss of sugar which 
·occurs during milling and boiling , 1~ to 23 per cent., accord. 
ing to the late Dr. Barnes, occurS""" during milling, and 3 to 
14 per cent. during boiling, the remainder being lost in handl
ing the juice and gUT. According to Mr. Clarke one-fifth 

·-of the sucrose in the juice is destroyed or inverted during boil
·ing. In gUT manufacture the extraction of sucrose is onlv • 
. 52'4 per cent. against 86 to 90 per cent. obtaiI:.ed in a modern 
sugar factory. For 1933-3"4 the production of gUT has been 
estimated at over 5,000,000 tons. Taking the average figure 

-of 9 per cent. recovery of gUT on cane the quantity of cane 
required to produce this amount of gUT must be more than 

.55,000,000/tOlllS. Under the present system of gUT manu
facture only 6 per cent. sucrose on cane is recovered against 
·the average recovery of about 9 per cenr. in our cane factories
the total availability being 12 per cent. Therefore, out of 
.55,000,000 tons of cane utilized for the manufacture of gUT, 

-only 3,300,000.tons are obtained in the form of sucrose by 
-the present crude methods against 49,950,000 tons obtainable 

. in an average factory,·. inv..olving a total loss, including 
inversion, of about 1,650,000 toI1t of sucrose. 

Though the manufacture of gUT under present methods is 
wasteful, it does not follow that the industry should be extin- . 
. guished. Considering its dimensions, nature and importance 
in the rural economy of the country, it should be improved. 
The develcpment of the gUT industry should proceed on two 
main lines. The Indian Sugar Committee in this 'COnnection 
stated: "The first is the introduction of power crushing on 
.8. relatively small scale by inills of better design than the 
present 3-roller mill. Such mills would be driven either by 
·oil Or steam, and we consider that the most convenient unit 
would be a mill crushing one or two tons of cane an hour. 
The second is the introduction of an improved furna'Ce which 
will 60 economize the use of fuel bv securing more complete· 

:combustion and absorption of· heat· that the juice extracted· 
by the power mill 'Can be converted into gUT by means of 
megasse alone. (1) 

(') Report of the Indian Sugar Committee, 19l!O,p. 280. 



CHAPTER VI 
LABGR.SCALI PRODU0'110N < IN RO:mLK:a:Aim 

THE development of .the factory sugar industry in Rohil- Size and 
khand is of comparatively recent date. Of the ten factories imporbanc8 
workin.g ~oday ~n this revenue division, .theRosa Sugar Works ~!!:tory 
and DIstIllery IS the oldest. Next to It comes the old sugar industry. 
factory of Pilibhit; while the other eight have only recently 
been established, and most of them are having their third or 
fourth crushing seasons. Before the establishment of these' 
newer factories large-scale production in Rohilkhand was far 
eclipsed by the size and importance of the khandsari industry. 
The average If.nnual production of factory sugar in Rohil-
khand is about 60,000 tons. 

Every sugar factory has a Managing, an Engineering and a. Organization 
Manufacturing Department. The function of the Managing' of sugar 
Department is to arrange for the supply of cane, stores, fuel, factory. 
-etc., to recruit labour, to arrange for the disposal of sugar, 
to conduct correspondence and office work, to settle accounts 
and make payments; and to exercise general supervision over 
all processes and functions. The Department is put under the 
-tharge. of a General Manager who is helped by a number of 
assistants. 

The Engineering Department is responsible for the proper 
working of the whole plant and in cases of break-downs it 
.has to locate and rectify the mistakes. Trus department is' 
put under th~ charge of a .chief Engineer who is assisted • 
by two or three assistant engineers and a number of' 
mechanics and trained technical men. 

The Manufacturing Department is concerned with the whole 
pro'cess of· manufacture, beginning-from the intake of the raw 
material at the cane carrier to t~e discharge of the finished 
product from the sugar drier. It carries on extensive 'experi
ments and minute analysis of the pro~uc;:ts at different stages of 
manufacture so as to spot any defect or leakage. The Manu
facturing Department is put undEll" a Chief Chemist who is 
llelped by two or three Assistant Chemists .. 

Under the Managing Department there is the Cane Depart
nient, the General Stores Department, the Sugar Department 
:and the Office. The Cane Department is put under the charge 
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o~ a Cane Superintendent who is assisted by three Cane Super
Vlsers, a Head Clerk and some office assistants. A Store
keeper is the Offi.cer-in-eharge of the Genera] Stores Depart
ment and he is helped by three or four assistants. Similarly 
in the Sugar Department there is a Store-keeper and three or 
four assistants. In the OJlice there is Ii Head Clerk and some 
clerical staftl. ' 

No special system of recruitment of labour is followed in this 
industry. Pra'ctically all the factories in Rohilkhand are 
located in ~al 'parts, and a large part of their labour supply 
is drawil from the surrounding villages. As the crushing 
season 'coincides with the time intervening between the 
sowing and the harvesting of the Tabi. crop-a time when 
agricultural operations are comparatively slack-the supply of 
labour is plenty and cheap. 

An average sugar factory employs 200 1;0 3'00 men during_ 
the off-season and 1,000 to 1,200 workers during actual working 
days. Office staff and skilled fa:ctory workers are retained on 
half or one-third pay during off-seasons. 

Members of the office staff and skilled factory hands are paid 
on a monthly basis, while unskilled labourers are recruited 
on daily wages. A certain kind of work, e.g. wagon shunting, 
loading and unloading, sugar bagging, etc. is . done on con
tract. 

The houts of factory work extend for all the 24 hour~, and 
three shifts of eight hours each, are employed. Over-time 
work is only casually taken· and it is paid ac'cording to the 
scheduled rates. fbwu by the Indian Factories Act. All 
important festivals like Holi, [d, etc. are observed as holidays. 
Some factories allow casual and priyilege leaves up to a 

'.certain limit to their monthly-paid regular employees. Ab
senteeism is. not common as leave without pay is given in 
almost all cases when necessary. Strikes and 10'ck-outs are 
unknown. 

Some factories give housing facilities to their employees in 
the shape of bungalows and family quarters for superior staff 
and single room quarters for unskilled factory hands. ~e 
~.QL!he ~nskilled factory labourers belong to the neigh
bouring viIrages. they go away to their homes after finishing 
their work in the factory. 1\ good water suppiy is available in 
the factory quarters at Rosa. Provident Fund benefit is also 
given in many factories. In Ros~ Sugar Works all monthly
paid permanent employees contribute 5 per cent. of' their. 
salaries towards this fund and a similar sum is contributed 
by the factory to wp.ich interest is added. Some factories make 
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advances of money to their employees under certain rules. 
The L. H. Sugar Factories; Pilibhlt:;distribllte bonus among 
all the regular employees on a certain scale when the profits 
exceed a specified limit. P!;,a:ctically all the factories -in 
Rolu1khand provide medical facilities in some form or other. 
A dispensary. under the char~e of some whole time o~ part
time physician is generally l1-ttach!ld to each sugar factory and 
treatment and medicines ate given gratis to the employees. 
The Rosa Factory has got an excellent dispensary, with a 
very g'tod stock of medicines, open for all the 24 hours to the 
factory servants. It is placed under the charge of It ,qualified 
assistant surgeon. This factory provides free education to the 
children of its employees in a local factory school. 

The salary of the office -staff and factory hands is' ordinarily 
paid in the first week of every month, but in certain cases the 
payment is delayed for two or thJ;ee weeks. In Rosa. Factory, 
salary bills are regularly paid on the 6th of every month. 

The following table shows' the designation of the employees 
>/ of a sugar factory in Rohilkhand together with the number 

of each designatory employed a~d the salary paid to him : 

EngineeTing, DepaTtment 

Designation 

Chief Engineer 

Assistant Enginesr 

Clerk 

Supervisor 

Mill euperyis'or 

Boiler supervisor 

Head mistri 

Mistri . 
Fitter' 

Eleotrician 

6 

Numbe .. 
employed 

1 

3 

1 

2 

2 

3' ... . 
1 

Ii 

21 

3 

Ii 

Average 
salary per 
month in 
rupees,. 

700 

160 

30 

60 

50 

50 , 
225 

55 

50 

55 

65 
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,Engineering Depq,rtment-(concluded) 

Average 
Designation Number salary per 

employed mont-hin 
rupees 

Moulder .. 2 51) 

Boiler maker 3 ,50 

Roister 2 35 

Blacksmith 4 35 

lIe.mmerman 7 17 

Renter 1 16 

Mason ... 2 37 

Carpenter .. 3 40 

Mochi 2 34 

Tinner 1 15 

Driver ,. 70 30 

'Oiler 108 14 

Fireman 18 35 

Randleman 6 17 

Managing and Manufacturing Department 

Designation 
Numher 

employed 

Average 
salary per 
month in 
rupees 

--------.--------.---------I-~---

• Manager 1 350 

Chief ChemiBt 1 500 

Assistant Chemist ". 3 120 

Overseer 1 75 

Feon 10 12 

Medical Officer 1 60 

Station supervisor 3 30 

Railway weighing clerk 2 25 
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Managing and Manufacturing Department
(continued) 

Designation 

Checking clerk 

Weighing clerk 

Gate ~unshi 

TakpeoD " 

Cane chaeta chal,lkidar 

Head clerk 

CaRhier 

Accountant 

Clerk 

Railway clerk 

Bill clerk 

Time.keeper 

Store.keeper 

Sugar store.keeper 

Asoistant cashier 

Fucl clerk 

Car driver 

Lorry driver 

Manager's servant 

Gardener, , 

Gate-keeper 

Fuel.keeper 

Store cooly 

PaIledar 

Mate ., 

Grinding mill cooly 
• 

Grinding mill mate 

.. 
," 

'; 

Number 
employed 

3 

14 

5 

15 

12 

1 

1 

2 

6 

4 

1 

3 

4 

5 

1 

1 

1 

1. 

2 

1 

10 

.2 

10 

10,1 

1 

56 

7 

Average 
saIa.ry per 
month in 
rupees 

25 

20 

15 

10 

12 

75 

35 

75 

45 

30 

#5 

25 

30 

35 

30 

20 

40 

35 

13 

10 

10 

10 

10 

14. 

18 

11 

11 

-.-
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Managing and Manufacturing Department
(concluded) 

Number 
Average 

Designation salary per 
employed month in 

ruP6!lS 

Driver coaly 12 II 

Carpenter 11 25 

Mason 6 2a 
Beldar 12 13 

Sparecaoly 144 10 

The Cane Department makes arrangement for the purchase 
of cane. Cane is eith~r purchased, through agents or con~ 
tractors or directly from the growers. Part of it is purchased 
on forward contracts and a part for cash. In forward'dealings 
the factories advance small sums of money to the cultivators 
either without any interest or at a nominal rate of interest. 
The ready rate is always higher tba.I\ the forward rate. Cane 
is bought deliverable either at the' factory wayside station or 
yard. 

A 500-ton factory requires between 5,000 and 6,000 acres 
of cane to feed it during a. season of about 120 days. The 
a.mount of cane crushed during :t particular season depends 
upon the quantity and continuity of its supply. For the last 
two or three years these districts have become fentres of 
acute competition for the purchase of sugarcane. \ It is not. 
uncommon to find the huts and weigh-bridges of three, four 
or even more factories at the same station. This results in 
an endless over-bidding and cheating, and each factory tries. 
to entice as many 'Cane growers as possible long before the 
actual crushing work commences. This keen competition ig. 
mainly responsible for forcing up the price of cane, towards 
the close of the season when the price touches 13 annas to 
1 rupee per maund of 'Cane. Those factories which are 
favourably situated with regard to the supply of raw material 
get their cane at ~ comP!l-ratively cheaper rate. The following 
table shows the amount of cane crushed in four different 
factories during the '!leason 1933-34 : ' . . 

Distct 
B C D 

Factory District Distt'ict Di~tri"t 
BareilIy Bareilly Pilibhit fihahjabanp 

" 

Amount of cane crushed 
in maunds during the 
season 1933-34 .. 1,800,000 2,700,000 4,300,000 1,700,000 
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. Out of 27 lakh maunds of cane crushed by' a sugar factoJ Y1 
about 12 lakh maunds was purchased locally. Of 1,51~.10(} 
maund-s of cane' purchased for.,Rs:4,03,900 cl.t outstations, the 
factory received only 1,486,500 maunds at its yard.. About 
32,600 maunds of cane was lost' on account of driage, pilferage 
and shortage. On these outstation purchases the factory paid 
Rs.21,000 by way of commission, Rs.I,15,600 by way of freigbj; 
and RsA,OOO by way of tips to railway men. Supplies of cane 
were drawD from about 36 outstations, and the expenses under 
huts and weigh-bridges came to Rs.):,OOO and Rs.I,500 reff~ 
pectively. The highest price per maund of cane was Re.I-4' 
as against Re.0-4-4, the ldwest price. The average price at 
the factory of cane purchased at outstations works .. out at 
He. 0-5-11 per maund. The unloading charges of cane came to 
3 pies per maund, and the cost of removing it to .the crushers 
plus cane offi:ce expenses amounted to 3 pies per maund. . 

There are difficulties in getting an adequate and continuous 
supply of raw material. A long double string of bullock carts 
loaded with cane and standing occasionally for as many as four 
days is a common sight at the gates of some of the sugar 
factories in R{)hilkhand. The cultivators do not definitely know 
the time when they have to bring their cane. Nor are 
they kept well informed With regard to this. The result is 
that sometimes there is an over supply when the factories do 
not want much cane, ai).d wl\en the)'i actually need it the supply 
falls short. Considering the nature of this raw material and 
the deterioration which it undergoes with the lapse of ev~ry 
hour after it has been harvested, the loss and inconvenience are 
caused both to the growers and to the factory owners owing 
to. this lack of organization. .,. . 

Th Rosa Sugar Works deserve credit for evolving a11: excel~ 
lent system of regulating their supply of cane. They provide 
every 'cane .supplier with a amaH "Daily Supply Book n con
taining six pages. Each of these pages is of a distinct colour 
and is meant for delivery of cane on a certain day in the week. 
The cultivator finds out the amount of cane he has to supply 
on a partiCUlar day by referring to the page of that· day. 
About two weeks in advance of the due dates of delivery of 
cane from a particular grower this book is filled in and issued 
to him. He, therefore, knows the various amounts of cane he 
has to supply on different days of tHe week. The factory 
issues these books to the growers in accordal).ce with its own 
requirements of cane. Thus, the factory'get~ a regular and 
unbroken supply of the requisite amdtlnt of' ftesh cane, and the 
grower is also spared the loss, trouble and inconvenience con
sequent on ~aiting at the fl!lJlCtory gate to deliver 'cane. The 
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following is a facsimile of a page of this "Daily Supply 
Book II: 

SATTAB: NO. 

MONDAY 

Date From'-----------I T • .-----

Each book contains six pages in six distinct colours as follows : 
1st page for Monday is blue. 

2nd" "Tuesday " yellow. 
3rd .. 

4th " 

" Wednesday" red. 
"Thursday " green. 

5th" .. Friday " orange. 
6th.. I. Saturday " white. 

Further I the accounts of the growers are not satisfactorily 
kept by most of the factories. At the Rosa Sugar Factory ~ 
however, when the cane supplier brings his. cart-load of cane, 
lIe hands over his .. Daily Supply Book" to the '.:!lerk 
at the weigh-bridge who makes the necessary entries in his 
books. The cart is weighed at the weigh-bridge and its gross. 
weight is automatically impressed by a mechanical device on 
a. " Card Ticket". The cultivator takes his cart and dis
charges the cane at the cane 'carrier. The empty cart is re
weighed at the weigh-bridge and its tare weight is similarly 
noted on the "Card Ticket" just below the gross weight. The 
following is a facsimle of one such «. Card Ticket I, : 

3 /) o 

2 o o 

The cultivator then takes this card and the" Daily Supply 
Book I I to the Cane Office where the particular page of this 
book is torn off and retained with the "Card Ticket"-the 
"Daily Supply' Book" being returned to the cane supplier. 
The Cane Office makes the necessary entries in the books of 
the factory as also in the ':'Cultiv~tors' Pass Book" and "Foii" 
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with which every cane supplier is provided. The following 
are illustrations of the "Cultivators' Pass Book" and "Foil" : 

<1 
II 

Specimen of the CultivatO:Ts' Pass-book" 
Season-193 . 

'8 
::l g -a .. 1 ~ Rs. A . Total Advance 

::l -! 3 .. CD 3 0 
III ~ ::; 0 ~ -:; 

Q e:: Eo! Eo! Q - -- -- ---- - - --1-~ 

R r' Ra. a. 

'-' .. . . - . 

• • 
Specimen of the .. Foil" 

I 1.1 
I '8 

g I . 0 . ::l .. II III 
Ii! 

j -a .... -a a 
CD II 

II> II> ~ I:: 'iii 
~ 

::l 
:0 ... 

.!':I 
::l ... 

~ III III "Ii! 
Q ::a ~ I ~ Q Eo! .::>\ 

" " 
~ --, -- --

I 

I 
I 
I 

The sugar factories in Rohilkhand purchase a great part 
of their cane requirements through agents and contractors. who 
enter into cut-throat competition with each other for cane 
whi'.::h ends in over-bidding and cheating. Occasionally the 
raw material has to be drawn from a distance of 100 miles or 
more. In such cases the railway freight on cane mounts up to 
a very high figure and the cane deterioratE*! in quality due to 
the long tune taken in its transport. The Rosa Sugar Works 
get most of their supplies deliverable at tbe factory yard itself. 
They also, however, make oU,tstation purchases through 
zamindaTs whom they pay a commission of l annas to 1 anna" 
per maund of 'ca.ne. In short, those who supply cane to them 
are satisfied and refer them to other purchasers. This. mainly 
accounts for the fact that the factory gets practically the whole 
of its cane requirements within a radius of about 15 miles, 

RB, a· 

Ie 
~ 

---

. 
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Pr~cess of The &heaves of cane as they come in cart-loads, are un. 
white SU!l1H' t' d d dl' manufacture Ie an put on an en ess carner when'ce they are conveyed 
in factories. to the crushing plant house and fed into the crushers and mills 

which are fitted with a series of revolving steel rollers varying 
in size, shape and number. The cane is first sliced into con
venient lengths by revolving knives and then it is crushed in a 
2 roller crusher. It then goes into a mill fitted with 3 rol· 
lers. The expressed juice. received on the bed frame below 
is utilized in soaking the bagasse escaping from this mill whi'ch 
is again passed through a second 3-roller mill and the bagasse 
coming from this mill is resoakeCl with water and passed through 
a third 3-roller mill. The mixed juice expressed by the third 
mill is received in the bed frame to which the raw juice expres
sion of the second mills is added and the whole thing is filtered 
and passed into a raw jqice storage tank. The spent cane 
';!oming from the crushing' plant house is used for feeding 
the boilers for generating steam. . 

The acidity of the raw juice is .neutralized by the addition 
of sufficient lime of f2° to 200 Be. The juice is then heated 
and boiled in defecators at a temperature of 600 F. and allowed 
to settle in the settling tanks from which the clear juice is 
drawn off and the impurities in the form of scum are further 
treated in filter presses. 
I • 

~ The alkalinity of the juice d.JIe tQi the ·addition of lime is 
~utralized by sulphitation process.· The defecated juice is 
passe a through sulphurous vapour in the sulphitation tanks, 
tested by B. T. B. (Bormo Tymol Blue) Paper, heated and 
boiled in the eliminators . and passed into the settling tanks. 
In some factories the .juice is sulphitated before .liming. 

The clarified juice from the clarified juice storage tanks is 
boiled and concentrated to 500 to 600 Brix by exhaust steam 
in the multiple vacuum evaporators, canied into the syrup 
storage tanks. and further 'Concentrated into a series of 
vacuum pans (generally of calandria type) till the consistency 
of massecuite is attained. 

The massecuite is discharged into crystallizers. where it is 
kept in continuous motion and gradually cooled until separation 
of sugar can be proceeded with. ., , 

From the crystallizers the massecuite is taken into the 
centrifugals where it is machined and washed a,nd the 
molasses are separated-the wet sugar from the centrifugals 
passing on to the sugar driers in the sugar drying house. where 
it is dried with a current of hot air -passing through it. 
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The molasses escaping from. the centrifugals is drained into 
the mola~ses storage tanks, reboiled twice and centrifuged to 
recover a second and third grade sugar., . 

The sugar· when it ha.s been manufactured is ground into 
the required standards of crystals in the l:1ugar grinding mill 
house, bagged and disposed off through seIling agents. 

Most of the factories in Rohilkhand start working some time Length of 
in the first half of November, and close towards the middle cruBhin~ 
of April, thus having an actual working season of about 120 ~:llll~d 

• to 130 days, after allowing fOr holidays and stoppages. In the .' 
1933-34 season one of the sugar factories in Pilibhit and an-
other in Bareilly closed their crushing operations at the end 
of the first week of May-the Pilibhit factory hl!'vinK 140 and 
the Bareilly factory 159 actual working days. 

The followin,g- table shows the working results of a sugar Output. 
factory in Bareilly : 

Sea""'n 1933-34 . 
I .\mount of 

Percent&g.. recoverY 

Amount of sugar- Amount of sugar molasses 
on cane 

cane crushed manufactured obtained 

\ 
during the season during the season during the Of Of 

season sugar molasses 

.' Taos Tons ;' . Tons 

80.351i 6,788 4,098 8 48 i'l 

Another factory in Pilibhit crushed 43 lakh .mauntls of cane 
and manufactured 4 lalP! maunds of sugar giving an average 
recovery of 9'3 per cent. on cane. The percentage of molasses 
on cane in the same factory was 4'5. 

The estimated capital cost of a 500 ton sugar plant is Bs.13 Cost 
lakhs and other fixed assets for a sugar factory cost about Bs.4 accoUJ;lt. 
lakhs. The working expenses come to about Rs.3 lakhs. The 
following figures show the approximate manufacturing cost 
per maund of sugar, under classified heads, in an average 
Indian sugar factory : 

Particulars , Cost per maund 0 sugar 
( • Rs.a.p. 

1. Cane at 6 annas .' maund 4 0 0 
2. Other raw matcriale 0 2 0 
3. Labour 0 'I 0 
4. Fuel " ••••.••• '010 
5. Supervision, office charges and establishment expenses 0 11 0 
6. Current repairs • • • • . . • • 0 6 'I 
'I. Packing . • . . 0 2 9 
8. Miscellaneous (excluding interest) 0 10 0 

Total 684 
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In Java the cost price of sugar does not exceed Rs.2-12 a. 
maund and the quality of product is incomparably better than 
anY' produced ip India. (1) 

Indian sugar factories are both small and inefficient. One 
of the most important drawbacks is the difficulty of obtaining 
an adequate and continuous supply of cane. The unique posi
tion of Java in this respect is primarily due to the possession 
by the factories of a. complete control over the lands, under a 
system of leases, which supply them with 'cane. \Excepting 
some individual cases, where thE! factory owners are landlords 
and zamindars, no cane estate in Rohilkhand is owned or 
leased by sugar factories. The position of the sugar industry 
with regard to the intake of raw material is peculiar in 60 far 
as the sugar factories have to depend on their immediate 
neighbourhood for the supply of cane, because cane 'cannot be _ 
transferred to large distances except by paying prohibitive 
freight charges and undergoing considerable deterioration. It 
follows, therefore, that the more compact the area on which a. 
fa'ctory depends for its cane, the greater the economy in its 
working. 

Further, the manufacturers do not take any interest in 
the agricultural side of the industry. They are avel'se to spend 
any.money on agricultural improvements. 

The yield of cane per acre, in !ridia. is 13 tons against 50 
tons in Java. Siniilarly the sugar percentage on cane is 
12 (i.e. 6 tons of sugar per acre) in Java, and only 8! (i.e. 
only one ton of sugar per acre) in India. The following table 
shows the result of a recent analysis of various qualities of 
cane grown in the western districts of the United Provinces.(Z) 

Quality Extraction Bra Sucrose Purity Availability 

Co. 312 .. 66'88 15'60 12'23 78'39 6'6~ 

Co. 300 .. '66'15 14'45 10'74 74'32 0'46 

Co. 290 ~ . 65'66 13'36 7'76 73'05 4'82 

Co. 244 .. tl5'63 13'85. 9'92 71'62 4'79 

Co. 213 .. 66'43 13'80 9'95 72'10 "88 

The organization of the supply of cane is likewise very 
defective. It is of the utmost importance for the efficiency of 

(I) A..t;icle rD • Dangers of Indian Sugar Industry' by .. An Expert' 
published in the Pionur, dated January 16, 1935. 

(I) The Leader, dated December 14, 1934. 
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a sugar factory that cane should beavailab~e· continuously. 
The existing organization does not properly adlust the demand 
with the supply so that there is an over supply of cane when. 
the factories are adequately provided, but when they actually 
need this raw material the supply runs short. These factors: 
mainlv account for the fact that most of the sugar factories 
do not work up to their full capacity throughout the crushing 
season. 

The welfare of the sugar industry is closely bound up with 
the question of transport, both of raw materials and of finished' 

. products. In the sugar industry, particularly, the importance-
I of cheap and quick transport is very great. Sugarcane should 

be supplied to the factories with the utmost expedition at the 
lowest possible cost in order that its supplies may be drawn 
from a fairlv wide zone at a moderate over-all-cost without 
deteriorating the quality, so as to obtain the maximum. amount. 
of sugar from it. Likewise, sugar and molasses can bear only 
a certain amount of freight which can enable the factories to
supply these products economically to the various consuming 
'centres. At present 12 per cent. of the price bf cane has to
be paid in its transportation over the railways to a distance of 
about 25 to 30 miles. Similarly" the present average rates 
for carrying sugar froll} manufacturing centres in India· to 
important consuming ar'las likeK,rachi, Bombll-Y and 
Yadras '(distance about 800 to 1,000 miles) amount to Rs.1-8 
per maund, or more than 15 per cent. of the cost of production, 
the ocean freight 'charged on the transport from Java t() 
Karachi, Bombay and Madras is about 4 to- 5 annas per. maund 
only." (1) The existing rates of freight on molasses also, as 
compared with its present price, are beyond the capaeity of the 
traffic to bear. It has been estimated that if the freight on 
sugar to distant ports is brought on a level with that to 
Calcutta, the railways would gain. about Rs.30 lakhs per 
annum. The Eal't Indian Railway has extended various faci. 
lities in the shape of reduction of freight on cane, supply of'. 
requisite type of wagons and reduction of freight on sugar over 
fong distances. 

Most manufacturers do n~t realize the importance of the 
place of chemistry· in the factories. The manufacture or sugar 
from the beginrung to the end is· a complicated organic
chemical process which has to be guided throughout its entire 
C?urse by. competent chemists. Most of our sugarcane varie
tIes contam 11'5 per cent. of sQ.gar and some as much as 14;- . 

(1) Gandhi, M. P., Sugar Industry and the Problems of Transport, p. 2_ 
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per cent.' "Yet there is scarcely an Indian sugar factory 
which can extract more than 8 per cent. out of it, and some
times eVen this low figure is manipulated by under weighing 
the cane. The majority of the factories can really extract 
.only 6'5 to 7 per cent. 'and some as low as 4 to 5 per 'o!ent. 
In other words even in well managed sugar factories 27 to 
33 per cent. of the sugar contained in the cane is lost for 
ever as 'compared to only 15 per ,cent. in Java and 14'5 per 
.cent. in Cuba, whereas in many others the loss often exceeds" 
;)0 per ceQt: 1 

The Tariff Board assumed that a price of Rs.1-8 to Rs.2 
per maund would be realized for molasses; but today molasses 
has be'come a liability to the manufacturer rather than an 
asset. 

In face of all these disadvantages the competition between 
the Indian sugar factories have increased to such an extent 
-that it 'amounts.to sheer rivalry, underselling and price cutting, 
which represents an amiualloss of Rs.2 crores to the industry. 2 

The Indian Sugar Committee of 1920 reported that the 
average recovery of sugar in Indian factories was 6'85 per 
'Cent. Taking the average sugar content of cane in India at 
12 per ·cent. "they concluded that in a ~horoughly efficient 
factory 9'5 'per cent. of, the marketable sugar could be obtained 
-against 9'75 per cent . .in J'ava. The last decade has witnessed 
a phenomenal improvement in the process of sugar, manu
facture; and the average re'covery of sugar factories in the 
United Provinces touched 9 per cent. in 1929-30-the average 
recovery fo1" India in the same year being 9'07. The sucrose 
content of the cane in Java is 13 to 14 per cent. against 11'5 
per cent. in Northern India; and allowing for this difference. 
9 per 'cent. recovery represents an extraction of 'is per cent. 
sucrose against an average of 85 per cent. in Java. An 
.. efficiency beyond this, though it mav be reached in individual 
factories, could not safely be assumed for the average Indian 

. factory. "8 This represents a great advance in the technique 
and process of manufacture as compared with the indigenous 
methods of making khand and gUT. Further, in an efficien\ 
sugar factory losses due to inversion are very small, but.in 
the open pan boiling, inversion is inevitable and constitutes 
-one of the most important source of loss of sucrose. T~e fol
lowing table shows the average figures of comparative losses 
<If sugar at various stages of its manufacture and probable 

, Te'ceipts in different plants :f. 
------------------------------~ 

1 Dr. S. Dutt"s a~tiole on •• Indian Sugar Industry .. published in the 
Leader of Angust 5, 1934. _. 

• Gandhi .• M. P. : Single Sugar Selling Organization (A Central Mark· 
eting Board). p. 2.. . 

• Report nf the Indian Tariff Board on the Sugar Industry. p. 65. 
• Obtained from the Government Sugarcane Research Station, Shah· 

jahaopur. 



· 8R-;pOrl~~fthe Indian-Ta~iff B~~rd on the Suga.r-induatry, p. 65~ 
• Obtained from the Government Sugarcane Research Station, Shah

jahanpur. 



The difficu1ties of obtaining a.n adequate regular supply of·~ines 0 

cane for the factories could be obviated by. concentrating the i:P~ov
area round about them on which they co1,1ld draw for their en s. 
cane. This could be brought about either by the factories 
purchasing land in compact blocks from the existing zami'rtdars, 

. or by the grant of Crown .waste lands by the State, or by 
comrulsory acquisition by Government ,of cane ll),ndsfor 
factories. No si,ngle measure cap. fully solve the question. 
The problem should be tacJd~d (rom all sides. 

The agricultural side of the lugar iJidustry is as important, 
as the manufacture itself. Factory ownets should invest some 
money in agricultural improvement by opening experimental 
and demonstration farms and offering credit facilities for the 
purchase of improved s~dlings, manure implements a.nd live 
stock. \ 

Old and out-of-date plants ~re not infrequently installed for 
cheapness. This is false economy and it shonld be given up. 
Again the place of chemistry in the process, of manufacture 
should be duly recognized I!-nd the position of the factory 
chemists would be ma.de more secure. 

The railways should extend adequ!j.te transport facilities in 
the shape of reduction of freights and provision of suitable tank 
wagons for earriage. of molasse~ .. The existing competition 
among the Indian sugar factories has become too acute to \>e. 
healthy. A single sngar selling organization on the model ~ 
NIVAS of Java will perhars,ease the sit~ation. . . 

An important side problem of great magnitnde which faces' 
the Indian sugat industry today is that of the ntilization. of 
by-products, such as molasses, bagasse, filter-press-mud-cakes" 
bagasse ashes, etc. At present in most of the sugar factories 
in India molasses run to waste. The market provid~ll for
molasses by the tobacco curing industry is.very limited:. and 
unless some suitable outlet for it is iound, the waste_which 
is g0ing on today will increase as the sugar industry develops. 
Molasses may be 'used for the manufactUre of alcohol for 
industrial purposes: Again it is a suitable ingredient of fuel for 
internal combustion engin~B. The cost of extraction of alcohol 
at the place of manu~acture has been estimated to 6 annae! 
per gallon .. It may also be llsed for the manufacture of' 
vinegar. The Rosa Sugar )Vork" and Distillery carryon the 
distillation of molasses on a large scale and produce rum,' 
rectified and other types of "pirito!. Under the existing excise 
:policy of the State, however, it Is not possible to encourage 
molasses distillation to any great extent. Molasses are use:! 
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.as fuel in sugar factories {Ii Queensland and Philippines. It 
is also sometimes used as manure. In America dry ice (solid 
-carbon dioxide) is. manufactured out of molasses. When 
mixed with some fodder, molasses can be used, as cattie food. 

Spent cane may be utilized for the manufacture of cellulos6', 
paper, woodlesswood, artificial silk, insulating materials, etc. 
Filter-press-mud-cakes, bagasse ashes and sugar factory refuse 
.are aU good fertilizers. 
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CHAPTER VII 

MARKETING 

&ft m.IITk~'t.ing. 
GBlofISSALLY the khandsaZis. are· also thci manufacturers of Tab 

and, therefol;t\, all th.~ fa, annually 'pcoduced is. not marketed, 
but a part ot ifjs;.to~e(} m thehhandsals of the producers. 
The rest of the Tao. is Sold iIi the village markets or brought to 
the bigger marts.~'$he 'to~s, and cities for sale. Khandsalis 
usually purchase ·a .. Iarge· aIJ,lomrt.of this Tab in the open market. . . . ,.., . 

Three'varieties of t:/£b. are dealt". with ill markets in thefle Varieties of 
(listrictS. 1;he bel Tab is produced lri the rab boiling workshops roo dealt 
{)f the kha1ulsalis and is suI!l>osed to be the best type. Next withkin the 
in order comes the BaiTi Tab. It is boiled· from juice on, a mar eta. 
mngle open pan in the cottages of the cultivatorS. As it is not 
darified it is darker and more sticky: The garawat ki Tab 
iii .boiled from molasses and is deficient in therercentage of 
recoverable sugar. The .el Tab is generally marketed in new 
.kalsis (earthen rots>. the Bairi rab in old ones and the gaTawat 
ki Tab in the lower lialves of u&ad kalsis. The rab which IS 

meant for carriage to distant pl~s is potted iIi metallic vessels 
like tins and drums. \. .. , ' .. 

Transaction. for the purt::hase and sale of rab are put through Role of 
the arhtis (a class of commission agents) and dalals(l). Kalsis ~~ and 
or tins of Tab meant for Sale are· brought in cart-loads from .' 
v.illages to the aThats (the bllsiness place of the aThtis) in the 
town or city guni (market), where khandsalis and beoparis 
come with their dalals to buy the same.' The'aThtis also export 
Tab to outstation beoparis on receipt of thea. orders. Shamat-
ganj, Alamgiriganj, and Kila, in Bareilly; Sahukara, l\ui:ana-
ganj, and Chauk, in Pilibhit and Bahadurganj, Keruganj, 
Bholaganj, Biriaganj, and Ganeshganj in Shahjahanpur are 
the leading Tab markets in these districts. An octroi duty has 
to be paid on all Tab entering these three cities. 

The cartage of kalsis of Tab depends upon the distance from Cartage of. 
the village to the aThat IJ,nd is calculated on 100 kalsis. The rab. 
~artage from a village bel about 10 miles away from the 
Bahadurganj market in Shahiahanpur is Rs.2 per 100 kalsis. 

(l) Brokers. 



Higgling 
and 
bargaining 
a.t the 
arhat. 
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Carts carrying kalsis are stationed before the arhat of the 
commission agent through whom they are to b~' sold. In 
practice each rrospective seller of mb has his own favourite 
arhti through whom he generally deals. Good-will between 

. the two parties is firmly established after a few years' dealings. 
The ~eller of rab gives the approximate rate to the arhti at 
which he intends to sell his ,Product. The khandsalis or beo
paris or their agents come;to the gunj (market) and roam 
about with dalals from . a'rhat.. to arhat. The dalal shows 
samples of rab to the prospective purchaser by scratching some 
rab with an iron .suja from the kalsis at various arhats. Next 
starts the higgling and b:1rgaining~.· 'N~ rates. are communi
cated directly either to the purchaser or. to the'arhti on behalf 
of the seller. The purchaser and th~:, dqlal hide their hands 
in an angaucha (piece of cloth) ; and by touching each other's 
fingers a 'rate is 'communicated \>y theforiner to the latter. 
The dalal does the same thing with the arhtiand thus the 
higgling goes on.. If a rate is struck which is agreeable to 
both !hepurchas~r .as well as th~ seller, the transfer is put 
through. No. written agreement is however made. Nor is 
.any earnest money paid . 

• 
Weighment. When the rate is settl'ed the kalsis \l>re weighed and the 

total amount of money payable by the buyer arrived at. 
Gt;nerally all the kalsis are not weiglied.· The coupnonest 
rractice is that the purchaser samples the two smallest and 
the. seller the two biggest kalsis. These are then broken and 
~heir rab contents sep~l'itted from their pr0!ren chips. The 
rab and the pieces of kalsis are .-weighed separately and 
averaged. The .mean tare weight of the kalsi and the net 
wdgU of the rab per kalsi' having ,been thus found, the value 
of the total amount of rab is ealcutated. Occasionally the 
average weight is arrived at simply.by higgling. The local 
mt1.und of rab is equal to 401 seers in Bareilly and 49 seers in 
Sh8.hjahanpur. Tile kalsis of rab, having been sold, are next 
carted -to the godown of the purchaser at the expense of the 
seller. 

Exporiof 
rab. 

A considerable amount of rab is also exported to beoparis at 
distant places in Rajputana, Mewar, Deccan, Punjab, Central 
Provinces, Kasganj, Agra, Bengal, .,etc. The arhtis occasion
ally demand some earnest money. in advance from such 
beoparis but when they have hall constant dealings with each 
other no such advance is taken. 
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The oThtill make the following market charges from the Local 
h f b market pure asers 0 Ta : deductions. 

Items Shahje.h&npur Bareilly 

------
Tulai .. .. 2 annas per maund 

Dfllali ., .. I anna per maund. o' S annas per e\'ery 
transaction of 

Ramlila .. .. 1_ anna on every Rs.IOO. 
transactiOIl of 
RB.100. 

-' 

Arhm .. .. . .. 1 anna pel' ma1.llld . . 
Karda .. . ~ .. I seer per' ~al1n'l. . . .... ~--_ .. _-. 

From the sellers the aThtis take the following: 

Items ShahjahMlpur . Bareilly' 

Dalali I anna per maun;' .'8 annas per. every 

" Arliat Re.l per· every 
transaction of 

• Rs.lOO ... 

Cartage to the purchaser's 
godown ("aries with dis- oI! 
tance). ~ .. -, 

• .transtaction of 
- Rs.100 • . 
Rs.2 per every trans

action of Rs. J 00. 

In the Piliblift iti~ts Tab .weight" is taken at 40i seers for Market 

each maund.. If. th~ Tab w~ich has been. sold is subsequently ri~:~liari. 
found to be mfenor m quality the dalalmtervenes and settles 
a batta (allowance) whicn is binding on both the purchaser as 
well as the seller. 0 The payment.. is either made on the same 
day or on the third day when the dalal produces the paToha 
(bill) to the purchaser from the aThti. fhe market raJie of 
Tab is liable to frequent and wide fl.nctb.a~ons, depending 
mainly on the trends of khand and' molasses markets. No 0 

standardization and specification has so far been introduced in 
the Tab market~. Stiff Tab of lighter ~olour is supposed to be 
of superior quality. and rich in suga~ On the other hand the 
loose variety of. darker colour contains a: higher percentage of 
molastles and inverted sugar. Nawabganj (Bareillydistrict) 
rab is reputed for its quality.- During the season 1933··34 the 
market of rab opened from a low level and towards the close 
it reached the peak Galawat ki Tab was sold at Rs.2 per 
/llauIld and the bel kt'rab at Rs.3-B to Rs.p per maund. 

7 



Important 
khand 
markets. 

Som.etimes the producers of Tab take advances of money 
from the arhtis on an implied understanding that they will 
dispose off their rab through them. 

Marketing of kha.nd 

Unlike Tab, khand is sold at the place of its manufacture. 
The sale agreement is put through the arhtis· and dalals. In 
smaller towns there is another class of middlemen known as 
the kachcha arhtias who serve as ~ connecting link between 
the khandsalis (sellers) and the pucca arhtias. But in city 
markets the services of the kachcha arhtias, are dispensed with. 
Occabionally the pucca arhtias aC$!ommodate the kachcha 
arhtia"s in.towns and the latter 'finance the village khandsalis. 
The money is lent either for the season at a nominal rate of 
interest or without any interest when a current account is 
running between the borrower and the lender; In every case 
there is an implied understanding that the df;btor will dispose 
of his produce to his financier. The pucca arhtias act as com· 
mission agents for the ~eoparis or wholesale dealers in big cities. 

Bareilly, Shahjahanpur and Pilibhit are important centres 
of khand ~usiness.. Shamatganj and Alamgiriganj in 
Ba'reilly; Bahadurganj, Bholaganj, Biriaganj and Ganeshganj 
in Shahjahanpur and Direpanganj in Pilibhit are the leading. 
sugar marts (ganjs) in these districts. Most of the substantial 
arhtis carryon their business (arhat) in these mart!f. .. There 
are about 10 important arhtis and 20 dalals in Pilibhit an<l 30 
arhtis and 60 daLals in Bareilly and ShahjahanpU! each. 

The number of khandsali; (hIring the year 193,3-34 in nve out 
of the six districts of ROhiJkhand was,a.s follows: (1) 

BareilIy 
Shahjahanpur •• 

'Pilibhit 

-...... 
,'. ,-

'. . 
•• 

470 
'490 
380 

Bijnor 634 
Moradabad • • 353 

Role of The beoparis who live near about come personally to the 
arthi, dalal. arhtis to make purohases of sugar. Others generally send 
and beopan. orders direct to their commission agents specifying the quality 

and aFproximate price of the product to be purchased. Only 
in rare cases are samples actually sent. Generally no advance 
of money is demanded with the orders, but occasionally a sum 
equal tOl10 per cent. to 25 per cent. of the total value of the 
order is insisted upon from new beoparis specially when the 
market is very unsteady. Occasionally too the beoparis, 

(') Figures obtained from the Bureau of St~tistics and l'lc9Iloljlic ltes~. 
United frovillCIlS,' • ' 
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rlThtis and dalals go personally to the khansalis to purchase 
khand, but ordinarily the business of putting t~ the 
a!!J'eement is left. to the dalals who are experts in this business. 

b Th" dalals keep a numb.er of purias 'Or packets (small quan
tities of various specimens of sugaz wrapped in raper wrappers) 
of bang is (samples) of sugar which were marketed on the 
previous day with their rates duly marked on each puria. 
'l'bey roam about from one khandsal to another taking fresh 
samples of sugar available with any khandsali. They put a. 
speelmen of the khand from a. khandsal, intended to. be sold, 
on a piece of small woo.den board, painted black, and technically 
known as patti, and display against this their own samples for 
the sake of comparison. They then ask for the rate of the 
khand from the khandsali and go with the sample to their 
arhtia to communicate the rate to him. After some amount 
of higgIing if a. rate is struck upon" which is acceFtable to 
the arhti as well as the khandsali in question_ the agreement is 
concluded and both the parties are ~nformed. :No written 
agreement is made. In Shahjahanpur markets Ee.l is 
generally paid as earnest money to the khandsali and entered 
in the books both of the khandsali and the arhti. 

The agree~ent having been made, -the dalal writes a note :~K=on~ 
on the puria of the bangi (sample) of the khand to be sold and • 
hands over the same to the morhia (a servant) of the arhti who 
goes in company with 15 to 20 palledars and taulas. Taulas 
and palledars are ordinary porter~ who are hired for ordinary 
wages in the market. Sometimel:l they are also in the employ 
of the arhti and receive a specified amount of khand from the 
khandsali on each maund of sugar weighed by them and for 
which the latter is paid by the arhti. The morhia is some 
reliable man of the arhti under whose supervision the sugar 
is weighed and bagged. He c0lI1>ares. the bulk with the 
sample from time to time, and if he detects any di:fference 
prejudicial to the interests of the arhti he susFends further 
weighment and reports the fatter to his master. The arhti 
then comes in company with the dalal thtough whom the sale 
agreement was effected. If a marked difference is noted the 
dalal Rettles the batta (allowance) payable to the arhti and this 
is binding on both the parties, viz. the khandsali as well as the 
arhti. The batta is charged on the total amount of sugar_ 
contracted for-whether weighed or not. The khandsa~;" 
therefore, takes special precautions -to thoroughly mix the 
various charges of sugar from the centrifugal so as to minimize 
the chances of disputes. This mixing of sugar is known as 
khall karna. It is left to both the purchaser as well as the 
seller to f1top further weighment of" khand any time. .The 



Important 
khand. 
markets. 

Sorr.etimes the producers of Tab take advances of money 
from the a'l'htis on an implied understanding that they will 
dispose off their Tab through them. 

Marketing of kha.nd 

Unlike Tab, khand is sold at the place of its manufacture. 
The sale agreement is put through the arhtis· and dalals. In 
smaller towns there is another class of middlemen known as 
the kachcha arhtias who serve as ~ connecting link between 
the khandsaUs (sellers) and the pucca arhtias. But in city 
markets the services of the kachcha arhtias are dispensed with. 
Occabionally . the pucca arhtias ac~ommodate the kachcha 
arhtias in. towns and the latter 'finance the village khandsalis. 
The money is lent either for the season at a nominal rate of 
interest or without any interest when a current account is 
running between the borrower and the lender; In every case 
there is an implied understanding that the debtor will dispose 
of his produce to his financier. The pucca arhtias act as com
mission agents for the ~eoparis or wholesale dealers in big cities. 

Bareilly, Shahjahanpur and Pilibhit are important centres 
of khand ~usiness.. Shamatganj and Alamgiriganj in 
Bareilly; Bahadurganj, Bholaganj, Biriaganj and Ganeshganj 
in Shahjahanpur and Direpanganj in Pilibhit are the leading 
sugar marts (ganjs) in these districts. Most of the substantial 
arhtis carryon their business (arhat) in these martff. .. There 
are about 10 important arhtis !Lnd 20 dalals in Pilibhit and 30 
arhtis and 60 da141s in Bareilly and ShahjahanpUI: each. 

The number of khandsaU; during the year 1933-34 in five out 
of the six districts of Rohijkhand was~a,s follows: (1) • 

BareilIy 
Shahjahanpur •• 

'PiIibhit 
,' ..... .. ". . 

470 
490 
380 

Bijnor •• .. .. 534 
Moradabad • • 353 

Role of The beoparis' who live near about come personally to the 
arthi. dalaZ. arhtis to make purchases of sugar. Others generally send 
and boopa". orders direct to their commission agents specifying the quality 

and arproximate price of the product to be purchased. Only 
in rare cases are samples actually sent. Generally no advance 
of money is demanded with the orders, but occasionally a sum 
equal tOI 10 per cent. to 25 per cent. of the total value of the 
order is insisted upon from new beoparis specially when the 
market is very unsteady. Occasionally too the beopans, 

(') Figures obtained from the Bureau of Stlltistics and lilc9nOlJlic :jies~. 
Uilited l'rovinC(lS, . . 
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I"htis and dalals go personally to the kha~alis to purchase 
khand, but ordinarily the business of putt~g t~~ the 
agreement is left. to the dalals who are experts III this busllless. 

The dalals keep a numb.er of PUTlas "Or packets (small quan
tities of various specimens of sugax wrapped in raper wrappers) 
of bangis (samples) of sugar which were marketed on t~e 
previous day with their rates duly marked on each puna. 
'l'bey roam about from one khandsal to another taking fresh 
samples of sugar available with any khandsali. They put a. 
speclIuen of the khand from a. "handsal, intended to be sold, 
on a piece of small wo~den board, painted black, and technically 
known as patti. and display against this their own saxnples for 
the sake of comparison. They then ask for the rate of the 
khand from the khandsali and go with the saxnple to their 
aThtia to communicate the rate to him. After some axnount 
of higgling if a. rate is struck upon~ which is acceptable to 
the aTllti as well as the khandsali in question_ the agreement is 
concluded and both the parties are informed. No written 
agreement is made. In Shahjahanpur markets ;Re.l is 
generally paid as earnest money to the khandsali and entered 
in the books both of the khandsali and the aThti. 

The agree~ent having been mad8,' the dalal writes a note :;e,:x=::,ont 
on the PUTia of the bangi (sample) of the khand to be sold and • 
hand3 ovw- the same to the mOThia (a servant) of the aThti who 
goes in company with 15 to 20 palledaTs and taulas. Taulas 
and paUedaTs are ordinary porterrl who are hired for ordinary 
wages in the market. Sometimes they are also in the employ 
of the aThti and receive a specified amount of khand from the 
khandsali on each maund of sugar weighed by them and for 
which the latter is paid by the aThti. The morhia is some 
reliable man of the arhti under whose supervision the sugar 
is weighed and bagged. He comjlares. the bulk with the 
saxnple from time to time, and if he detects any di:lIerence 
prejudicial to the interests of the aThti he suspends further 
weighment and reports the fatter to his master. The arhti 
then comes in company with the daldl thtoughwhom the sale 
agreement was effected. If a marked difference is noted the 
dalal settles the batta (allowance) payable to the aThti and this 
is binding on both the parties, viz. the khandsali as well as the 
aThti. The batta is charged on the total amount of sugar 
contracted for-whether weighed or not. The khandsaH, 
therefore, takes special precautions -to thoroughly mix the 
various charges of sugar from the centrifugal so as to minimize 
the chances of disputes. This mixing of sugar is known as 
khall kaTna. It is left to both the purchaser as well as the 
seller to stop further weighment ot khand any time. 'I'he 
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khand wNch has been weighed. is carried away to the arlwl 
either ill gatthis of cloth on the shoulders of the palledars or 
it is stuffed-in gunny bags. A gatthi contains about 
It maund (Imperial' weight) and a bag 2l maunds 
(Imperial weight) of khand. The bags are suppEed by 
the beopan and cost 5 annas each or Rs.25 per 100. V\Then 
the first palledar goes to the arhat he takes with him a formal 
note from the khandsali to the arhti. This note contains 
rarticuiarsof agreements, rate of khand, name of the parties 
concerned, viz. the arhti, the khandsali and the dalal, etc. 
This note is compared with the parcha or bill when it IS 
presented to the arhti by the khandsali for the payment of his 
sale-proceeds. It is only occasionally that the khand is 
brought to the arhat. More generally it is bagged and kept 
for SOme time in the khandsal itself from where it is carted to 
the railway station for carriage to desawar (outstations). 

Martket d In Shahjahanpur markets the practice is that when the 
eus oms an . 
usages. agreed amount of khand has been weJghed and bagged the 

arhti comes with his own kanta and bant (scales and weights) 
to the khandsal to test the weights of a few bags. Generally 
the arhti selects the two smallest and the khandsali the two 
biggest bags. All these are weighed and the mean weight of 
the bags is found on the basis of which the weight of all the 
bags is computed. If an excess or deficiency of ~ seers or less 
on the weight per bag is revealed on this test, it is ignored; 
but if the deficiency is more than this the arhti charges double 
the difference on each bag. 'fhis is known as du chandi katna. 
On the other hand if there is an excess only the actual difference 
is paid on each bori (bag). . 

Bagging, sewing and carting charges fall upon the arhti. 
If due to unfavourable weather 'conditions or some other 

reasons the arhti cannot removebis sugar from the k1zandsal 
he pays no rent and the khand lies in the khandsa£ at the care 
and risk of the khandsali. When the bags have been filled 
and sewn the arhti sends bis cart for their removal to the 
railway station for despatch to the beopari in desawar (outsta
tions). The arhti, pays all the expenses of the desratch and 
charges the same from the beopari. 

JlIarket The arhti makes the following market charges from the 
deductions_ khandsali: 

--
Items BareilIy 

. 
Shahjahanpur Pih"bhit 

. -
Dane .. .. .. 1 chbatak per 

maund of -
sugar. 
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It<>rns Bareilly Shahjahanpu~ Pilibhit 

____________ -----------1-----------
Dalali I anna per paUa II anua per paUa I anna per paUa. 

Shar/Jal .adabar' 3 annas per 
transact:on of 
of Rs.lOO. 

Dharamshala i ann" per 
transaction of 
Rs.lOO. 

Khand kl,arach •• 

Dharmada 

i seer per 121 I seer per palla 
maunds of of sugar. 
sugar. 

i anna per 
transaction of 
Rs.lOO. 

1 anna per 
transaction of 
Rs.IOO. 

I cahatak per 
paUa ofsugar. 

1 anna per 
transaction of 
Rs.IOO. 

Palledari 1 anna per paUa 1 anna per bag 1 anna per bag. 
or 1 anna per 
paUa. 

Morhia ki khand 31 pao per dhari 
(ganes" marhia 
ki khan". punn 
khate H,'. 

Morhi'J ki khand 
(ohaThai ki. gau. 
shala. pathshala. 
shafakhana, 
dharam8hala. 

Dana balta 

Khand t9 arlit • •• 

Do. dala' •• 

Do. taula 

Do. charhaiya 

Khand to palled a" • 

i Beer per dhar, 
or 5 pice per 
transaction of 
Rs.IOO. 

13i an'lBS per No mitt system 
transaction of preve.ils. 
Rs.IOO. 

1 seer of sugar i seer of sugar 

f to 1 seer per 
100 dharis of 
sugar. 

1 anna. per palla 
or. J anna per 
transa.ction of 
Rs.IOO. 

8 annBS per 
transaction of 
Rs.lOO. 

I chhatak per 
palla of klitnd. 

1 seer of sugar. 

I chhamk 'per 
palla of sugar. 

Ditto. 

N.B.-These market charges vary very widely from a;h4t to ar/illt. No 
nniformity prevails even in different arhatB in the same mar'ket. In Bareilly 
lOme arhtis charge 1 anna per 5 maunds of sugar from the beopari and give 
the same to the khandsa/i for allowance to the tau/as when .the latter are not 
in the regular employ of the arhti. The pa/lellars and taulas are sometimes 
paid in termS of sugar by the khandsali who recoups himself from the arhU. 
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'Uut 'of 1 anna per bag as palledari the arhtis in Pilibhit pay only 3 pice per 
bag to the palledars and retain 1 pice per bag for themselves. In Pilibhit the 
kar-hcha arhti charges Be.l per transaction of Bs.loo as his arhat from the 
khandsali over IIond above u.1l other charges. In F>ilibhit markets 401 seers 
of sugar is weighed for every maund. 

The arhti recoups himself for all the expenses he incurs from 
the beopari. He makes the following charges from the 
beopari over and above the value of the khand sold: 

Items Bareilly I Shabjabanpur pilibbit 

Bllarai, 8ilai '1 anna per bag I anna to II 
anna per bag. 

I anna per bag. 

Dalali 1 anna per 1 anna per 1 anna per 
palla. palla. palla. 

Arhat Re.1 per trans- 8 to II: annas 12 annas to Re.l 
nction of per transac- per transac-
Bs.IOO. tion of Rs.IOO. tion of Be.IOO. 

Gau7Jhala 2} annns per 
transaction of 
Rs.IOo.. 

Dharma-Ta I anca per 
transaction of 

f p'ce per palla .• 

Rs.IOO. 

Ttllai 1 anna per 5 4 annas per palla 
maunds. 

Palledari I anna per palla I anna per paUa 1 anoa per paUc.. 

Bora dhulai (cart- I anna 
at'e of bags to 

per bag ! anna per ba;; 1 anna per bag. 

station). 

Bab" kharch (or 4 to 5 rupees .• 4 to 5 nlpees .• 4 to 5 rupees. 
~ips to railway 
men per wagon). 

Bilti kharch 8 anna per 100 8 annas per 100 8 anna per 100 
bags. bags. bags. 

Ladwai (loading 
cbarges at the 

3 pice per bag 3 pice per bag 3 pice per bag. 

station).' 

Freigbt Depending on distance. 

Interest at Re.1 l p.m. per cent. 

I on unpaid ba-
lanoe. 

I 
N.B.-Local variations are prominent in every market In the markets 

of Pilibhit on every Be.l of dalali charged from the beoptJri the arhti intercept. 
, annas and gives only 19 annas to th\l dalal. 
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On every transaction of khand some money is charged either CbandauBi 
from the purchaser or the. seller or from both the parties for markets. 
charitable purposes '"in the name of dharmada, gausha~, 
Ramlila, sha/Ilkhana, pathshala, dharamshala, etc. ThIS 
money is set aside and utilized for some religious or charitable 
purpose. In the Chandausi (district Moradabad) market a 
very systematic custom of collecting and managing this chari~~ 
able fund prevails. A Gaushala Committee is formed from 
among some of the leading arhtis of the market. The com-
mittee keeps and sells gaushala stamrs with which every 
payment on every market transaction is chargeable. The 
khandsali, before he can obtain payment for his khand, has to 
stamp the parcha (bill for payment) with the gaushala stamps 
and signs and dates the same. Each stamp is impressed with 
the mark of the gaushala committee. The local stamp duty 
at the following scale is charged on all sugar sold in Chandausi 
markets: 

up to Rs.IO worth of sugar ,No stamp. 
From Rs.IO to 30 of sugar .. 1 pice. 

.. Rs.30 to 50 of sugar .. 2 pice. 

.. Rs.50 to 80 ofS1lgar .. 3 pitJe. 

.. Rs.!lO to 100 of sugar. • . . 1 anna. 
On every additional Rs.IOO •• 1 anr.a. 

The proceeds of sale of these tickets· go to make up the 
gaushala fund which at the close of the year is allocated as 
follows: 

(i) 25 per cent. to Vaish Charitable Dispensary. 
(ii) 12! per cent. to Vaish Ramlila Committee. 

(iii) 12! per cent. to Brahman Ramlila Committee. 
(iv) 50 per cent. for the upkeep and maintenance pf 

cows and other cattle. 1 . 

In the evening the khandsali sends a pareha (or bill) either Settlement 
on the same or on the 3rd day to receive his payment. This of p~rchase 
. k h k bh t I R cOIla>dera. IS nown as fare a a ug an. nterest at e.1 per cent. tion. 
per mensem IS charged for late payments. In Bareilly and 
PiliblJit there is a miti (trade discount) system but it does not 
prevail in Shahjahanpur. The charges for dana batta are 
not?ing but trade discount for payments within the customary 
penod. 

A large amount of khand is annually expo~ted to R~htak, ~~~~~ . 
Agra, Muttra, Delhi, Meerut, Muzaffarnagar, Miyani, Jhansi, teristics. 
Etawah, Auraiya, Hathras, etc. About 1,000 boris in Pilibhit, 
!tp.4 ~!OOO in Bart)illy and ShahjahanpuF markets each afe 
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dealt with daily during the full swing of the season. There 
is anasso-ciation of arhtis in Shahjahanpur and of khandsalis 
in BareillY,and Pilibhit. ' it 

. ,T.he . quality of sugar is not staIidarized in these markets. 
This is a great. defect which has· to be removed before really 
goad' khand markets can, be established. At present there is 
,much :room for adulteration of sugar and no control is practic
able. Centrifugal machine-made sugar is recognized by various 
local names such as awwal, doyam, seyam, dabiz, naram, 
dabti, pili, ghatia, etc. khancJvi made sugar is characterized by 
terms ijke phool, melu, darmiyani, akhri, tarauncha, etc. The 
market price of khand varies widely from season to season 
and from month to month within the same year. It generally 
starts from a moderate level, followed by a downward trend, 
reaching the peak at the middle of the season and falling down 
to a low level towards the close but again shooting up at the 
termination. The market rate of khand rises and falls in 
sympathy with market fluctuations elsewhere as also with the 
price of second and third grade factory sugar and the market 
trends of rab, gur and molasses. K~anchi sugar always com-

. mands a price of4 to 6 rupees per palla higher than that fetched 
by machine-made sugar, and machine first khand is always 
deare):' than machine made 2nd khand. The average market 
price of first, second and third classes of machine-made khand 
during the last season ranged between Rs.32 and RsAO, Rs.28 . 
and Rs.30 and, Rs.18 and Rs.2!> per palla respectively . . 

Marketing of Factory Sugar 

Central factory sugar is sold through the selling agents of 
the factories. Factory sugar, being graded and standardized, 
is sold by specification of grades. A commission of 14 annas to 
Re.l per 100 maunds of sugar sold is paid to the selling agents. 
'The agents procure orders and forward the same to the factory 
for execution. The factory despatches the sugar to the con
sign,ee with the railway receipt and discounts the bill with its 
bankers who collect the bill and credit the account of the 
factory with the proceeds. 

The existing Single Selling Organization of sugar in Java 
has an interesting ,history behind it. Before the 'war Java 
fact~ries sold their produce as' Indian factories do at present. 
'After 1917, however, there arose a cut-throat competition. 
Prices were cut down. A huge stock was accumulated and ' 

. (l~!llQrf!.lization began to reign. The U,nited Java Su~a.,. .. . ~ ~ 
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Producers' Association (V. I. S. P.) was formed at this 
juncture and the crisis was averted. The Association worked 
satisfactorily and proved very useful till 1932. By the end of 
1932 the V. I. S. P. was dissolved. 

With the development of political and economic conditions 
in British India and China difficulties began to increase. 
Government intervention became inevitable and the Governor 
General "promulgated the Associated Sugar Ordinance which 
came into force on 1st January, 1933, by which was founded 
the Netherlands Indian Association for "the sale of sugar 
(NIVAS). With the establishment of the NIVAS "the Java 
Rugar industry has entered upon a. period in which all pro
ducers, whilst setting aside their special group interests, have 
combined under the supervision and with the co-operation of 
tht Netherlands Indian Government, by means of a. pnldent 
~!l.leli policy to avert the crisis now prevailing, with the mini
mum sacrifice and losses, in the interests of the industl'Jl and 
people as whole." (1) 

India. has an obviouR lesson to learn from Java. In order !:eke~~~g 
that the fullest use of protection may be made it is essential bo:rd for 
that a fully representative sales organJzation should be started. Indi ••• 
It is true that many difficulties have to be surmounted in the 
case of an Indian organization but the necessity cannot be too 
much emphasized. . 

The sugar millowners at their two ~onferences recently held 
diRCussed the problem of bringing into existence a. Central 
'Marketing .Board with the following objects: 

(1) A voidance of wasteful internal competition by 1\ 

scientific and well-planned scheme of distribution of sugar. 
(2) Elimination of imports of foreign sugar as !araR 

possible so as to keep the Indian market for Indian sugar. 
(3) Standardization of grades of sugar. 

M arlceting of Gur 
Like rab and khand, gllr "is also marketed through the Marketing 

medium of the dala.ls and arhtis. The kachcha arh6i, rurchaseR cf gtlr. 

gllr in· village and small town markets and sends it to 1\ pltcca 
arkti iIi the city market (or gttnj). Shahjahanpur is the leadinC1 
gur market in Rohilkhand. '" 

The arhtis in flliahjahanphl" market levy 'tile foIlowing 
market charges on the. sellers of gur: • 

Dalalt-2 annas per palla or 12! annas per transaction 
of Rs.l00. . 

(1) Gandhi. M. J.. Si7l{/1~ Sugar Selling Orgpmzat!on--(A Oenlf'al 
Mat'keting Board), p. 13. 

8 



Slu!rbat sadabart-2i annas per transaction of Rs.ioo. 
Uhatti";"""9 chhatak per palla of g,ur. . 
Kanta-l seer pel' lllaund. 

The arhti pays, 6i annasper Rs.lOo worth of transaction to 
tIie'seller ,as karigari. . , ' 

The market of gurdepend:! on the market of juice, lab and 
molasses, V ;j.riousqualities of gur, viz. sairi lauta, etc. are 
sold. During the HM3 season the average' market rate of, 
la.ltta gur was Es.5 to Us.lOper palla (4 maunds). Sairj gur 
was marketed at Bs.3 to Bs.5 per maund. 

The arhti charges th~ beopari wit}! the following on the sale 
of ~airi gur.:, ' 

Dalal~9i- annas per Rs.100 worth of transaction. 
Marhvai-61 annas per Rs.1QQ worth of transaction. 
Chatti tat~Rs.10 to 12 per Bs.100 of tranl:lactiOll. 
Chatt~Sawa Faua per maund. 
Cartage to statiQn-Re.l-~ per 100 bheli. 
Railway receipt charges-
Tips to railwayuten-1 pice per bheli. 
Loading charges-l pice per blteli. 

On: lauta gur the arlLt'i makes tbe following charges from the. 
beopari : 

.Dl),lali:-:-l anna per palla. 
1(har.ch~21 annas per tranflaCtion of Rs.100. 
Arhl),t-8 to 13 annas per transaction of Rs.lOQ~ 
Dharmada1 aima per transaction of ;as.loo. 
Gaushala, ann~ per transaction of Rs.loo. 

:Fl'om Shahjahanpur market gUT is exported to Gwalior~ 
Agra., Gujerat, Jair:ur. Jodhpur, etc. 

Disposal of ~hira or molasse& 

Di.po3al or The unit of sale of molasses is 100 nap (as in Bareilly and, 
molalses. Pilib,hit) or 100 lati (as in Shahjabanpur). ' Lati or nap is an 

earthen vessel used for measuring the molasses and marked ' 
",ith its capacity in seers. An average nap or lati contains 1,1>. 
seers and. the molasses'maund is taken at 2Q seers in Shah .. 
jatJ,anp,pt'. 

Molasses is sold through the dalals. The pW'chaser goes 
with the dalal to the khmulsal of the seller; and when the 
agreement is settled. Re.!' is sometimes paid as earnest money, 
to tb.,e aeller. ~ifty per cent. of the price'is paid at the ti.u.le , 

, .. 
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of measw'ing the molalities .. and the balance is settled. after
wards. Tile purchulier charges from the seller 4 annas per 
RldOO worth of molasses purchased as katauti and the dalal 
takes 4 annas per transaction of Rs.IOO from each party. 

For'the last few years the khandsalis have been losing consi
derably on molasses and it Frl;tctically used to go to waste. 
During the last season the market rate of molasses ranged from 
Hs.lO to Rs.50 per 100 nap in Bareilly and Pilibhit and Rs.19 
to Rs.65 per 100 lati in Shahjahanpur. This was really a. 
phenomenal ill(,l'ease and brought unexpected profits to the 
sellers of molasses. 
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